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Marc Kampschuur 
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1. Call to Order 

The Chair called the meeting to order at 4:00 p.m. and outlined meeting procedures. 

2. Approval of Agenda 

Carlos Calao moved the agenda be confirmed as circulated. 

The motion carried. 

3. Approval of Minutes, March 23, 2020 

Harleen Deol moved the minutes be accepted as circulated.  

The motion carried. 

4. Chair’s Report 

Alan Davis, Chair of Senate, gave a brief verbal report. 
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4.1. President’s Report to Senate 

The President provided his report. 

4.1.1. KPU2050 Campus Planning Process 

Brent Elliott, Campus and Community Planning, briefed Senate on the draft KPU2050 campus master 
plan. He reported on past and future consultations, emerging themes, vision, and principles, initial 
draft plans for each campus, COVID-19 implications, and future steps.  

Senate discussed preservation of green spaces, enacting the wellness principle, commuting between 
campuses, impacts of meeting and teaching online, campus security, digital consultations, drivers 
for change in Richmond, space for social events, and engaging the broader community.  

4.1.2. Senate Effectiveness Survey 2020 

David Burns announced the Senate Effectiveness Survey and encouraged Senators to participate.  

4.1.3. Fall 2020 Registration Add/Drop Deadlines 

Zena Mitchell introduced and overviewed the topic of extending the deadline for a week. The 
change is administrative and does not require Senate approval but the Chair requested input from 
the Senate.  

Senate discussed applying the new deadlines to online learning as well as in-person learning, the 
role of instructor permission, the timing of enacting the change, and distinguishing between the 
changes to the drop deadline and to the add deadline. 

4.2. Provost’s Report to Senate 

The Provost provided a verbal report. He updated Senate on academic planning during COVID-19, 
planning for Fall 2020, his work with Human Resources and Kwantlen Faculty Association to adapt to 
changes, the activities of the COVID-19 Action Committee, and the search on the Associate Vice-
President, Academic. 

4.2.1. COVID-19 Update 

David Florkowski overviewed the report. He highlighted the number of new cases, the lack of big 
spikes in the infection rates, the capacity of the BC health care system, successful flattening of the 
curve, and current modeling. Post-secondary Institutions are an essential service. He discussed a 
phased approach to reopen while keeping physical distancing and monitoring outbreaks. He 
reviewed the recent current outbreaks, knowledge, testing techniques, and timing of reopening 
KPU.  

The Senate discussed a second outbreak in the Fall, possible restrictions on international travel for 
students, and isolation plans for recently arrived international travelers. David Florkowski reviewed 
the development of immunity and vaccines. 

4.2.2. Research Continuity 

Sandy Vanderburgh introduced Deepak Gupta, Associate Vice-President, Research. He updated 
Senate on current projects, new opportunities for research resulting from COVID-19, and resources 
available for researchers. 

4.2.3. Scenario for best guess for Fall 2020  

Sandy Vanderburgh discussed a Fall 2020 scenario. The President also reported on the plans of other 
institutions to deliver asynchronous formats, and the strategy and timeline for making decisions. 
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Senate discussed approaches for managing the second wave, the ability of different programs to 
meet the physical distancing requirements, being proactive in planning, the response of faculty 
members to meet the needs of students, working collectively, continuity planning if instructors 
become ill, and using the summer semester as a pilot for planning.  

The President acknowledged the team effort of the faculty, the Deans, and IT at all different levels. 
He also commended the work of the Provost, Sandy Vanderburgh, Vice-President, External Affairs, 
Marlyn Graziano, and Special Advisor to the President on COVID-19, David Florkowski.  

5. Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum 

5.1. Consent Agenda 

David Burns moved that Senate approve the attached list of new, revised and discontinued 
courses. 

The motion carried. 

5.2. Program Changes 

5.2.1. Minor in Counselling 

David Burns moved that Senate approve the program changes to the Minor in Counselling 
program, effective September 1, 2020. 

The motion carried. 

5.2.2. Bachelor of Science, Major and Honours in Health Science 

David Burns noted a recent change in the wording of the calendar language regarding the credits.  

David Burns moved that Senate approve the Bachelor of Science, Major in Health Science and 
Bachelor of Science (Honours), Major in Health Science program changes with an effective date of 
September 1, 2020. 

The motion carried. 

5.2.3. Minor in Indigenous Community Justice 

David Burns moved that Senate approve the program changes to the Indigenous Community 
Justice Minor, effective September 1, 2020. 

The motion carried. 

5.2.4. Certificate in NGO/Non-Profit Studies 

David Burns provided a brief introduction, overview of the changes and consultation undertaken.  

David Burns moved that Senate approve the program changes to the NGO/Non-Profit Studies 
Certificate, effective September 1, 2020. 

The motion carried. 

5.2.5. Bachelor of Arts, Major in Applied Geography 

David Burns moved that Senate approve the program changes to the Bachelor of Arts, Major in 
Applied Geography, effective September 1, 2020. 

The motion carried. 
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5.2.6. Minor in Geography 

David Burns moved that Senate approve the program changes to the Minor in Geography, 
effective September 1, 2020. 

The motion carried. 

6. Senate Executive Committee  

6.1. Report of Actions: 

6.1.1. Aegrotat Grading during COVID-19 Pandemic 

Alan Davis, Chair of the Senate Executive Committee, introduced the topic. Zena Mitchell reported 
on the number of AEG grades submitted to date. The Registrar also noted the use of AEG is a one-
time only occurrence.  

The Senate discussed the power given to the Senate Executive Committee, the need and timing for 
the committee to make immediate decisions, alternate approaches that could be used, asking the 
Senate Governance and Nominating Committee to review the timeline for making decisions, and 
creating or adjusting existing policies to include emergency preparedness.  

Action:  

Consider a discussion for a “P” grade and a review of the grading policy.  

Ask the Senate Governance and Nominating Committee to review the timeline for decisions made by 
the Senate Executive Committee.  

Carlos Calao moved that Senate ratify the Senate Executive Committee decision to declare the 
COVID-19 pandemic an “other circumstance” under Policy AC4 that permits the use of AEG for the 
Spring 2020 term, and affirm the attached policy interpretation for use in carrying out this 
grading. 

The motion carried. 

6.1.2. English Language Proficiency Assessment: Temporary Alternative for Non-Native English 
Speakers 

Alan Davis introduced the topic. The Vice-Chair of Senate described the procedures followed to 
reach the decision.  

Aimee Begalka, Dean, Faculty Academic and Career Advancement reported on the extensive 
consultations with the ELST co-chairs.  

David Burns moved that Senate ratify the decision of the Senate Executive Committee to approve 
the use of the Duolingo English Test, taken with the last two years prior to the admission term, as 
an approved English assessment test for Admission and ELST course placement, effective 
immediately, on a temporary basis until in-person Senate-approved testing resumes. 

The motion carried. 

7. Senate Governance and Nominating Committee 

No report 

8. Senate Standing Committee on Academic Planning and Priorities 

8.1. Institutional Recognition: Boucher Naturopathic Institute of Medicine 
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Natasha Campbell, Chair, Senate Standing Committee on Academic Planning and Priorities, reviewed 
the key points. David Burns noted that, while the Boucher Institute identifies as a graduate institute, 
KPU will recognize their courses are conferring undergraduate credit. 

Natasha Campbell moved that Senate approve intuitional recognition for Boucher Institute of 
Naturopathic Medicine effective September, 2020. 

The motion carried. 

9. Senate Standing Committee on University Budget 

No report 

10. Senate Standing Committee on the Library  

No report 

11. Senate Standing Committee on Policy 

11.1. AC14 KPU Credential Framework 

Zena Mitchell, the Registrar, overviewed the intention and scope of the policy. Sandy Vanderburgh, 
discussed the requirement for an English course for transfer students with 60 credits. Robert Dearle 
reported on the report and recommendations the Senate Subcommittee on Writing Intensive 
Courses (SWIC). David Burns commended the consultation process used to develop the policy and 
overviewed the next steps for implementation.  

Senate discussed English requirements for KPU and transfer students, differentiating university 
writing instruction from writing-intensive requirements, and practices of comparable universities.   

The President thanked the policy developers.  

David Burns moved that Senate approve Policy and Procedure AC14 KPU Credential Framework, 
effective Fall 2023. 

The motion carried. 

12. Senate Standing Committee on Program Review 

No report 

13. Senate Standing Committee on Research 

David Burns reported that the Committee has elected Daniel Bernstein as Chair.  

14. Senate Standing Committee on Teaching and Learning 

No report. 

15. Office of the Registrar 

15.1. Approval of Graduate on April 27, 2020 

Rebecca Harbut moved that Senate approve the list of graduates to April 27, 2020. 

The motion carried. 

15.2. Senate and Board of Governors Election Report 

Zena Mitchell provided the report.  

SENATE ELECTION RESULTS, APRIL 2020 

FACULTY RESULTS 
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Faculty of Academic and Career Advancement 

Melissa Swanink (acclaimed) 
Term: September 1, 2020 – August 31, 2023 

Faculty of Trades and Technology 

Tom Westgate (acclaimed) 
Term: September 1, 2020 – August 31, 2023 

Faculty of Health 

No candidates 
Representative will be sought during the fall by-election 

School of Business 

No candidates 
Representative will be sought during the fall by-election 

Wilson School of Design 

No candidates 
Representative will be sought during the fall by-election 

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT STAFF 

Melissa Krahn (elected) 
Term: September 1, 2020 – August 31, 2022  

15.3. Election of Vice-Chair of Senate 

The term of office is from September 1, 2020 to August 31, 2021. 

Zena Mitchell, University Registrar, conducted the election and called for nominations:  

First call: Rebecca Harbut nominated David Burns. David Burns accepted the nomination. 

Second call: no nominations 

Third call: no nominations 

David Burns was acclaimed as the Vice-Chair. He will continue his position as Vice-Chair of Senate for 
a one-year term ending August 31, 2021. 

16. Items for discussion 

Sandy Vanderburgh announced he has completed his first year as Provost, expressing thanks to 
everyone for the experience.  

17. Adjournment to the Senate Closed Meeting 

The meeting adjourned at 6:09 p.m. 
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Report to Senate 

Alan Davis, President and Vice Chancellor 

May 25, 2020 

 

The focus of all our work this past month has been spent planning, as far as possible, to maintain 
offerings and services to students during the pandemic.  

The summer semester is being delivered remotely, and the plan for the Fall semester is to see some 
return to work of employees, but continuing remote delivery of almost all of our offerings.  This plan 
has been posted to the KPU site: https://www.kpu.ca/hui/novel-coronavirus 

The BC post-secondary institution presidents continue to have weekly calls with the Deputy Minister of 
AEST, and BCAIU has follow up calls with our sector presidents. 

Our governance processes continue, with the co-operation of everyone, and several administrative 
searches, including that for the VP Finance and Administration, have continued. 

All other committee work has also continued remotely, and the executive group meets two or three 
times a week.  Federally, there has been a flurry of videoconferences organized by College and Institutes 
Canada, Universities Canada and Polytechnics Canada to link presidents with each other and to key 
decision makers and influencers on matters such as rules of international students, additional support 
for students during the pandemic, and ideas for stimulus funding when the opportunity arises. 

I am also working with my colleagues on a video address to graduates, to be launched in early June, to 
celebrate our graduates’ successes and to provide some comfort to them as they miss their scheduled 
convocation. 

https://www.kpu.ca/hui/novel-coronavirus
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KPU’s Academic and Operational Continuity Plan 

May 14, 2020 

 

As our summer semester officially gets underway this week, with classes being delivered remotely and 
most of our employees continuing to work remotely, I know that many of you have already turned your 
attention to the fall. 

As I mentioned to you in my last update about our COVID-19 response, we have been reviewing 
potential scenarios for the fall semester.  This planning has unfolded within a context that is continually 
evolving.  However, what remains constant is our primary focus on the health and well-being of our 
students and our employees.  Your safety is our top priority, and our planning reflects that. 

As we develop our fall semester plan, we continue to follow the direction of the Provincial Health 
Officer, and to work closely with the Ministry of Advanced Education, Skills and Training and our 
colleagues across the sector. We are mindful of British Columbia’s Restart Plan, which is defined as a 
“careful, step-by-step process to ensure all of our combined efforts and sacrifices are not squandered” 
as the government plans to begin slowly re-opening segments of the economy. 

As Premier John Horgan said when he announced the Restart Plan, it will not be “a flip of a 
switch.”  Neither will KPU’s approach to the fall semester be a sudden shift from our pandemic 
response, which began in mid-March.  While we have collectively made progress in terms of flattening 
the transmission curve of COVID-19 in B.C., we still need to adhere to physical distancing measures that 
require us to stay two metres apart.  We also anticipate that the restriction on gatherings larger than 50 
people will remain in place for the foreseeable future. 

Therefore, with your safety top of mind, we will continue with remote asynchronous delivery of the 
majority of classes for Fall 2020.   

We will offer very limited on-campus learning opportunities, focused on those courses that require the 
use of labs, shops, studios, etc., and where the number of students on campus at any given time can be 
tightly managed. A rationale, a detailed delivery plan and a Health and Safety assessment must be 
approved by the Provost prior to any students returning to campus. 

As well, we will comply with WorkSafe BC Level 2 safety guidelines and public health orders to ensure a 
safe work environment for all our employees. 

You can see the Academic and Operational Continuity Plan here.  

As we continue to navigate the challenges of this pandemic, we must continue to offer a quality 
educational experience for our learners regardless of the learning delivery model, and I want to 
acknowledge the diligence and continued hard work of our faculty and our colleagues in the Teaching 

https://www.kpu.ca/sites/default/files/KPU_Academic_and_Continuity_Plan.pdf
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and Learning Commons.  Thank you for all you have done, and all you will yet achieve as we continue 
our remote teaching and learning approach for the fall semester. 

I want to recognize our students, and your ongoing commitment to your studies.  We would all like to be 
back on campus and in our classrooms, but it is not yet the time to contemplate a full-scale return.  We 
must remain vigilant and nimble as the provincial Restart Plan unfolds, and adopt a similarly cautious 
approach.   

Thank you all for doing you part to help reduce the spread of the COVID-19 virus. Please remain diligent 
about physical distancing and hand and cough hygiene.  Most importantly:  please stay home if you feel 
unwell.  This is critical for all of us and we continue our efforts to flatten the curve. 

Thank you as well for your resilience over the last few months.  We are facing this unprecedented 
challenge together, and I want each of you to know how much we appreciate your diligence and your 
perseverance.   
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Academic Continuity Implementation Plan 
May 25, 2020 

 
prepared by 

 
Dr. Sandy Vanderburgh, Provost and Vice President Academic 

 
and 

 
Dr. Rajiv Jhangiani, Acting Vice Provost Teaching and Learning 

 
 

Background 
 

In the development of KPU’s Academic Continuity Plan, we continue to follow the 
direction of the Provincial Health Officer, and to work closely with the Ministry of 
Advanced Education, Skills and Training and our colleagues across the sector.  We 
remain mindful of British Columbia’s Restart Plan, which is defined as a “careful, step-
by-step process to ensure all of our combined efforts and sacrifices are not squandered” 
as the government plans to begin slowly re-opening segments of the economy. 
 
As Premier John Horgan said when he announced the Restart Plan, it will not be “a flip 
of a switch.”  Our recommended approach to the delivery of curriculum for the fall 2020 
semester will also not involve a sudden shift from our pandemic response, which began 
in mid-March.  While the Province has collectively made progress in terms of flattening 
the transmission curve of COVID-19, we still need to adhere to physical distancing 
measures that require us to stay two metres apart.  We also anticipate that the 
restriction on gatherings larger than 50 people will remain in place for the foreseeable 
future.  As well, we will comply with WorkSafe BC Level 2 safety guidelines and public 
health orders to ensure a safe work and learning environment for all our employees and 
students. 
 
In response to the controlled learning environments that we are required to operate in, 
post-secondary institutions across the nation are developing their delivery plans for the 
fall with a clear preference for online delivery involving both asynchronous and 
synchronous formats and offering face to face delivery where it is otherwise impossible 
to achieve the learning outcomes of a course.  Recently, the Canadian Digital Learning 
Research Association research team surveyed 273 faculty and administrators from 
across Canada to explore the learning scenarios planned by Canadian post-secondary 
institutions.  Of these, 64% anticipated courses delivered online where students are 
expected to attend live lessons at specific times (synchronous learning).  However, 58% 
anticipated courses delivered online where students are not expected to attend live 
lessons at specific times (asynchronous learning). 
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At KPU we have always placed a strong focus on student success and this value has 
also been an important consideration in the development of the fall delivery plan.  It’s 
clear that the Covid-19 pandemic is negatively impacting the lives of our students.  A 
report released by Statistics Canada (2020) this month highlights some of these impacts 
based on a survey of over 100,000 Canadian post-secondary students.  Some key 
indicators from the report identified the following: 
 

 92% of students experienced some or all of their courses moving online; 
 

 numerous students experienced labor disruptions with almost 50% losing their 
job or being laid off or losing their job prospects; 
 

 more than 50% of the students were worried about their studies and financial 
situation with concerns about their financial situation and jobs representing 3 of 
the top 4 worries. 

 

The fall delivery plan was developed in consideration of the need to keep health and 
safety top of mind, preferences for online delivery modes, and the challenges our 
students are facing as well as the risks to student learning.  Based upon these 
considerations, course delivery for the Fall 2020 will be remote asynchronous delivery 
for the majority of classes and this will likely continue into the Spring 2021 semester. 
 
Related to this is how to allow for the scheduling of synchronous events within an 
asynchronous format.  The regular timetable will remain in place (minus room and 
campus information) and students will only come to campus for those courses for which 
the use of labs, shops, studios, etc., is essential. A rationale, detailed delivery plan, and 
a Health and Safety assessment must be developed for each course and approved by 
the Provost prior to any students returning to campus. 
 

Principles 
 

A key consideration is to preserve, as much as possible, flexibility and access for 
students who may be in different time-zones or have work and family obligations to 
plan around. They need and deserve as much notice as possible to organize their 
schedules. It is also good practice to keep such events short and to record them for 
viewing for those who cannot join in at the scheduled time.  The ability to access 
information that is not scheduled or timed gives students maximum choice and 
flexibility. 
 
In order to offer our fall programming in a fair and equitable manner, KPU needs to 
support the notion that a student can achieve the learning outcomes of a course in both 
the asynchronous and synchronous setting.  If a student misses a synchronous session, 
they should be able to access high quality learning activities and achieve the learning 
outcome in the asynchronous setting.  Often, students will be unable to be located in a 
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learning environment that is conducive to quality learning during predetermined times.  
Being able to choose when they will engage in their studies will support their success 
during the global pandemic. 
 
Another factor beneficial to student success are alternatives to timed, final exams.  This 
will also allow maximum flexibility for students.  Nevertheless, KPU remains focused on 
providing the necessary tools for faculty to instruct in the online environment and we 
are exploring the possibility of exam proctoring software.  BCNET reports that 9 
institutions have recently purchased proctoring software and 7 institutions are exploring 
the purchase of such software (BCNET, 2020).  BCNET also continues to examine new 
sectoral collaboration opportunities in desktop and lab virtualization, student 
connectivity, and proctoring solutions. 
 

Guidelines for Course Delivery 
 

Courses should be delivered asynchronously as much as possible in order to support 
equitable access and flexible study. However, short synchronous sessions that support 
effective pedagogy and that provide supportive learning environments are encouraged. 
 
Synchronous Learning 
Synchronous learning requires students to participate in learning activities at a 
prescribed time, online or via conferencing.  Synchronous learning may be achieved 
through online chat or video conferencing and should be used to build community and 
to provide active learning opportunities for students to apply new content and skills, or 
to solve problems. Synchronous sessions should not be used as a strategy for large 
amounts of content delivery (e.g., lectures) or for conducting exams. Synchronous 
sessions should be shorter in length (i.e. up to one hour) and recorded for later, 
asynchronous viewing. Synchronous sessions should be made optional and may be 
augmented with asynchronous activities such as discussion threads or formative quizzes 
in order to provide students with an effective asynchronous alternative. 
 
Asynchronous Learning 
Asynchronous learning allows students to work at their own pace and develop inquiry-
based learning skills. This should be the predominant form of delivery and may include 
content delivery via assigned readings (including library materials or open textbooks), 
videos (including video lectures recorded using Kaltura), PowerPoint presentations with 
recorded voiceovers, podcasts, or other educational resources. Activities might include 
small or large group discussions, simulations, images galleries, audio or video 
assignments, Wikis, activities in digital spaces such as Pressbooks or Wordpress, 
blogging or eportfolio development. Assessments may include written assignments, 
video assignments, audio assignments (e.g., podcasts), blogs, eportfolios or online 
quizzes. Authentic assessments, such as those related to service learning, experiential 
learning, and open pedagogy, are encouraged as students easily see the value of these 
forms of academic work and their motivation is more intrinsic. 
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Scheduling 
Although Fall courses will have an assigned block of time to facilitate the easy 
scheduling of any synchronous components, it is important to think about the learning 
activities as being distributed across the week, to provide multiple, optional touchpoints 
with students through forum discussions, office hours, synchronous sessions, and 
Moodle chats. Note that asynchronous learning does not mean the absence of deadlines 
or schedules of work. In fact, these are encouraged to provide structure and to support 
effective time management on the part of students. 
 
Course Design 
You are encouraged to allow the learning outcomes of your courses to drive your 
design decisions as you consider what content students need, what activities support 
their skill development, and how evidence of achievement may be demonstrated. You 
should not feel any pressure to “fill” your courses with activities that take up the 
equivalent instructional time of your traditional, campus-based courses. We recommend 
designing your courses inclusively and with marginalized students in mind. This includes 
students who are housing or food insecure, students who have unreliable access to 
technology or the internet, students who require accommodations, and other students 
who may struggle to easily advocate for themselves. 
 
Remote teaching and learning is new for you and for your students. We encourage you 
to be transparent with your students about the learning skills they will be developing as 
a result of remote delivery. The Teaching & Learning Commons is available to provide 
resources and support for you just as the Learning Centre is available to support your 
students. 
 

Faculty Supports 
 
The resources, training opportunities, and other supports available to faculty include: 
 
Keep Teaching 
You will find a wealth of resources at our Keep Teaching site, including: 

 Getting Started with Remote Delivery 
 
These strategies and tips will help you think through accessing technology, 
communication with your students, options for content delivery, and ideas for 
redesigning activities and assessments. 

 Designing Online Courses 
 
Drawing on online learning theories, this section provides tips for building online 
community, creating content, designing learning activities and assessments, and even 
holding office hours. 
 

https://www.kpu.ca/teaching-and-learning/keep-teaching
https://www.kpu.ca/teaching-and-learning/keep-teaching/getting-started
https://www.kpu.ca/teaching-and-learning/keep-teaching/designing-online-courses
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Level Up: Learn to Teach Online 
This course is available in both intensive (1 week) and more paced formats. The five 
course modules include: 

 A new way of teaching: Introduction to online learning 
 Building blocks for online design 
 Where does all the time go? Re-imagining content and activities for digital spaces 
 How do you know they are learning? Feedback and assessment in digital spaces 
 Becoming a guide on the side: Facilitating in digital spaces 

 
Register for upcoming offerings of Level Up at: https://tlevents.kpu.ca/  
 
Other Workshops and Training Opportunities 
In addition to the Level Up course, we are regularly offering online workshops and 
webinars for our learning technologies (e.g., Moodle Gradebook Basics), open education 
(e.g., Discovering Open Educational Resources), universal design for learning, 
intercultural teaching, and other topics. 
 
Register for upcoming offerings of these online workshops and webinars at: 
https://tlevents.kpu.ca/  
 
External Professional Development Opportunities 
We are leveraging our institutional memberships to provide free access to online events 
such as the Online Learning Consortium’s Innovate conference and other webinars: 
https://onlinelearningconsortium.org/attend-2020/innovate/ 
https://onlinelearningconsortium.org/learn/webinars/  
https://www.icde.org/events-overview   
https://oer4covid.oeru.org/  
 
FreshDesk 
For resources related to our learning technology tools check out our knowledge base, 
Freshdesk.  
 
Moodle 
Moodle is our learning management system. The majority of our courses are offered in 
this virtual space. This video is for new faculty and faculty who are new to Moodle. 
 
For Summer and Fall 2020 we have created a course template to support online course 
design by faculty who may never have delivered a course outside campus-based 
delivery formats. Even if you have previously taught online, we hope you will appreciate 
the simplicity and consistency of this course design that supports the building of a 
learning community, and the facilitation of teaching and learning in a virtual space. 
Take a virtual tour of this template. 
 

https://tlevents.kpu.ca/
https://tlevents.kpu.ca/
https://onlinelearningconsortium.org/attend-2020/innovate/
https://onlinelearningconsortium.org/learn/webinars/
https://www.icde.org/events-overview
https://oer4covid.oeru.org/
https://kputlcommons.freshdesk.com/support/home
https://kputlcommons.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/articles/43000569898-new-to-moodle-moodle-basics-
https://media.kpu.ca/media/Kaltura+Capture+recording+-+Summer+2020+Moodle+template+tour/0_jeop0pir
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If you wish to use this template, simply upload the back-up version to your course shell 
and populate it with your course specific components. If you need assistance with doing 
this contact servicedesk@kpu.ca 
 
We recently launched the Moodle Mobile App (available from the Apple Store for iOS 
devices and Google Play for Android devices). 
 
We recently integrated a Scheduler activity in Moodle to support the scheduling of 1:1 
appointments with students. 
 
Additional Support Material for all of the functions in Moodle is available in our 
knowledge base, Freshdesk. 
 
BigBlueButton 
BigBlueButton (BBB) is our synchronous conferencing tool which facilitates a virtual 
classroom for connection, active learning, and complex problems solving. It also works 
well for Q&A period and virtual office hours.  
 
This recorded webinar covers BBB Basics  
This recorded webinar covers BBB Advanced Training  
 
Additional support material for all of the functions in BBB is available in our knowledge 
base, Freshdesk. 
 
Kaltura 
Kaltura is our video creation and storage platform that links directly to Moodle.  
 
This recorded webinar covers how you can use Kaltura Capture to teach with video. 
 
Additional Support Material for all of the functions in Kaltura is available in our 
knowledge base, Freshdesk. 
 
Requests for Computing or Peripheral Devices 
If you need equipment to teach online (laptop, iPad, mic/webcam), please complete 
this survey. 
 
Requests for Software 
Remote access has been provided to faculty who have requested specific software for 
teaching and learning, such as SPSS, Arc GIS, Adobe, ProFILE, and Sage 50. 
 
If you have specific software needs to support your online teaching and learning please 
inform your Dean’s office. Please provide information about the number of faculty and 
students who will need access to the software, in addition to the specific course and 
section numbers.  

mailto:servicedesk@kpu.ca
https://kputlcommons.freshdesk.com/support/home
https://kputlcommons.freshdesk.com/support/solutions/articles/43000553543-bigbluebutton-basics-recorded-webinar
https://kputlcommons.freshdesk.com/a/solutions/articles/43000571019
https://kputlcommons.freshdesk.com/support/home
https://recordings.rna2.blindsidenetworks.com/kpu/18f47c1345634b497465251ec19e89f3cd45016d-1586972890218/capture/
https://kputlcommons.freshdesk.com/support/home
https://www.surveymonkey.ca/r/7GSRFPF
https://www.surveymonkey.ca/r/7GSRFPF
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Need Assistance? 
Support for learning technologies (e.g., Moodle, BigBlueButton, Kaltura) or other 
information technologies (e.g., Microsoft Office, Teams, Citrix) is available through the 
integrated Teaching & Learning/IT support portal: http://sm.kpu.ca/  
 
For urgent requests email servicedesk@kpu.ca and one of our team members will get 
back to you. 
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Agenda Item: Academic Continuity Implementation Plan 

  

Action Requested: 
Motion to Approve 
Discussion 
Information 

  

Recommended 
Resolution: 

THAT Senate endorse the draft Academic Continuity Implementation Plan, 
and that the Senate Standing Committee on Teaching & Learning will 
convene as needed to provide advice to the Vice Provost Teaching & 
Learning as the plan evolves and feedback is received. 

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report: 

On May 22, the Senate Standing Committee on Teaching & Learning 
recommended that Senate endorse the draft Academic Continuity Plan, and 
that the Senate Standing Committee on Teaching & Learning will convene as 
needed to provide advice to the Vice Provost Teaching & Learning as the 
plan evolves and feedback is received. 

  

Context & 
Background: 

The initial Academic and Operational Continuity Plan was released May 14th 
2020. The initial draft suggested no assigned class times for the fall 
semester. This was not thought feasible by many faculty. After discussion by 
many groups throughout the University, including at the SSCTL on Friday, 
May 22, a revised draft Academic Continuity Implementation Plan was 
endorsed by the SSCTL. The SSCTL also suggests that Senate endors the 
current draft Academic Continuity Implementation Plan, either as it now 
reads or with further amendments added. 

  

Attachments: Academic Continuity Plan Draft 

  

Submitted by: Robert Ironside 

Date submitted: May 23, 2020 
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Agenda Item: Carnegie Community Engagement Classification Framework 

  

Action Requested: 

Motion to Approve 

Discussion 

Information 

Senate Standing 
Committee Report: 

For Senate Office Use Only   

  

Context & 
Background: 

Kwantlen Polytechnic University is one of 16 post-secondary institutions 
participating in the Canadian Pilot Cohort (CPC) of the Carnegie Community 
Engagement Classification.  This is an elective classification that has been 
used in the U.S. for 13 years, with over 400 designated campuses.  Several 
other countries are also undertaking a pilot.  The universities in the pilot can 
opt to create a Canadian system, if desired, and designate as a community-
engaged institution under the Canadian version of the Carnegie designation.  
The initial convening of the Canadian Pilot Cohort (CPC) of the Carnegie 
Community Engagement Classification was hosted at Simon Fraser 
University in February 2019.  KPU will submit their completed Framework 
document to the U.S. review team this summer (2020).  The document is 
coming to Senate for general discussion in advance of that submission.   

  

Key Messages: 
KPU’s Vision 2023 accords well with the Carnegie Community Engagement 
Classification. 

  

Consultations: 

1. Alan Davis  

2. Members of the Carnegie Working Group 

2.1. Steve Cardwell, AVP, Academic;  

2.2. Stephanie Chu, Vice Provost, Teaching & Learning;  

2.3. Lori McElroy, Executive Director, OPA;  

2.4. Marlyn Graziano, VP, External Affairs;  

2.5. Deepak Gupta, Associate VP, Research;  

https://www.kpu.ca/carnegie/working-group
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2.6. Rajiv Jhangiani, Acting Vice Provost, Teaching & Learning;  

2.7. Larissa Petrillo, Fellow, Experiential Education and Community 
Engagement 

3. Faculty and Deans as well as other administrators have been consulted 
during the year-long process.  

  

Attachments: 
1. Carnegie Canadian Pilot Overview May 14, 2020 

2. 2020 Classification Framework_ANSWERS_May 14 2020 

  

Submitted by: 
Larissa Petrillo,  
Teaching Fellow, Experiential Education and Community Engagement  

Date submitted: May 14, 2020 
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Carnegie Questions (Simplified) 

As Canada’s only polytechnic university, Kwantlen Polytechnic University (KPU) offers more than 140 programs across seven faculties to 
about 22,000 students annually.  KPU was founded as Kwantlen College in 1981 in response to the growing need for expanded access to 
post-secondary education across the Lower Mainland and Fraser Valley.  Through its five campuses, and budgeted revenue of nearly $226 
million in the fiscal year 2019-20, KPU delivers industry-informed and career-focused learning in Business, Design, Health, Arts, Science & 
Horticulture, Academic & Career Advancement, and Trades & Technology.  With 830 faculty members across its five campuses, 
encompassing the Metro Vancouver region of British Columbia, KPU is a special purpose teaching university.  Small class sizes enable a 
student-centered learning environment that brings together students, instructors, guest lecturers, and industry experts.  It also allows for 
ongoing innovation, forging real-world connections that benefit the university as a whole, and our students as individuals.  The legislation 
renaming the university college to a special purpose teaching university received royal assent on May 29, 2008 and KPU began operation as 
Kwantlen Polytechnic University on September 1, 2008.  KPU delivers career-focused learning in undergraduate degrees, post-baccalaureate 
and graduate programs, one and two-year certificate and diplomas, trades certifications and preparatory studies. 

KPU has played an important role in the development and delivery of post-secondary education in British Columbia for almost 40 years.  It is 
now the largest of the teaching-focused universities in western Canada.  It is a member of Universities Canada, Polytechnics Canada, and 
Colleges and Institutes Canada.  KPU proudly embraces its mandate to support all learners, serving the Surrey, Richmond, Langley and 
Cloverdale regions.  KPU is committed to accessible education and to developing new ways to enable learners to realize their ambition and 
career plans.  As a sector leader in Open Education, KPU includes diverse initiatives that support program areas and lead the development of 
innovative global education initiatives.  This includes the creation, adaptation, and adoption of open educational resources, KPU’s Zero 
Textbook Cost (ZTC) programs, and a diverse range of innovative open pedagogies.  KPU encompasses the social and service-oriented 
experiences that are vital to students’ personal growth and learning.  To ensure ongoing responsiveness to the communities throughout its 

regions, KPU provides:  programming relevant to individual learners, diverse social and cultural groups, and labour market needs;  

practical educational experiences that prepare learners for careers as well as graduate study; and  experiential learning that engenders 
community leadership and civic responsibility.  The University works closely with private and public sector employers to ensure that curricula 
remain flexible, relevant and dynamic. 
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KPU is proud to be Canada’s only polytechnic university, and all of our programs embrace the polytechnic approach, making the university 
an institution where thought truly does meet action.  Polytechnics Canada indicates that polytechnic institutions are “excellent 
collaborators, partnering with industry, non-profit organizations, international entities and each other in pursuit of successful alliances that 
strengthen partners and students alike.”  Indicative of this spirit, KPU has a number of unique programs, including the first brewing program 
in Canada to be recognized by the Master Brewers Association, Fashion and Technology and Product Design degrees that are unique to 
Western Canada, an Interior Design degree that was the first program of its kind in the province to receive accreditation, the first public 
post-secondary school to offer studies in traditional Chinese medicine and Acupuncture, the only undergraduate degree in North America 
dedicated to the study of urban ecosystems, and the only program in NGO and Nonprofit Studies to train students for entry-level work in the 
local non-profit sector.  KPU’s small class size and connection with community practitioners enables the university to be nimble in the 
development of curricula and program changes to meet the diverse needs of its region—the region that lies south of the Fraser River in B.C.   

 

Kwantlen Polytechnic University (KPU) is a regionally focused university situated within Metro Vancouver, often termed Vancouver’s Lower 
Mainland.  It has five campuses in this South Fraser Region, including the City of Surrey (Surrey Main and Surrey Civic Plaza), the City of 
Richmond, the City of Langley and the town centre of Cloverdale.  The South Fraser is one of the most culturally diverse and rapidly growing 
areas in Canada, with a population of nearly 1 million.  The name "Kwantlen" comes from the name of the Kwantlen First Nation in whose 
traditional territory the university is located.  Chief Joe Gabriel of the Kwantlen First Nation gave permission for the institution to use the 
Kwantlen name, and Kwantlen First Nation and KPU have a long history of partnership.  We acknowledge the overlapping, traditional 
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territories of the Coast Salish peoples and KPU has a working relationship with a number of other First Nations communities, including the 
Tsawwassen First Nation whose collaborative work includes KPU’s Tsawwassen Farm School in the Richmond/Delta area.  Additionally, a 
new partnership with the Squamish nation has led to the launching of the Squamish Trades and Training Centre in North Vancouver, which 
moves some of KPU’s focus north of the Fraser River.  

KPU’s largest campus is located in the City of Surrey, which is destined to be the next major city centre in the Lower Mainland.  KPU Surrey 
offers a wide range of courses across multiple faculties.  Surrey is one of 21 municipalities that, along with one electoral area and one Treaty 
First Nation, make up Metro Vancouver.  Among these 23 local authorities Surrey is largest in land area and the second most populous after 
the City of Vancouver.  Surrey comprises urban areas as well as significant agricultural and rural areas, and it has a lower cost of living than 
the City of Vancouver.  In 2016, the population of Surrey was 517,885 or 21% of Metro Vancouver’s total population (2,463,431), compared 
with a population of 631,486 for the City of Vancouver.  Surrey's population has grown significantly since 2011 representing a growth rate of 
10.6% and, for those immigrating to Canada, a growth rate of 17.2%.  There is an average of 1,000 new residents per month.  Comparatively, 
Canada as a whole grew by 5.0%, British Columbia grew by 5.6%, the City of Vancouver grew by 4.6%, and the Vancouver Census 
Metropolitan Area (CMA) by 6.5%.  Surrey remains one of the fastest-growing municipalities in Canada, and the city’s population is expected 
to continue to expand rapidly, according to Surrey’s official community plan.   

Newcomers to Canada often set up homes in the regions served by KPU, and these communities tend to attract families of various ethnic 
and cultural backgrounds.  In Surrey, the largest majority of immigrants (those who became a landed immigrant between 2011 and 2016) 
are from India (41.3 per cent), followed by the Philippines (14.5 per cent) and China (12.8 per cent).  Additionally, Surrey has become a home 
to the largest number of refugees in British Columbia.  Since 2011, the civil war in Syria has become one of the main drivers of this 
development.  Over 25% of all Government Assisted Refugees (GARs) in BC have settled in Surrey, and, since November 2015, over 44% of all 
Syrian GARs who came to BC have found a home in Surrey.  Census 2016 shows that visible minorities accounted for more than half (58.5%) 
of Surrey’s total population, led by people of South Asian descent (32.8%).  Surrey is one of the five municipalities in BC where the visible 
minority population exceeds the population of people identifying as Caucasian. The other four were Richmond (76.3%), Burnaby (63.6%), 
Vancouver (51.6%), and Coquitlam (50.2%).  Finally, Surrey has the second largest urban Aboriginal population in B.C., second only to 
Vancouver.  The First Nations population in the City of Surrey has increased by 19.6% since 2011, while the Métis population has increased 
by 34.6%.  Surrey has a slightly larger proportion of individuals who identify as Métis within its Aboriginal population compared to the City of 
Vancouver, Metro Vancouver, British Columbia, and Canada.  The statistics for the other regions in KPU’s mandate have similar patterns.  For 
example, the only Vancouver CMA municipality to grow faster than Surrey was the Township of Langley which grew at a rapid 12.6%.  And, 
the visible minority population of Richmond is the highest in BC (76.3%), and the second highest (after Markham, Ontario) in Canada, with 
the predominant ethnic group reported as Chinese, at 53% of the total population (the highest proportion in Canada).  Within the KPU 
Region, the Richmond and Surrey School Districts had the highest portions of their population with a non-official mother tongue. 

Often KPU students are the first generation in their family to attend a post-secondary institution and the small class sizes facilitate their 
student learning.  Additionally, instructors teach four courses a term and do not use student assistants for their grading.  This format often 
allows instructors to track student development over a number of years and facilitates their focus on teaching as they develop a close 
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working knowledge of the students in their program.  The cost of tuition for domestic students at KPU is $4,339 - $5,855, compared to a 
tuition of $5,399 - $7,185 for research-intensive universities in B.C.  

Recently, there are higher numbers of International students at universities across B.C.  In 2018, there were over 150,000 international 
students studying in Metro Vancouver and other parts of British Columbia. There were students from 70 countries at KPU in 2018-2019.  KPU 
offers a preparatory program called Pathway to Undergraduate Studies that provides students with the opportunity to upgrade English to 
KPU admission standards.  KPU’s International department offers substantial advising to International students, with expanded offerings 
over the past two years.    

KPU Tech, in the Cloverdale area of Surrey, opened in April 2007, and it houses KPU's Trades & Technology programs, which include 
appliance servicing, automotive servicing, carpentry, farriery, masonry, parts and warehousing, welding, plumbing, and mechatronics.  

KPU Langley is home to the university’s School of Horticulture - which includes a field lab, greenhouses, and gardens.  It also features an 
instructional brewery for its Brewing & Brewery Operations program, and the public can visit for weekly KPU Brew Lab small-batch craft beer 
features, growler fills, complimentary tastings and guided tours.  The Faculty of Health also operates out of KPU Langley.   

KPU Richmond opened in 1992 and is home to KPU’s Institute for Sustainable Agriculture, Physics for Modern Technology and the 
Acupuncture program, along with the Chip & Shannon Wilson School of Design.  Other KPU Faculties also offer a variety of courses at KPU 
Richmond.  

KPU Civic Plaza also opened in Spring 2019 in the burgeoning City Centre.  This modern campus is co-located in a new skyscraper that 
includes a hotel, restaurant and condos.  It is adjacent to Surrey City Hall, and across a public plaza from the City Centre Library.  The campus 
occupies five floors of the 50-floor building.  The primary focus of KPU Civic Plaza is post-baccalaureate business programs for working 
professionals.  KPU’s School of Business offers post-baccalaureate diplomas in Accounting, Human Resource Management, Operations and 
Supply Chain Management, Technical Management and Services and graduate diplomas in business administration in Global Business 
Management Green Business Management and Sustainability. 

At KPU, the academic plan and the strategic plan have been completed in parallel through the implementation of Vision 2023 and the five-
year Academic Plan approved by Senate in June, 2018.  The features of this plan are encapsulated in KPU’s tag line: Where thought meets 
action.  

The CPC Carnegie Community Engagement is fully aligned with KPU’s strategic plan Vision 2023, which has established clear targets that 
reflect the recognition of KPU’s reach in the broader community, including: 

Teaching: Experiential learning opportunities in all programs  
Service:  Celebration and recognition of employees’ achievements and service  

http://www.kpu.ca/sites/default/files/Institutional%20Analysis%20and%20Planning/Vision%202023%20Final%20May%2017.pdf
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Research:  Increasing the impact of KPU research  

KPU aims to be a learning ecosystem that is rooted in a culture of experience, sustainability, creativity and quality that inspires our people 
and our communities.  Authentic community engagement will be an integral part of that ecosystem and help KPU achieve its stated mission, 
which is “By thinking and acting together, we transform lives and empower positive change.” 
 
Considerable public consultation went into the preparation of the recent strategic plan; KPU engaged with more than 1,300 people, 
including hundreds of students.  The quality of engagement was high and the result was a rich set of data that quickly told a story about the 
student experience at KPU.  VISION 2023 addresses the themes of sustainability, creativity and quality from the viewpoint of our major 
stakeholder groups: our students, our employees and our friends. The concept of “friends” includes external partners: governments, 
business and industry, donors, alumni and others who work and volunteer with us.  Task force members met with KPU’s governance bodies, 
faculty councils and various other stakeholder groups across the university, in our communities and beyond.  We used that input to refine 
the plan, and then sought further feedback.  Each revision resulted in more clarity and simplicity about who we are and what we need to 
achieve.  VISION 2023 is focused on people – the people who learn and work at KPU, as well as those in our communities who believe in 
what we do and want to be part of that story.   
 
The Vision statement for Vision 2023: In 2023, KPU is a learning ecosystem rooted in a culture of sustainability, creativity and quality that 
inspires our people and our communities.  Vision 2018 was KPU’s previous strategic plan and many of the same themes emerge in the two 
plans.  For Vision 2018, there was a stated goal that the impact of KPU’s community engagement would be doubled by 2018 and there were 
15 measures associated with this goal.  By building on and continuing the progress made in Vision 2018, KPU is advancing a mission as a 
polytechnic university that fosters innovative teaching and learning, along with relevant research and scholarship.  KPU will continue to 
reflect and serve our diverse, dynamic and growing region.  Particularly impactful, the strategic plan and academic plan were completed 
together, and these documents are being rolled out, and measured, with a specific eye towards the Carnegie Community Engagement 
Classification Framework.   The timing is particularly well suited, and when an organization can synchronize vision and action, extraordinary 
things are possible.   
 
Does the institution formally recognize community engagement through campus-wide awards and celebrations?  
Community engagement at KPU has always been recognized in print and online marketing material, and our brand is showcased in 
storytelling at events organized at the Faculty and/or Department level.  Understanding the need to elevate the recognition of our 
community engagement partners, KPU plans to initiate an Excellence in Community Engagement award in 2020, as part of our 40th 
anniversary celebrations.  To be presented annually, these awards are made possible through KPU’s Office of the Provost and Vice-President, 
Academic, and the intent is to recognize individuals and organizations who are strong partners of KPU and who make a difference in regional 
communities of relevance to KPU.  These awards offer an opportunity to thank our community partners and highlight exemplary 
partnerships which support KPU’s vision: ‘By thinking and acting together, we transform lives and empower positive change.’  The Excellence 
in Community Engagement award was developed by the Carnegie Community Engagement Working Group as part of the Framework 
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development and will serve an important unmet need in our region.  
 
KPU distributes over $20 million in loans, grants, bursaries and awards to KPU students with donors from across our region who support 
KPU’s students and the university’s vision for post-secondary education.  Many of these awards involve a proven record of community 
engagement.  For example, KPU recognizes students for their contribution to KPU and the community through its Student Leadership 
Awards program, and these include the Contribution to Campus Life Award (25 X $1,000), the Giving Back Citizenship Award (10 X $1,000), 
and the Future Alumni Award and Eagle Spirit Award.  The School of Business Co-op Awards (6 X $500) ask for community contribution and 
the Co-op Education Achievement Award ($1,000) also asks about volunteerism or community service/involvement.  The Outstanding Young 
Alumni Award recognizes KPU alumni, under 30, that have demonstrated excellence professionally and/or through community service.  And, 
the Distinguished Alumni Award looks for excellence in one or more of the following areas: Professional, Arts and Culture, Athletics, Public 
Service, Community and/or Volunteer Service, Academics and/or Research, Entrepreneurial or Innovation, Applied Technology, or 
Exemplified resilience in the face of adversity.  Additionally, many programs have their own awards.  The most recent addition (2019) was 
set up by KPU Welding Instructor and Program Chair, Al Sumal; the award is for a Welding student who demonstrates commitment, 
teamwork, leadership and community engagement. 
 
While most universities have a strong record in awarding honorary degrees, these deserve a brief mention because, at KPU, all of the 
recipients carry a strong connection in their roles within the community.  Policy AD5 for Honorary Degrees and Awards recognizes 
contributions and accomplishments which include, but are not limited to: community and public service, contributions to the arts, 
humanities, social sciences, science and technology and other fields of study, long-standing service to the University and/or the educational 
community served by the University, and examples of outstanding teaching.  The Senate Standing Committee on Tributes (SSCT) reviews the 
nominations and, of the 12 honorary degrees awarded between 2017-2019, the awards went to individuals involved in the literary and fine 
arts, members of indigenous communities, and/or those involved with philanthropy, with more than half of the awards going to members 
directly involved in the non-profit sector.  Read as a whole, the recipients demonstrate the core values of KPU and this partial list 
demonstrates those themes: Elana Rosenfeld, co-founder of Kicking Horse Coffee and vice-chair of the Nature Conservancy of Canada; 
Lucille Pacey is the former President and CEO of Arts Umbrella, Canada’s visual and performing arts institute for young people ages 2 to 19; 
K. Jane Watt, recognized with a Heritage BC Award and was a finalist in the BC Book Prizes for Surrey: A City of Stories; and June Laitar 
(Ojibwe) is a founding member of the National Aboriginal Housing Association.  Deliberate thoughtfulness ensures the fitting nature of these 
recipients and KPU is proud to celebrate these key individuals and the qualities that tie them to KPU’s mission.  
 
A key program for awards and celebrations is the APPD (Access Programs for People with Disabilities) program, which accepts 66 students each 
year between Richmond, Surrey and Langley.  Each student participates in four work experiences with community employers, totaling 
approximately 264 community work experiences.  While some employers have supported APPD for many years, APPD consistently adds new 
employers to match the interests of incoming students.  Some employers go above and beyond to ensure quality experiences for APPD’s 
students.  Every year, each campus selects such an employer as their "Employer of the Year."  These employers are honoured at an annual 
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celebratory dinner/dance for all APPD graduates, entitled "An Evening to Remember."  This event is attended by students, their guests, APPD 
staff and faculty, and representatives from University administration.  Employers are honoured with a short speech and then presented with 
a commemorative plaque, which most display at their businesses.  Additionally, these employers are acknowledged in the President’s Report 
to the Board, so the Board is also aware of their contributions. 
 
Does the institution have mechanisms for systematic assessment of community perceptions of the institution’s engagement with 
community?  
KPU’s most pervasive and authentic engagement with members of the community derives from our Program Advisory Committees.  PACs 
are external advisory bodies, comprised of community members and industry professionals, that are aligned with credential-awarding 
programs at KPU.  As a special purpose teaching university, in its articles on Senate, the senate must advise the board, and the board must 
seek advice from senate, on the development of educational policy in “consultation with community and program advisory groups 
concerning the special purpose teaching university's educational programs” (Article 35.2(l)).  Advisory Committees are defined in KPU Policy 
AC1 and responsibilities can include: defining the objectives of a program of study, developing curriculum, assisting in evaluation, advising 
KPU on changes in the labour market and requirements to meet new or emerging needs within the community (Policy AC1).  PACs are well 
represented across the university, with committee representation in every Faculty.  Specifically, 90/126 (71%) of all undergraduate programs 
currently have a practicing Program Advisory Committee.  For undergraduate programs, excluding Citations and Apprenticeships, the 
number of PACs is 66/90, or just over 73%.  Some Faculties, like the School of Business and the Wilson School of Design, have PACs for all of 
their applied and academic programs.  Programs continue to add PACs, if they do not already have them, with the Department of 
Anthropology inviting external partners to a newly forming PAC (Summer, 2020), and an agenda item scheduled for the May 2020 Arts 
Chairs meeting to offer guidance and support to any remaining academic programs to set up PACs for their area.   
 
Faculty members are not required to set up PACs; they choose to do so in order to ensure direct community connection and topic relevance 
for their curriculum, in an effort to provide key programming for their students.  The Committees may advise the University on a range of 
issues relating to its educational program, inform curriculum design, provide connections to the community, ensure program adherence to 
industry standards, and facilitate networking for KPU staff, students and faculty.  Often, PACs meet multiple times in a year, and this allows 
for a constant check-in with community partners.  Consequently, PACs are essential to decision-making at the university-level, with 90% of 
PACs holding a meeting in 2018-2019.  The School of Business, for example, involves PACs in strategic planning and ideas for program 
development or revision go to the relevant PAC prior to any formal planning.  Careful selection of committee members, by committed 
faculty members, makes for an invested community body--as an example, Brewing’s PAC consists of an industry specialist from Work Safe 
BC, and twenty-four other members including Head Brewers, Sales Managers, CEOs, and Quality Control Managers from local and large-scale 
companies including Sleeman Brewery, Red Truck Beer, Dead Frog Brewery, and others representing nearly twenty breweries.  Additionally, 
some programs have broader communities.  For example, for the Access Programs for People with Disabilities program, faculty 
representatives in each campus community, sit on "Transition committees" in which agencies, schools, parent groups, and others provide 
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direct input on their perceptions of APPD and KPU.  These sites of direct faculty-community planning remain core to KPU’s polytechnic 
status, with its ability to respond quickly to market demands and its emphasis on unique programming.   
 
Beyond the program advisory committees, KPU’s president has established President’s Community Advisory Committees that provide advice 
on deepening the university’s community connections at the leadership level.  These committees include mayors and CEOs of businesses and 
not-for-profit organizations from across the region (more detail about these committees follows in an additional section).  
 
Additionally, community perceptions of the university are measured through the Office of Planning and Accountability and are aligned with 
the strategic plan.  One of the goals in VISION 2023 is: We will delight our friends in their KPU experience.  By “friends” we mean alumni, 
retirees, visitors, donors, members of advisory boards, the KPU Foundation Board, partner organizations and all members of the 

communities we serve.  The metric to asses this goal is under development and determines the proportion of those surveyed who feel their 
contributions to KPU are valued.  We will survey all Program Advisory Committees (PACs) members at KPU, and this was discussed at the 
February 2020 Dean’s Council meeting.  The survey tool is currently being constructed.  This metric is additional to surveys that are already 
conducted, including the Fall 2018 “Community Perception” survey conducted in multiple languages on the phone, in all of our regions from 
Richmond to Langley.  
 
Does the institution aggregate and use all of its assessment data related to community engagement?   
KPU’s Office of Planning and Accountability supports the university’s community engagement initiatives with the aggregation of data from 
faculty activities, scholarly endeavors, and student growth measurements.  Some of the varied instruments used in data gathering and 
analysis include the First Year Survey, NSSE data, the alumni survey, as well as a range of tailored narrative accounts collected and 
distributed at the individual program level.  Regular reporting is made to the Board of Governors around metrics associated with Vision 
2023.  Additionally, all universities in Canada are required to provide The Quality Assurance Process Audit, and this is completed annually by 
the Office of Analysis and Planning.  Suggestions which derive from the Quality Assurance Process Audit are worked on and improved 
iteratively.   
 
In addition, the President’s Report to the Board of Governors is a compendium of scholarly, research and community engagement activity 
across the university.  The report is compiled for and distributed at each of the six meetings of the Board of Governors each year.  
 
Kwantlen Polytechnic University performs regular and consistent reviews of educational programs and units of study that are under the 
jurisdiction of Senate. The Senate Standing Committee on Program Review (SSCPR) oversees this process, and each academic program is 
reviewed every five years.  Program Review involves Self-Study Reports, External Review Reports and Quality Assurance Plans to determine 
whether or not the program meets KPU's program review standards.  Employers and community stakeholders are typically included in 
Program Review activities.  It should be noted that Program Review is meant to review programs and gather feedback on program 
improvements, rather than directly measure the extent or quality of a program’s community engagement.  However, programs that highly 
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value community engagement do review their program’s community engagement through a few of the questions.  One of the questions is in 
the discipline/sector survey: What can KPU’s (PROGRAM NAME) program do to build better connections with the discipline/sector?  This is 
an open-ended question.  The purpose of the question is to find out whether the program maintains connections with the sector to meet its 
needs.  In the Self-Study Report, programs answer the following questions: “Describe and assess how the program maintains connections 
with the discipline/sector (including professional organizations, accreditation/licensing bodies, potential employers, etc.) in order to meet its 
needs and expectations”; “Describe and assess how the program maintains connections with alumni”; “Describe and assess the 
discipline/sector’s perception of the program and its alumni.”  Additionally, in the survey that is sent out externally, Program Review asks the 
discipline/sector representative to provide their contact information if they want to explore partnership opportunities with KPU’s program 
under review.  In the survey that is sent to students, we ask if they are satisfied with the experiential learning opportunities provided by the 
program.  Programs are asked to address any deficiencies in a follow-up report to the Senate Standing Committee on Program Review 
(SSCPR).  
 
Additionally the Office of Analysis and Planning runs the Student Satisfaction Survey and the Alumni Survey.  The 2019 Student Satisfaction 
Survey, which went to all students enrolled at KPU in Fall 2019, has a 37% response rate with 5330 completed surveys.  In this survey, 38% of 
students indicated that the hands-on learning opportunities (e.g. community-based service learning, field trips, etc.) were a major influence 
in deciding to attend KPU, 24% of students indicated that co-op, internship or practicum options were a major influence, and 20% indicated 
that the opportunities to participate in research encouraged them to attend KPU.  Further, 77% of students indicated that they either 
somewhat or strongly agreed with the statement: ‘there is a good balance between theory and hands-on applied learning opportunities in 
my studies.’  47% strongly agree that there were in-class activities (e.g. case studies, in-class projects) that helped them ‘learn by doing.’  The 
inclusion of questions about experiential learning is an important step in more regularly attending to a systematic assessment of this key 
feature of KPU’s learning environment.   
 
Does the institution emphasize community engagement as part of its brand message identity or framework?  
Data analysis and qualitative reports are used as a marketing component aimed at creating powerful narratives that tell KPU’s story.  
KPU provides technical, applied, and hands-on learning, offering degrees, diplomas, certificates and apprenticeship training.  Academic 
programs are well represented, supported with applied research expertise and experiential learning, which is embedded across programs 
and at every level.  Students have opportunities to work on real-world business challenges in partnership with industry, complete capstone 
projects, and use labs and simulators.  Launched in 2018, KPU’s ‘Where Thought Meets Action’ campaign directly correlates with our mission 
statement and invokes an active connection to community initiatives.  The campaign includes radio, movie theatre and other ads which 
focus on imagery associated with our hands-on learning polytechnic mandate < www.kpu.ca/where-thought-meets-action >. 
 
A focus on community engagement has long been embedded in KPU’s strategic planning framework, both academically and as part of our 
external affairs strategies.  It is built into curriculum, applied research and our public events.  The word “connected” is one of our four brand 
attributes, and our brand purpose is encapsulated in this statement: “Empowering individual potential to positively impact communities.”  

http://www.kpu.ca/where-thought-meets-action
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The idea that KPU serves and is accountable to our catchment communities is thoroughly integrated in our mission and mandate 
statements. Claims about our identity and our links to indigenous people are core to our communications about who we are, who we serve, 
and what we do. 
 
Additionally, the recognition of the importance of community engagement is demonstrated through Faculty newsletters and / or social 
media.  Each Faculty favors a different mode of communication.  For example, The Communications & Events Specialist for the Faculty of 
Health indicates that, with a rough scan of the Faculty of Health Twitter account, the majority of the original content, retweets, and shares 
are relevant to community engagement or partnerships.  This includes sharing and retweeting content from the health authorities, Health 
Canada, ParticipACTION, and the Mental Health Commission of Canada.  The remaining content–likely about 20%–involves program 
promotion, encouraging people to visit the Faculty website or attend information sessions.  In the Faculty of Arts, a newsletter is circulated 
and the focus of the Spring, 2020 newsletter was ‘mentoring’.  It included an upcoming KPU-Science World Speaker Series and the KPU-Arts 
Speaker Series, both open to the public.  In the Faculty of Trades and Technology, events and community connections are celebrated 
through Good News Friday emails from the Dean, who started these in 2018.  These include photos and shout out’s thanking members of 
the Faculty, acknowledging guest speakers, celebrating industry breakfasts hosted with the City of Surrey, hearing from alumni and other 
elements that establish a culture of community and sharing.  Much of this material goes on to inform the President’s Report to the Board, 
submitted by each Dean to the President’s office.  However, in the Faculty of Trades and Technology, these informal reports serve a timely 
role in championing individual and collective efforts.   
 
With an Associate Vice Provost, Open Education, KPU leads British Columbia post-secondary institutions in the adoption of open textbooks 
and other open educational resources.  Many faculty and staff at KPU have embraced open pedagogies and work with students to create 
open educational resources.  Still others have authored or adapted open textbooks. Their work is supported by OPUS, the Library’s Open 
Publishing Suite.  This emphasis on Open education fits with KPU’s brand identity and enables KPU to be part of a growing global movement 
around Open education.  KPU is a member of the Open Education Consortium, the International Council for Open and Distance Education, 
and the Creative Commons Global Network.  KPU collaborates with Montgomery College (Maryland, USA) for the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals Open Pedagogy Fellowship program and with Keene State College (New Hampshire, USA) for a virtual Open Pedagogy 
Learning Community.  Members of the KPU community have been recognized for their leadership in open education, including through 
multiple awards from BCcampus, multiple research fellowships from the Open Education Group, and invited participation in UNESCO and UN 
events. KPU’s open education initiatives are routinely profiled in local, national, and international outlets. 
 
Does the executive leadership of the institution (President, Provost, Chancellor, Trustees, etc.) explicitly promote community 
engagement as a priority? (annual addresses, published editorials, campus publications, etc.) 
 
When President Dr. Alan Davis took office in 2012, he set into motion several mechanisms to acknowledge and celebrate community 
connections through constituency gatherings, as well as formal and informal practices to showcase the strength of KPU in this arena.  
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These priorities are disseminated through public speeches, press releases and other strategic initiatives.  Specifically, community 
engagement is mentioned in virtually every speech that the President and the Provost give, and this has been standard practice since 2012, 
when President Dr. Alan Davis first took on this role.  Examples from the 2019 Convocation speech: ‘I would like to close with a few words 
specifically about this university and its importance to our community, within the context of the crucial role that universities of all shapes 
and sizes play in our society’ and ‘KPU is a university for our times; a polytechnic university: open and accessible and relevant to both local 
needs and the global issues of our society.’ (www.kpu.ca/convocation/archive). 
 
The President’s Dialogue Series is an initiative started by KPU President, Dr. Alan Davis. This ongoing series, which is free and open to the 
public, welcomes speakers to KPU who are leaders in the private and public sectors, both locally and globally.  The Visiting speakers 
exemplify a commitment to the values of KPU and help bring about the following key elements of KPU’s polytechnic vision: Inspiring 
educators, embracing all learners engaging in campus and community life, supporting Open and creative learning environments, relevant 
scholarship and research, and authentic external and internal relationships.  
 
Does the community have a “voice” or role for input into institutional or departmental planning for community engagement?  
KPU President Dr. Alan Davis has established the President’s Community Advisory Councils in each of KPU’s regions.  These councils each 
meet twice a year to advise the president on the needs of business, industry, and the non-profit sector in each community.  This ensures that 
KPU’s programming is aligned with community needs.  These committees run alongside KPU’s regular use of Program Advisory Committees.  
Kwantlen Polytechnic University makes use of Program Advisory Committees to advise the University about aspects of its programs.  The 
people invited to the President’s Community Advisory Councils are individuals in the community that KPU has previously engaged with, and 
after discussing the vision of the council, some of these individuals had recommendations as to who else should be invited as well.  These 
committees involve local mayors, councillors, school district leaders, prominent local business owners, other community leaders, past KPU 
Alumni who have established themselves in the community, Chambers of Commerce leaders, media, and non-profit leaders. 
  
The terms of reference for these councils is below: 
·         The President’s Community Advisory Council (PCAC) will meet twice a year and will receive occasional correspondence from the 
university throughout the year. 
·         Once a year, a regional PCAC will be convened to focus on issues affecting the KPU region as a whole. 
·         PCAC members will represent a cross-section of the communities KPU serves, including business, industry, the not-for-profit sector, 
social services agencies and members of the KPU alumni community. 
·         PCAC will advise the president, providing input on a number of high-level matters, including: 

o    Relevance 
o    Reputation 
o    Strategic planning 
o    Government/Business/Industry/Community Relations 

http://www.kpu.ca/convocation/archive
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o    Work-integrated learning 
o    Workforce development needs 

·         The president will occasionally poll committee members by email on matters that arise outside of the regularly set meetings but which 
are relevant to the discussions of the PCAC. 
 
1.1. If Yes: Describe how the community’s voice is integrated into institutional or departmental planning for community engagement:  
The purpose of this question is to determine the level of reciprocity that exists in the institution’s engagement with community, specifically in terms of planning and 
decision-making related to engagement actions and priorities. Please provide specific descriptions of community representation and role in institutional planning or similar 
institutional processes that shape the community engagement agenda. Community voice is illustrated by examples of actual community influence on actions and decisions, 
not mere advice or attendance at events or meetings. A list or description of standing community advisory groups is insufficient without evidence and illustrations of how 
the voices of these groups influence institutional actions and decisions.  

 
KPU used ThoughtExchange to collect input for Vision 2023 during its planning phase.  Additionally, the Vision 2023 Program Advisory 
Committee ran appreciation and consultation events in 2018.  Members of KPU’s Program Advisory Committees were invited to these 
sessions.  KPU’s President’s Community Councils were also consulted.  The President presented a draft of Vision 2023 to the KPU Alumni 
Board, the Surrey Board of Trade and the Richmond Chamber of Commerce.   
 
Since 2018, the Indigenous Advisory Committee provides guidance to KPU and acts as a communications link between the university and 
Indigenous communities.  KPU voting membership includes individuals with diverse experience and expertise from local school districts, First 
Nations bands and organizations, and faculty members.  Also, since 2015, KPU welcomed its first Elder in Residence at a special installation 
ceremony, and Lekeyten continues to serve in this role.   
 
Once the Program Advisory Committee survey is underway, KPU will decide on its next steps regarding the full integration of community 
input.  However, the Carnegie Community Engagement Canadian Pilot provided the perfect opportunity to begin this process.  A few months 
into the Canadian Pilot, in June 2019, KPU invited its 15 identified key community partners to KPU's Carnegie Community Engagement 
Partner Recognition Meeting.  This event involved eight dialogue tables and included KPU Senior leadership, including The President, the 
AVP, Academic, the Vice Provost, Teaching & Learning, the Executive Director, OPA, the VP, External Affairs, a faculty member and the 
Fellow in Experiential Education and Community Engagement, many of whom sit on the KPU Carnegie Working Group.  Over twenty 
community members participated in this event, which included a review and update of partnership descriptions, and authentic engagement 
on the following questions:  

Does KPU have an impact on the local community and is it amplified through community partnering? 

1. What is the best way to gain feedback, and engage in dialogue, without putting a heavy burden on busy partners? 
2. Can you see your own impact on KPU and what’s the best way to recognize and celebrate that impact? 
3. For the purposes of community-university partnerships, what are some best ways to define ‘impact’?  
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4. Are there community conversations that are happening where KPU should be more active, and anyone else who should be at the 
table for the mutual co-creation of goals and outcomes? 

The information from these meetings was used to determine individualized next steps for each community partner, and to further revise 
some of the partnership categories.  For organizations that met in June, we built on what we heard from each of them to move the 
partnership forward for a meeting in November 2019.  So, for example, Kwantlen First Nation wanted to be networked with more 
departments than just those in the Faculty of Arts, and they are now introduced to School of Business programs.  The school districts wanted 
to hear first-person accounts of the connection between high schools and the university, so they had an interview with a Co-op student who 
had taken a Dual Credit secondary school course.  Over thirty people attended the November Founding Partners meeting, including faculty, 
student, administrators and external partners.  The information from those dialogue sessions, with six discussion tables, is currently in use to 
determine the next steps for each of those partners, including Marketing materials and expanded networks for a number of the partners.  
This iterative process has been informative for those at KPU as well as for community partners and we see this as the start towards building 
our mechanisms for the reciprocal and mutual exchanges that take place in full and authentic partnerships.  
 
Is community engagement defined and planned for in the strategic plan of the institution?  
Community engagement played a key role in KPU’s process of developing the Academic and Strategic plans, and greater community 
engagement is a thematic focus throughout these plans.  Many stakeholders have been a part of the development and feedback processes 
of these documents.  Furthermore, it is important to emphasize that KPU’s enabling legislation and mission and mandate both position 
community service and community engagement as bedrock level commitments.  KPU is designated as a special purpose teaching university, 
with a mandate to serve its regions.  
 
KPU’s Senate and Board members also support community engagement.  The mandate of the Senate Standing Committee on Teaching and 
Learning was revised, with changes that came before Senate in November, 2019 to include the clause: Advise Senate on issues related to 
community engagement, and associated features as described in the strategic plan, inasmuch as they pertain to teaching, learning and 
related scholarship.  The Senate Standing Committee on Research and Graduate Studies includes a mandate to lead the ongoing discussions 
regarding the nature of research at a polytechnic teaching university.  And, additionally, in terms of research, the Associate Vice President, 
Research and the Office of Research Services provides strategic, operational, and tactical advice on engaging with industry partners to the 
entire university community.  Applied research and community engagement are referenced in the forthcoming Strategic Research Plan.  The 
research plan is in process, with the new Associate Vice President Research, beginning in December 2019. 
 
Does the institution have a campus-wide coordinating infrastructure (center, office, network or coalition of centers, etc.) to support and 
advance community engagement?  
Community Engagement is a strategic initiative embedded in KPU's strategic plans, Vision 2018 (historically) and 2023 (currently).  Each 
Faculty and administrative unit contribute to community engagement based on their areas of expertise.  At the senior administrative this 
includes, but is not limited to, the following: VP External – government affairs and community engagement, VP Academic – research and 
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scholarship partnerships, VP Admin – business and industry partnerships and VP Students - employer engagement for co-op, experiential, 
service and other work-integrated learning.   
  
Are internal budgetary allocations dedicated to supporting institutional engagement with community?  
If Yes: Describe the source (percentage or dollar amount) of these allocations, whether this source is permanent, and how it is used:  

In some cases, there are dedicated funds.  For example, the Library employs a Student Engagement and Community Outreach Librarian who 
has the responsibility to respond to community engagement as needed.  The Office of the VP, External Affairs has allocated budget 
specifically for community engagement, and community engagement is built into the core mandates of the Office of Advancement and the 
Office of Alumni Affairs.  And, there is often university-wide in-kind support for community engagement.  For example, the rental fee is 
waived for the use of the Conference centre for community-related events. 

However, KPU operates in a fairly decentralized manner, with individual Faculties each using their resources to address strategic and 
operational priorities.  Faculty and department budgets anticipate funding requirements for community engagement, as aligned with Vision 
2023.  In addition, operating funds for program delivery are also used for specific community engagement initiatives that are student-
focused.  Since these funds are so embedded, it is difficult to segregate dedicated support accurately.  Rather, it is infused throughout the 
institutional budget.  The same is true of administrative units in that the strategic initiative is embedded in operations and this approach to 
funding community engagement initiatives makes it difficult to weave apart its segmented elements.  
 
Faculties receive budget to activate community engagement at the department level, and the activity and impact of this engagement is 
measured against the goals set out in the university’s strategic plan.  In some Faculties, this budget is in Events, or allocated to programs 
which then budget it under program-specific events.  The Divisional Business Manager of the Faculty of Science and Horticulture reports that 
there are set budget items associated with Science Rendezvous ($17,000), Science Challenge ($6,300) and Jr. Physics & Engineering 
Challenge ($2,000).  In this Faculty, departments are also involved in various trade shows and there is conference / travel budget in some of 
these departments of approximately $4,500.  There are also regular career/student/department small events in Science and Horticulture.  
For example, this happens regularly in Horticulture and Brewing and the supplies to support those events come out of the Faculty 
operational budget with some support from Marketing for giveaways.  Each Faculty has an event coordinator and, for some, a 
communications coordinator, and these individuals also regularly reach out to build relationships with the community.  At times, this work 
also connects with the Future Student’s Office, and, additionally, with the work of the Office of External Affairs. 
 
Is external funding dedicated to supporting institutional engagement with community?  
Given KPU’s deep entrenchment in its municipal regions – Surrey, Richmond, Langley and Cloverdale – our students are our community.  The 
bulk of our funding efforts are geared around supports for students.  For example, through the creation of The Irving K. Barber Endowment 
for Educational Opportunities, students who may not have mainstream opportunities to attend a university, are supported throughout their 
post-secondary education at KPU.  
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Most recently, The Irving K. Barber Endowment for Educational Opportunities award is supporting a multi-year project, undertaken 
collaboratively by an Arts faculty member, the Manager of Indigenous Services for Students, and the VP Student Affairs, Naut’sa Maut: One 
Heart, One Mind, which is an educational and community building initiative.  It will involve sustained Indigenous student leadership and 
participation, Elder guidance and mentorship, interdisciplinary, interactive and on-the-land learning opportunities for “marginalized” and 
“non-traditional” learners, professional development of staff, faculty and administration that furthers transformative capacity building for 
access and inclusion of diverse learners, and strong community outreach and engagement beyond KPU.  The development of the project will 
rely upon direction and guidance from a working committee that will include staff from Indigenous Student Services, Elders, youth and 
community members of the local First Nations, Urban Nations and Métis Nations, Indigenous Student Council, staff from local school 
districts, and many other KPU faculty, students and administration. 
 
In the same theme, Inclusion BC, Vancouver Foundation, and The Irving K. Barber Endowment have provided funding for the Including All 
Citizens Project (IACP).  Launched in 2018, this program includes students with intellectual disabilities as full students in the Faculty of Arts, 
taking courses for credit and on-par with their fellow students.  The Including All Citizens Project (IACP) opens the doors to post-secondary 
education by reducing barriers to learning and adapting teaching strategies to support all students.  It is one of the first fully inclusive, for-
credit university initiatives in North America.  Students with intellectual disabilities often experience segregated and outdated adult service 
practices, which contributes to high levels of unemployment and isolation.  Students in the IACP pilot project will receive a Faculty of Arts, 
Certificate in Arts, after completing 10 courses.  The arts certificate is open to all KPU students and pre-dates the IACP.  It is designed to 
prepare students for work, citizenship, and to engage critically with their communities.  
 
A generous $10,000 community grant from TELUS, and subsequent continued Telus funding, support KPU’s Inside-Out Prison Exchange.  The 
program offers post-secondary courses and other learning experiences to inmates.  Unique to the Canadian program, the inmates are 
actually admitted to KPU and receive university credits for the course in the same way that any student receives credits.  KPU students study 
alongside the inmates, and grants have paid the tuition for incarcerated members of the course.  
 
Is fundraising directed to community engagement?  
Given the strong emphasis on community engagement in the strategic plans, for nearly a decade, initiatives across the university are often 
tied to support for community endeavors.  The Executive Director of the Office of Advancement works closely with KPU’s VP External, to 
jointly support community engagement at KPU.  The VP External is also CEO of the KPU Foundation, which creates ongoing and authentic 
opportunities for alignment of engagement activities between the university and the Foundation.  
 
The Kwantlen Student Association, while a separate legal entity, uses a portion of the fees that they collect to hold events to engage KPU’s 
community, for which the university provides space and support.  The KSA runs events on and off-campus that range from Welcome Week 
to taking part in Vaisakhi parades, important to the Sikh and Hindu communities in Surrey. 
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Close partnerships with industry partners create a reciprocal milieu, with donations, from industry partners, of essential parts and materials 
in the Faculty of Trades and Technology and the Wilson School of Design.  There are efforts to use those materials in important ways 
including experiential learning projects with city and non-profit partners.  
 
Does the institution invest its financial resources in the community and/or community partnerships for purposes of community 
engagement and community development?  
Given the outward-facing nature of a number of KPU’s applied and academic programs, many of our community initiatives are tied to KPU’s 
experiential learning activities.   
 
Several of these initiatives have expanded over the years and now function as an essential and routine part of community living.  For 
example, a film fest started by a faculty member in English has become a world-renowned event.  KDocsFF is Metro Vancouver’s premier 
social justice film festival, celebrating the power of documentary film and documentary activism.  Founded in 2012, this film festival has 
expanded every year and is held in downtown Vancouver at the Vancouver International Film Centre/Vancity Theatre.  In 2018, there were 
over 1500 people and 30 exhibitors in attendance for a four-day festival.  In February 2020, there were screenings of 14 award-winning 
documentary films, as well as 12 keynote addresses, 8 panel discussions/Q&As, a thriving Exhibitors’ Hall with 36 Exhibitors, and over 2100 
guests (an increase of 23% since the previous festival).  The wider community attends this exciting event, and the per-film ticketed average 
went from 108 to 133 seats in 2020.  Special guests have included David Suzuki, Margaret Atwood, and John Ralston Saul, alongside dozens 
of key panelists.  
 
Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems students work on several teaching and research farms which have been built up in partnership 
with the community-focused governments in the region.  This includes the agreements that have been put in place to use the agricultural 
land in the Richmond region.  KPU's Tsawwassen First Nation Farm School is located on an eight-hectare (20 acre) farm owned by the 
Tsawwassen First Nation. The certified organic land produces a wide array of student-grown fruit, vegetable, and animal products.  It is also 
home to incubator farms, where program graduates can trial their farm business plans while mentoring each other.  Also, Richmond’s 
Garden City Lands are an extraordinary 55.2 hectares (136.5 acres) of open space located within the Agricultural Land Reserve, just east of 
KPU's Richmond campus.  KPU's Department of Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems has worked with the City of Richmond to develop 
a Teaching and Research Farm on eight hectares (20 acres) of the site.  The farm has a focus on diversified, sustainable, regenerative, and 
organic production practices adjacent to the population centre of downtown Richmond.  These partnerships are indicative of KPU’s in-kind 
and financial support of local regional initiatives.   
 
Community engagement is particularly emphasized in Academic and Career Advancement through its connection with the Phoenix Recovery 
Centre, where since 2007, upgrading courses in Mathematics and English have been provided to residents (and community members) who 
are interested in pursuing some kind of educational goal.  The English Language Studies department is mainly connected to the community 
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through the provision of information about the program at community tables in the KPU region.  Additionally, ACA runs classes at the 
Phoenix Center which empower adult learners to re-enter the educational arena and the labour market, through individualized assessment 
and action plans that include lifelong learning goals. The centre provides community-based instruction in English and Mathematics from 
basic literacy level through Grade 11.  These courses are offered on-site at The Phoenix Society, which is a non-profit society in Surrey that 
offers early-recovery residential addiction services as well as employment and educational assistance for those in recovery.  ACA also houses 
KPU’s Third Age Learning program, where members of the public who are over age 50 can attend courses run by KPU instructors for a $10 
membership fee.  Another program that runs through the Phoenix Centre, via the Faculty of Arts, is Humanities 101.  This is a non-credit 
social justice program that was started by a faculty member in English in 2008.  This program runs every year, for 7-9 weeks, and includes 
guest lectures from faculty in any program on topics ranging from an interactive presentation on theories of comedy and a guest lecture 
from Reverend Rhona Segarra on acceptance and empathy.  Over the years, this program has reached over 150 ‘students in the community.’ 
 
Kwantlen Open Resource Access (KORA) is a freely-available digital collection of scholarly and creative works produced by members of 
the Kwantlen Polytechnic University (KPU) community.  This open access library resource is available and open to the community, and fits 
with KPU’s focus on Open Education.  Open education is a philosophy about the ways in which people should produce, share, and build on 
knowledge.  Proponents of open education believe everyone in the world should have access to high-quality educational experiences and 
resources and work to eliminate barriers to this goal.  Open education encompasses resources, tools and practices that employ a framework 
of open sharing to improve educational access and effectiveness worldwide (Open Education Consortium). This includes the creation, 
adaptation, and adoption of open educational resources (OER), the benefits of which include gains in course performance, student 
retention, and program completion.  It also includes open pedagogies that enable students to shape the public knowledge commons of 
which they are a part.  This could involve students writing or editing articles in Wikipedia, writing op ed pieces instead of another research 
essay, creating brief instructional videos instead of giving another classroom presentation, or annotating, updating, or even authoring open 
textbooks.  
 
Do the business operation of the campus as an anchor institution align with local economic and community development agendas 
through hiring, purchasing, and procurement?  
 
The KSA (Kwantlen Student Association) funds a Farmer’s Market and supports ethical purchasing at its on-campus cafe.  The President of 
KPU, Alan Davis, is the Co-Chair of the KSA Sustainability committee.  Grass Roots, the cafeteria run by the Kwantlen Student Association, 
received Level 2 LEAF certification (https://www.leafme.org) in June 2018.  LEAF is a certification program to restaurants demonstrating 
efforts in environmental and sustainable food service practices.  Each restaurant must undergo an on-site review by a LEAF Accredited 
Consultant and meet minimum requirements in ten key areas of sustainability. 
 
KPU has received the BC Hydro Power Smart Excellence Award for several years and has consistently been recognized among the top 100 
Employers in BC, as one of Canada’s Top Progressive Employers, and as one of Canada’s Greenest Employers.  Students are also working on 
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establishing KPU as a Fair-Trade Campus.  
 
One of the goals of Vision 2023 states: We will foster environmental sustainability through our offerings, research and operations (B.2.).  
Accordingly, KPU follows a Procurement Procedure and Policy (AD3), including a clause indicating that departments must follow guidelines 
established by Procurement Services respecting the procurement of environmentally responsible products and services (clause 3j).  As 
aligned with Vision 2023, a key strategic goal of the Procurement Department is to reduce the impact of purchasing with attention to the 
ecological footprint of suppliers as well as enhancing the economic and social impact of procurement.  Attached to this goal is a 3-year 
Action Plan which is comprised of training, tools, systems and mechanisms to ensure that key decision makers routinely consider 
sustainability in their buying decisions.  In 2019, KPU’s Procurement Services department developed a three-year strategy to integrate 
sustainability into the university’s procurement practices. The primary objectives of the strategy are to: 
• Examine the extent to which KPU’s procurement decisions impact sustainable outcomes in procurement; 
• Disseminate and highlight current actions that yield positive outcomes with regard to sustainable procurement practices; and 
• Summarize existing best practices and develop a strategy to partner with user departments to work collaboratively on this initiative. 
 
Many of the elements of this Action Plan are already underway, and Procurement Services also plays a leading role in intersectoral 
partnerships through the mentoring and sharing of best practice tools and techniques with peers in the elementary, post-secondary and 
broader public sector.  It is now standard practice to include sustainability requirements and evaluation criteria such as using local inputs, 
community networks and social measures, where appropriate.  The following are some initiatives which have resulted from this approach: 

 All furniture that is supplied by Facilities Services is GREENGUARD Certified. GREENGUARD Certification standards have established 
performance-based standards to define products and processes with low chemical and particle emissions. 

 Shuttle Services with a specific requirement to match or exceed a livable wage of $23 per hour.  The current five-year contract, 
shared with the Kwantlen Student Association (KSA), also includes two paid co-op internships for students each contract year  

 KPU Ancillary Services worked with the campus cafeteria supplier for all KPU campuses to eliminate plastic straws, and ensure all 
forks, knives, and take-out containers are recyclable. The KPU Bookstores are now selling reusable metal straw kits. 

 KPU negotiated and executed a social impact agreement with a non-profit organization to refurbish surplus KPU computers for 
onward distribution to marginalized and disadvantaged groups in BC, also diverting this waste, and providing employment and 
apprenticeship opportunities to marginalized groups in surrounding communities. 

Further, each Faculty, and other administrative units, strive to fulfill Vision 2023 priorities.  In Horticulture, for example, the volume of waste 
from the crop turnaround was cut in half with some creative problem solving.   Using biodegradable twine and support clips for new 
plantings aligns field lab practices with the Vision 2023 environmental sustainability goal (B.2.). 
 
Does the institution maintain systematic campus-wide tracking or documentation mechanisms to record and/or track engagement with 
the community? 
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President Alan Davis, a champion for community engagement at the university level, began working at KPU in 2012.  Starting in 2015, the 
President’s Report to the Board became the essential campus-wide documentation of community engagement efforts at KPU.  The are 6 
reports a year, with entries from each Faculty as well as Administrative offices.  The entries for each Faculty include the following sections: 
Student Successes, Community Engagement, Awards and Appointments, Publications, Public Presentations, Employee Engagement.  These 
reports are typically over 50 pages, and the February 2020 report was 72 pages long.  Each Faculty has a process to solicit entries from 
faculty members, and these are compiled by each Dean’s office and then sent to the President’s office where they are compiled into the 
Report to the Board, along with the administrative unit entries.  KPU is a fairly decentralized university and this bottom-up type of reporting 
is particularly well-suited to the culture of the university.  Taken cumulatively, this contribution from the entire university, every two 
months, provides a sizeable source of data.  In these five years, the Board Reports have become a routine and celebrated component of the 
KPU landscape.  Reading the entries is informative, and often inspiring, and it has become the de facto means to track KPU’s achievements 
and meaningful connections.   
 
The Office of Advancement is the fundraising business unit that works as a bridge between both KPU and the KPU Foundation to advance 
strategic priorities and student success.  A CRM (content resource management tool) is used to document engagements with donors and 
other key stakeholders in the community.  The Office of Advancement supports university grant writing and building relationships that foster 
a culture of philanthropy with alumni, business and industry as well as other community partners. 
 
KPU’s Career Development Centre comprises employment, volunteer services and Co-op Education.  The Career Development Centre uses 
Symplicity to connect students with employers and community partners.  It supports students to become employment-ready through job 
postings, volunteer opportunities, co-operative education and career advising.  Bringing these offices together allows for a streamlining of 
some of the opportunities available to students.  Volunteer Services has been using Better Impact since June 2014 to track community 
engagements.  While these are not strictly CRMs, KPU’s CDC serves to collate some of KPU’s key relationships.  
 
If Yes: Does the institution use the data from those mechanisms?  
Collating materials from the six President’s Report to the Board each year provides information for the Accountability Reports, which are 
submitted, by the Office of Analysis and Planning, to the Ministry. 
 
Are there mechanisms for defining and measuring quality of community engagement built into any of the data collection or as a 
complementary process?  
As described earlier, KPU’s Office of Planning and Accountability is designing a metric to asses if Program Advisory Committee members feel 
that their contributions to KPU are valued.  Given that the implementation of Vision 2023 is occurring at the same time as the Carnegie 
Community Engagement Canadian Pilot Framework, KPU is using the Carnegie definition of community engagement in their efforts to 
document community engagement at KPU: “Community engagement describes the collaboration between institutions of higher education 
and their larger communities (local, regional/state, national, global) for the mutually beneficial creation and exchange of knowledge and 
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resources in a context of partnership and reciprocity. The purpose of community engagement is the partnership (of knowledge and 
resources) between colleges and universities and the public and private sectors to enrich scholarship, research, and creative activity; 
enhance curriculum, teaching, and learning; prepare educated, engaged citizens; strengthen democratic values and civic responsibility; 
address critical societal issues; and contribute to the public good” (The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching). 
 
Are there systematic campus-wide assessment mechanisms to measure the outcomes and impact of institutional engagement?  
The most systematic measure of campus-wide activity is via the President’s Report to the Board, which takes places every two months.  The 
culture at KPU is such that most offices are moving in the same direction, and that these are all moving towards the targets of Vision 2023.  
The board reports are not comprehensive, but they do give a credible snapshot of the activity across the entire university.  One can, roughly, 
know what is happening in each Faculty and academic office. 
 
In the 72-page report from February 2020, there are approximately 900 separate items catalogued.  This includes all university activity, such 
as HR Operations, Campus Safety and Security, Facilities Service, in addition to the reports from the senior administrators and all Faculties.  
Of these 900 items, roughly one-third relate to experiential learning, community engagement, applied research, Open Education, or access.  
Consequently, there are more than 300 items that are pertinent to the Carnegie Community Engagement Framework.  This breaks down to 
approximately 75 items referring to community partnerships, 64 items referring to experiential learning activities, 48 items related to Open 
Education and access, and 15 applied research projects.  Cumulatively, these items will be used, along with all of the other Reports to the 
Board, that year, to address the Vision targets.  Certainly, other surveys and reports figure into the knowledge of what is happening on 
campus, but the material in the Reports to the Board is roundly applicable.  
 
If Yes: Indicate the focus of these systematic campus-wide assessment mechanisms and describe one key finding for both Student 
Outcomes and Impacts:  
In addition to the Reports the Board, the Office of Planning and Accountability runs many surveys each year and the emphasis of those 
surveys is students.  The following were completed in 2019: KPU’s Student Satisfaction Survey, Field School Surveys, BSN-AE (Bachelor of 
Science in Nursing – Advanced Entry) 1-Year Follow-Up Survey, HCAP (Health Care Assistant Program) Alumni Survey, BSN 1-Year Follow-Up 
Survey, a survey of the performance of students who were admitted to KPU through the Pathway to Undergraduate Studies, survey of the 
role of a prior Math course in PSYC 2300 performance, EDUC 1100 and 1150 performance, and Course Feedback surveys for Fall 2019, 
involving approximately 1,710 sections. 
 
Student accomplishments are celebrated at KPU.  Students are mentioned multiple times on virtually every page of the President’s Report to 
the Board, and the bulk of survey activity is geared around student success.  The majority of the items included in these reports reference 
student activity as tied to experiential learning projects, networking with important community partners, and the receipt of external awards.  
Students are celebrated for taking part in experiential learning activities, such as Nursing students at the Peace Arch Hospital getting elderly 
patients to take part in the “Move for Life” program, History students producing a set of "history walking tours" via a customized mobile 
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app, or Geography students using mapping features to visualize data from the Surrey School District.  These experiential activities are widely 
seen as markers of success and e-portfolio initiatives highlight this data. 
 
KPU has not yet conducted a systematic study to assess the impact of engagement on students.  The cataloguing of community-engaged 
courses, completed Spring 2020, now allows us to begin to examine the role of these courses in developing students as citizens and as 
students.  
 
If Yes: Indicate the focus of these systematic campus-wide assessment mechanisms and describe one key finding for both Faculty 
Outcomes and Impacts:  
KPU has not yet conducted a systematic study to assess the impact of engagement on faculty members.  The cataloguing of community-
engaged courses, completed Spring 2020, now allows us to begin to examine the impact of being community-engaged as a faculty member.  
We know that faculty members have significant ties to community partners, and, at times, this is not captured.  Take, for example, the work 
that faculty do as associated with local professional organizations.  These kinds of relationships are crucial to student success, and curricular 
currency, and capturing this extraordinary list of associations would go a long way towards amplifying the impact of individual partnerships.  
 
If Yes: Indicate the focus of these systematic campus-wide assessment mechanisms and describe one key finding for both Community 
Outcomes and Impacts as it relates to community-articulated outcomes:  
The first sustained effort to survey all Program Advisory Committee members will commence Summer 2020.  There has been some existing 
work on this, such as the BSN-AE (Bachelor of Science in Nursing – Advanced Entry) Community Partners Survey.  The forthcoming surveys 
will be facilitated by the Deans, as well as the faculty members who have been essential to setting up the PACs.  As stated earlier, the 
Program Advisory Committees serve an essential role in the majority of all KPU programming, and they work closely with faculty and the 
Dean’s office to ensure innovation in curricula, networking for students, and the basis for grounded work in the community as a whole.  
 
If Yes: Indicate the focus of these systematic campus-wide assessment mechanisms and describe one key finding for both Institutional 
Outcomes and Impacts:  
As a special purpose teaching university, with regional responsibilities, KPU has slowly worked out what it means to be a Canada’s only 
polytechnic university.  This process has been a long one, and one that was really only grasped in earnest with the arrival of President Alan 
Davis in 2012.  Since that time, KPU has become a member of Polytechnics Canada, and KPU hosted the 2018 ‘Disruption in Action’ 
conference, the annual Polytechnics Canada conference.  This was an extraordinary opportunity to realize the potential of a polytechnic 
university in this region, and the connection with the other members of Polytechnics Canada continues today.  
 
As a member of the Carnegie Canadian Pilot Cohort, KPU has had the chance to work more closely with neighboring institutions, UBC and 
SFU.  This has gone a long way toward building relationships, so that each university may more fully understand our relative strengths.  Each 
university has always been very careful to respect our distinct partnerships, and to avoid overburdening possible community partners.  
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However, we are also now starting to see the ways in which collaboration across some partnerships could easily take place.  In some cases, 
doing so could easily further elements of mutual and reciprocal exchange.  
 
Does the institution use the data from these assessment mechanisms?  
Regular reporting on the goals of Vision 2023 take place both at Senate and at the Board levels.  
 
In the past 5 years, has your campus undertaken any campus-wide assessment of community engagement aimed at advancing 
institutional community engagement?  
When the Carnegie Community Engagement pilot ran in Ireland, there was a sense that the pilot may, one day, come to Canada.  After 
reading the 2015 sample applications, and attending to Ireland’s experience, we had some basic ideas about where KPU may be needing to 
further develop.  So, while it was not a campus-wide assessment, we were starting to bolster up any weaknesses, in anticipation of the pilot 
coming to Canada.   
 
If Yes: What was the nature of the assessment, when was it done, and what did you learn from it?  
The most significant findings have come from identifying KPU’s top 15 Carnegie Community Engagement external partners, and then 
launching a number of successive meetings to better learn how we can be more reciprocal in our relationships.  These discussions are all still 
in process and each of them is leading to their own unique place. 
 
Does the institution provide professional development support for faculty in any employment status (tenured/tenure track, full time non-
tenure track, and part time faculty) and/or staff who engage with community?  
Yes.  KPU does not have a tenure system at this time.  KPU instructors are either permanent, or non-regular type-2, or non-regular type-1.  
Type 2 instructors have a grouping of at least 4 courses, while type 1 instructors may simply teach a one-off course.  Type 2 instructors who 
accumulate a certain number of courses, over time, can be ‘regularized’ as permanent faculty.  Termed ‘sessional instructors’ at other 
universities, type 1 and type 2 instructors can access professional development funds at KPU.  There is no direct program for professional 
development support for staff who engage with the community at this time.  However, at KPU, librarians are recognized as their own faculty 
group, have a seat at Senate, and can access all faculty-based professional development support.   
 
In the context of your institution’s engagement support services and goals, indicate which of the following services and opportunities are 
provided specifically for community engagement by checking the appropriate boxes.  
Professional development programs 
As a comparatively decentralized institution, KPU Faculties run their own professional development programs.  Each faculty member can 
access PD funds through their Faculty and, while there are some minor restrictions on how these funds are dispersed in some Faculties, the 
funds can be used at the discretion of each faculty member.  Given the emphasis on experiential learning and community engagement at 
KPU, many instructors use these funds for community-engaged scholarship and activity.  These funds have been negotiated by the Kwantlen 
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Faculty Association and it is a sizeable fund, along with significant time allotted to professional development activities during the calendar 
year.  KPU is a special purpose teaching university and instructors teach four 35-person classes per term, two terms a year.  This differs from 
the 3-course teaching load at Canadian research universities.  For that reason, many professional development activities are tied to the 
classroom, and community engagement is often also developed with reference to student-focused activities and applied research.    
 
The purposes of professional development (PD) for faculty members include maintaining currency in subject matter, instructional processes, 
technological developments, learning materials, library holdings, and professional skills related to their position with the University.  For the 
purposes of allocating PD funds, KPU programs/disciplines are grouped and defined in the Collective Agreement under Article 16. Each 
grouping has its own PD Committee, which has its own guidelines for the approval of PD applications.   
 
Additionally, KPU offers the 0.6% Faculty Professional Development Fund which runs three times a year, and the award ranges from $1000-
$20,000.  Again, given the culture of community-based work at KPU, the recipients of these awards often involve community-engaged 
projects.  For the awards in the 2019 year, excluding PD support for continued education and training, approximately half of the PD 
recipients were completing community-engaged projects, totalling more than 25 community-engaged professional development projects.  
For example, in the most recent announcement (October 2019) projects included ‘Building Community Through Visual Inquiry: Walking 
‘Home’ with International and Domestic Students’ and a study on ‘Building Networks in Primary and Public Health Care to Help Optimize the 
Health of Canadian Immigrants and Refugees and Public Mental Health.’  And, the February 2019 competition included ‘KPU Genomics Lab: 
Cortisol Sensor To Measure Stress in Fraser Valley Dairy Cows’ and ‘Community-building and Documentary Activism with KDocs Outreach.’ 
 
KPU also offers Scholarly Inquiry Grants of up to $2,000 which are available year‐round to faculty members looking to engage in projects 
relating to the enhancement of teaching or of student learning.  Some of the goals for the SIG’s are: ‘Provide support for experimenting with 
and investigating the effectiveness of new or innovative approaches to teaching and student learning’ and ‘Enhance conversations about 
teaching and learning across KPU.’  These are offered through the Teaching and Learning Commons which provides a suite of teaching 
supports for all KPU instructors.  
 
Faculty members can also access Open Educational Resources (OER) Grants.  The Open Educational Resources (OER) Grant program provides 
funding and staff support to KPU faculty members interested in creating, adapting, and adopting OER (or engaging in other forms of Open 
Pedagogy). Three levels of OER Grants are offered, including an OER Adoption Grant, an OER Adaptation Grant, and an OER Creation Grant. 
 
Facilitation of partnerships  
The Fellowship for Experiential Education and Community Engagement is a faculty-based role within the Teaching and Learning Commons.  
This is the primary support for faculty members who are engaged with community partners, although peer networks in each Faculty also 
serve an important role.  
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KPU has also worked with the City of Surrey, and SFU, in setting up the Surrey CityLab, which is an experiential program for post-secondary 
students to address important city topics.  Launched in 2019, students have the opportunity to engage in real-world issues to gain a greater 
awareness of city priorities and challenges and to become more civic-minded.  Projects vary depending on course focus and student 
interests. The focus of projects to date have included food security, public safety, and better inclusion of immigrants and refugees in 
community life.  Students, faculty, and city staff work together to make Surrey a thriving, green, inclusive place.  Students can work with 
faculty, city staff, and community experts to shape their project.  Surrey CityLab is made up of faculty from Kwantlen Polytechnic University 
(KPU), faculty from Simon Fraser University (SFU), and City of Surrey Staff. This initiative facilitates partnerships which benefit those living 
and working in the City of Surrey and supports student and faculty interest in collaborative projects. 
 
Each Faculty has some limited budget which they can choose to apply to outward facing resources that improve community engagement.  
KPU programs have Program Advisory Committees, which are made up of many community agencies and organizations, and these are often 
the source of partnerships or the source of knowledge about community needs which provide the impetus for external partnering.  Some 
academic programs, Dean’s offices, and senior administrators are routinely involved in community events.  For example, the Access 
Programs for People with Disabilities program invests resources, such as faculty and staff time, to participate in numerous community 
events, such as community transition events, advocacy groups, and an involvement in advocacy and education at the local and provincial 
levels.  Two examples are The Measuring Up Committee, a network of community leaders that have a commitment to increasing 
accessibility, employment, recreation literacy and volunteerism for people with a disability, and The Disability Resource Network, which is 
the provincial organization that represents individuals who provide programs and services for individuals who have disabilities. 
 
Student teaching assistants  
KPU does not use teaching assistants for class instruction in the way that other universities do.  At KPU, all class sizes are limited to 35 
students and some are limited to even smaller class sizes.  For that reason, course instructors complete all teaching and marking duties.  We 
do, however, have student assistants and these students typically assist with research or planning activities.  For example, a group of student 
assistants were hired to bring the Carnegie Community Engagement department survey to all KPU departments.  These students acted as 
champions for the pilot project and spoke with faculty members at their department meetings about their community engagement 
activities, while administering the online Carnegie Community Engagement survey, and these were funded through the Teaching and 
Learning Commons budget.  Each Faculty has funds for student assistants which are administered by each academic program, and these 
student assistants are available in addition to Work Study student placements. 
 
Planning/design stipends  
Program Advisory Committees typically meet on campus and are provided with guest parking passes.  Each academic program has their own 
budget and can make decisions about using a portion of that budget for community engagement activities.  
 
Support for student transportation  
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KPU provides a free shuttle service to connect students who hail from different catchment communities.  For example, the KPU shuttle runs 
between the Surrey and Langley campuses multiple times a day.  Additionally, the U-pass is the discounted rate of the monthly transit pass 
that students get through the Kwantlen Student Association. 
 
Eligibility for institutional awards  
KPU has a deep and wide-ranging variety of awards and scholarships which recognize community involvement.  In addition to the 
professional development and student awards, KPU also offers the Katalyst awards for research projects.  These are available for principal 
applicants at the beginning of their research career, with an evaluation of the extent to which the applicant has established a promising level 
of research publication or other form of creative work relative to her/his career stage; or for principal applicants who have an established 
track record in research, with an evaluation of the extent to which the proposal reflects a new direction in the scholar’s research career 
relative to their previously published or creative work. 
 
Inclusion of community engagement in evaluation criteria  
While the Katalyst, Scholarly Inquiry, and 0.6% PD grants do not explicitly identify community engagement in the evaluation criteria, the 
cultural practice of rewarding community engagement work at KPU means that the majority of award recipients are engaged in public-facing 
or community-engaged work.  Research foci on sustainability, healthy communities, and clean technology are driven by community needs 
and involve community engagement.  Additionally, teaching award and service award criteria often support community engagement.  The 
criteria for the 2020 Faculty of Arts teaching award are: transformative impact; promoting and developing high academic standards in 
supporting students to achieve their goals; provision of opportunities for experiential learning (including research, creative work, service 
learning/community engagement, practicums, etc.); design or delivery of innovative pedagogies or assessment methods; enthusiasm for the 
course material and field of study; encouragement of students’ interests in the course and field; development of students’ confidence 
through mentoring, tutoring, course design, and delivery; contribution to curriculum development; and, sharing teaching excellence and 
innovation within KPU and beyond. 
 
Program grants  
Each Faculty can administer their own set of program grants through the Dean’s office.  For example, the EAFEAP grant in the Faculty of Arts 
can be used for any program that aligns with the Faculty of Arts academic plan.  The Faculty of Health has program grants as well. 
 
Participation on campus councils or committees related to community engagement  
As described earlier, every Faculty at KPU has Program Advisory Committees to support the majority of our academic and applied programs.  
Additionally, KPU’s University leadership team serves on community boards, councils and organizations.  And, the Kwantlen Student 
Association has the environmental and sustainability committee, the student life committee and the social justice committee. 
   
Research, conference, or travel support  
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Funds for conference and travel support are administered primarily through the professional development fund out of each separate 
Faculty.  The KSA has funded conferences that have an environmental lens or social justice initiatives.  Academic programs also launch their 
own conferences and research initiatives and these are typically open to the public.  For example, the 3rd Annual Open Doors, Open Minds 
conference was run in partnership with the Office of the Vice-Provost, Academic, with a 200% increase of attendance from 2018. 
 
 
Does the institution have search/recruitment policies or practices designed specifically to encourage the hiring of faculty in any 
employment status and staff with expertise in and commitment to community engagement?  
The posting for KPU’s Provost and Vice President, Academic was one of the most recent hires in Senior Leadership, in September 2018.  The 
position profile identifies the need to “actively support Kwantlen’s rich tradition of connecting with students and the community.” The 
posting further identifies the need to be an exemplar of the University’s values and culture in internal and external relationships. 
 
For programs that have community engagement courses, the faculty that are instructing those courses need to have a background in 
community engagement.  This is particularly true in the Faculty of Health, the Faculty of Arts, and for programs like Horticulture and 
Sustainable Agriculture in the Faculty of Science and Horticulture which heavily rely on community engagement programming.  For searches 
to hire faculty for programs which highly value community engagement, there is significant interest in candidates whose work intersects 
with and addresses community needs.  In programs valuing community engagement, candidates are typically asked at least one question - 
and often more than one - addressing community involvement and engagement.  For example a job ad for a 50% regular Anthropology 
faculty member reads: “As a teaching-focused university, we combine academic excellence with hands-on, applied learning.  Our small class 
sizes mean that KPU’s faculty members have direct contact with students, through years one to four, and often take on substantial 
community-based projects as tied to the classroom.   KPU’s VISION 2023 outlines experiential learning offered in all programs and a stated 
goal to increase innovation in teaching, learning and curriculum, and an accountability to our partners, governments and communities.  The 
department emphasizes Applied Anthropology and many courses focus on applying anthropological methods in real settings.”  Similarly, one 
of the interview questions for the hiring of a sessional instructor for NGO and Nonprofit Studies reads: “How might you manage a class size 
of 25 students in undertaking community service-learning group and individual projects?” and “The course that you will be teaching is a 
designated community service learning course and has pre-existing community partners. Can you describe your experience with community 
service learning and maintaining community partnerships?”  The scoring criteria used in assessing applications, for some programs, assigns 
points for applied value and potential to contribute to community.   
 
Are there institutional-level policies for faculty promotion (and tenure at tenure-granting campuses) that specifically reward faculty 
scholarly work that uses community-engaged approaches and methods? If there are separate policies for tenured/tenure track, full time 
non-tenure track, and part time faculty, please describe them as well.  
At this time, there is no tenure system at KPU, and there is no written evidence to indicate that it would include community-engagement if it 
were set up.  However, given the culture of the institution, and the prevalence of community-engaged approaches among the faculty, if a 
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system were devised, it would likely incorporate experiential learning, applied research and community-engagement as pillars of its design.   
 
If Yes: Use this space to describe the context for policies rewarding community-engaged scholarly work:  
 
Is community engagement rewarded as one form of teaching and learning? Include tenured/tenure track, full time non-tenure track, and 
part time faculty if there are policies that apply to these appointments.  
Many of our professional development programs that deal with community engagement are handled by KPU’s Teaching and Learning 
Commons, which has an excellent repertoire of supporting peer networks with its faculty-based Teaching Fellowships.  One of the first 
Teaching Fellowships began in 2016 with the Teaching Fellowship in Experiential Learning, which allowed for the Faculty of Arts Director of 
CIR:CLE (The Centre for Interdisciplinary Research: Community Learning Engagement), from 2013-2016, to expand this role to the university-
wide support of experiential learning.  This fellowship continues today, and is expanded, to include the Teaching Fellowship in Experiential 
Education and Community Engagement.  The other Teaching Fellowships are often external-facing and include the Teaching Fellowships in 
Open Education, K-12 Transitions, and Educational Technology.  These fellowships are competitive, involving a full internal search, and serve 
as a reward to exceptional faculty members who can then expand the focus in the area of their expertise, while supporting the university-
wide teaching community.   
 
If Yes: Please cite text from the faculty handbook (or similar policy document):  
The purpose of the Teaching Fellows program is to: 

 Enhance the offerings of the Teaching and Learning Commons in support of areas identified as key priorities in our Academic Plan 
and current institutional priorities. 

 Enable KPU faculty members to serve in this way, as “connector, coach and catalyst” for their colleagues in particular areas of 
expertise. 

 Advance KPU in specific areas, establish networks/communities of practice, develop resources and implement a plan for 
sustainment.       

The Teaching Fellowships are currently only applicable to full-time, permanent faculty.  However, the Teaching and Learning Commons also 
offers Education Technician positions and these are open to non-regular Type-2 instructors as well as permanent faculty.  The model now 
extends to the Office of Research and Scholarship with the selection of KPU's inaugural Open Education Research Fellow. 
 
Is community engagement rewarded as one form of research or creative activity?  
As a special purpose teaching university, KPU does not have an explicit research component to teaching workloads at this time.  However, 
many research projects are community-engaged.  Under the University Act, KPU engages in applied research and scholarly activity.  Boyer's 
ecumenical conception of research and scholarship is applied to evaluating research activities at KPU, and this conception leaves a wide 
berth for community-oriented initiatives.  Further, community engagement is recognized at the Faculty level.  For example, in the Faculty of 
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Health, community input is vital to understanding research projects geared around treating patients with a mental health issue or to 
supporting community health initiatives.  KPU’s maturation as a polytechnic university is still ongoing and the consideration of research 
activity is part of that growth.  The Senate Standing Committee on Research was established in 2018, and this Committee has now expanded 
in its role to also include Graduate Studies.  The current Research Plan is in development, but the 2015 KPU Research Plan includes the 
following priority: “Develop and support strategic partnerships with community organizations and agencies that enable research clusters to 
collaborate with that enable research clusters to collaborate with industry and community groups in developing industry and community 
groups in developing innovative inter-disciplinary approaches to innovative inter-disciplinary approaches to problem solving and community 
building in our problem solving and community building in our region and beyond.”  
 
One of the most successful, and long-standing research initiatives at KPU has been Acting Together, a Community-University Research 
Alliance (CURA), that was awarded with a 2013 Crime Prevention and Community Safety Award for its “outstanding contributions toward 
crime prevention and community safety."  The group was a federally-funded research project addressing youth gang involvement, working 
with youth groups, parents, teachers, service agencies and policy makers in a regional discussion about youth, gangs, and risk prevention.  
Through meetings with MPs, Advisory Committees, the RCMP Gang Task Force, and the Parole Board of Canada, AT-CURA emphasized youth 
strengths and the prevention of delinquency and gang involvement.  While SSHRCC funding for that project has ended, the initiative still 
remains strong through the 2019-2020 Youth Strengths project, a collaboration between the City of Surrey, the South Asian Community 
Coalition Against Youth Violence (SACCAYV), MOSAIC, BC’s anti-gang polices (CFSEU-BC), and a KPU Research team which leads 
programming for youth.  This research initiative is funded by the BC Ministry of Public Safety (Civil Forfeiture Award) and has been 
developed with the City of Surrey's SAFE program. 
 
Include tenured/tenure track, full time non-tenure track, and part time faculty if there are policies that apply to these appointments.  
n/a 
 
Please cite text from the faculty handbook (or similar policy document):  
KPU does not have this component associated with teaching workloads at this time.  There is no applicable Collective Agreement or policy 
document to cite.  
 
Is community engagement rewarded as one form of service? Include faculty from any employment status if there are policies that apply 
to these appointments.  
Community engagement is acknowledged as a legitimate service activity, but there is no current fulsome mechanism in place to recognize 
and celebrate it.  In the Faculty of Arts, the Dean’s office is working on growing these mechanisms.  And, in the Faculty of Science and 
Horticulture, community engagement is considered service for faculty performance review purposes.  While it is not specifically a reward, 
faculty who are involved in teaching community-engaged courses devote much time and attention to community relationship-building, and 
this is acknowledged through things like the Faculty of Arts newsletter and in The President’s Report to the Board.  
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One of the most credible ways to demonstrate how community engagement is fully built into the culture of the institution, and held up, and 
appreciated, as an essential component of service, is through the extensive community engagement demonstrated through the Dean’s 
offices and other administrative units.  While there is no formal policy requiring Deans and Associate Deans to serve on community boards 
and committees, the practice is comprehensive and wide-reaching.  The Dean, Wilson School of Design, is involved with the BC Apparel and 
Gear Association, the Canadian Apparel Federation and is in the process of formalizing a MOU with the Graphic Designers of Canada.  The 
Dean sits on all six of the Program Advisory Committees and is one of the members of the adjudication panel for KPU’s Our Social Fabric 
Competition.  Also, the Associate Dean of the Faculty of Trades and Technology sits on British Columbia Associate of Trades & Technology 
Administrators (BCATTA), the South Fraser Trades Association, the National Strategy for Women in Trades Task Force (through the Canadian 
Apprenticeship Forum), and the National Council of Deans of Apprenticeship.  While Deans and Associate Deans at KPU are not faculty 
members, during their terms in the Dean’s offices (as outlined by the Collective Agreement), their practices around connecting to 
community serve as a model for faculty members and also enable community-networked partnership practices to develop for faculty 
members in applicable areas.  
 
If Yes: Please cite text from the faculty handbook (or similar policy document):  
 
Are there college/school and/or department level policies for promotion (and tenure at tenure-granting campuses) that specifically 
reward faculty scholarly work that uses community-engaged approaches and methods? Are there policies for tenured/tenure track, full 
time non-tenure track, and part time faculty in reappointment or promotion considerations?  
Not applicable.  KPU has no policies, at this time.   
 
If Yes: List the colleges/schools and/or departments.  
Not applicable.   
If Yes: What percent of total colleges/schools and/or departments at the institution is represented by the list above?  
Not applicable.   
If Yes: Please cite three examples of college/school and/or department-level policies, taken directly from policy documents, that 
specifically reward faculty scholarly work using community-engaged approaches and methods; if there are policies specifically for 
tenured/tenure track, full time non-tenure track, and part time faculty, please cite one example:  
Not applicable.   
Is there work in progress to revise promotion and tenure (at tenure granting institutions) guidelines to reward faculty scholarly work that 
uses community-engaged approaches and methods?  
KPU does not currently have collective agreement language to allow this.  However, KPU is in the process of implementing Faculty 
Performance Reviews in some Faculties, and community engagement will be one of the criteria.  The Faculty of Science and Horticulture is 
the first Faculty to run a pilot of this process, which has just started in 2019.  The Vice Provost, Students, is working alongside the Dean of 
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Science and Horticulture for the pilot to implement Faculty Performance Reviews.   
 
If Yes: Describe the current work in progress, including a description of the process and who is involved. Describe how the 
president/chancellor, provost, deans, chairs, faculty leaders, chief diversity officer, or other key leaders are involved. Also describe any 
products resulting from the process; i.e., internal papers, public documents, reports, policy recommendations, etc. Also address if there 
are policies specifically for tenured/tenure track, full time non-tenure track, and part time faculty:  
 
Does the institution have a definition, standard components, and a process for identifying community-engaged courses?  
Yes, a broad surveying of faculty members has produced a comprehensive list of community-engaged courses; it is described below. 
 
If Yes: Discuss how your institution defines community-engaged courses, the standard components for designation, and the process for 
identifying community-engaged courses:  
In 2020, KPU will be adopting CourseLeaf, a new software for their course outlines.  As we adopt this new software, we will build in the tags 
necessary to start designating specific courses.  Some of the processes for establishing these designations have begun, with the completion 
of the community-engaged course survey, conducted by KPU’s Office of Planning and Accountability in 2019, and some courses already have 
an Open Education tag.  
 
The following definitions of course types have been circulated to all faculty members and are available on KPU’s Experiential Learning 
website <www.kpu.ca/experiential>.  
 
Applied Research Projects: 
Students are engaged in research that deals with community-driven, or workplace-related issues. Includes: Consulting projects; design 
projects; community-based research projects.  This research can be community-based.  More specifically, “community-based participatory 
research … is a collaborative approach to research that equitably involves all partners in the research process and recognizes the unique 
strengths that each brings. CBPR begins with a research topic of importance to the community with the aim of combining knowledge and 
action for social change to improve [the] community ….” Community Health Scholars Program, Stories of Impact, W.K. Kellogg Foundation, 
2001. 
 
Community Engagement: 
"Community engagement describes the collaboration between institutions of higher education and their larger communities (local, 
regional/state, national, global) for the mutually beneficial creation and exchange of knowledge and resources in a context of partnership 
and reciprocity. The purpose of community engagement is the partnership (of knowledge and resources) between colleges and universities 
and the public and private sectors to enrich scholarship, research, and creative activity; enhance curriculum, teaching, and learning; prepare 
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educated, engaged citizens; strengthen democratic values and civic responsibility; address critical societal issues; and contribute to the 
public good."  https://www.kpu.ca/carnegie The Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching 
 
Experiential Learning: 
Learning activities that engage the learner directly in the phenomena being studied.  At KPU, experiential learning refers to courses that 
have close to, or more than, eight hours of activity that is outside of the classroom.  This learning can be in all types of work or service 
settings …. [and] manifested in many different forms – internships, field experiences, co-op education, practica, cross-cultural, and 
international learning, community and public service, and other forms of carefully monitored experience-based learning.  Experiential 
education first immerses learners in an experience and then encourages reflection about the experience to develop new skills, new 
attitudes, or new ways of thinking.  Service learning is often cited as a form of experiential education, and it integrates meaningful voluntary, 
unpaid community service with classroom instruction and critical reflection.  In practice, students work in partnership with a community-
based organization to apply their disciplinary knowledge to a challenge identified by the community.  

Open Education: 
The Zero Textbook Cost (ZTC) initiative is part of Open Education, which is a philosophy about the way people should produce, share, and 
build on knowledge. Proponents of open education believe everyone in the world should have access to high-quality educational 
experiences and resources, and they work to eliminate barriers to this goal.  At KPU, open education is supported through the creation, 
adaptation, and adoption of open textbooks and other open educational resources (OER) as part of KPU’s Zero Textbook Cost (ZTC) initiative, 
support for open pedagogy, and the use of open-source educational technology.   
 
Going forward, additional survey work and an analysis of learning outcomes will be used to streamline some of the core features of these 
categories. 
 
If Yes: How many designated for-credit community-engaged courses were offered in the most recent academic year? ____  
What percentage of total courses offered at the institution? _____  
 
Is community engagement noted on student transcripts?   
No. 
If Yes: Describe how community engagement is noted on student transcripts:  
 
How many departments are represented by those courses? _____  
What percentage of total departments at the institution? _____  
How many faculty taught community-engaged courses in the most recent academic year? _____  
What percentage are these of the total faculty at the institution? ______  
What percent of the faculty teaching community-engaged courses are tenured/tenure track, full time non-tenure track, and part time?  
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How many students participated in community-engaged courses in the most recent academic year? ______  
 
What percentage of students at the institution? ______  
 
Describe how data provided in questions 2-10 above are gathered, by whom, with what frequency, and to what end: 
KPU’s Office of Planning and Accountability launched an institution-wide survey of all courses in 2019, aligning the Vision 2023 process with 
the Carnegie Community Engagement Framework, to asses which courses are designated as community-engaged courses.  Typically, efforts 
are made to track service-learning courses, so this was a novel strategy to delineate community-engaged courses, open education courses, 
applied research courses, and experiential learning courses.  Naturally, in some cases, these categories overlap, but the survey was run with 
the intent to investigate the patterns where these courses diverged, as well.  
 
Faculty members filled out an online survey in their department meetings, and these meetings occurred between September 2019 and 
January 2020.  Faculty were given the Carnegie Community Engagement definition, along with the definitions of other course types.  Broad 
discussion took place in department meetings to assist in determining which courses are community-engaged, with the most common non-
community-engaged course request being ‘a course that involves social justice, but that does not involve direct community involvement.’  
These courses were not designated as community-engaged, but faculty felt that this category should be captured as significant, going 
forward.  
 
Nearly 85% of all programs were surveyed, with visits to over 65 programs.  This work was facilitated by the Carnegie Community 
Engagement student researchers, who acted as champions who had previously taken a community-engaged course.  Analysis of the data 
was complex, given the differentiation between course sections and courses, and the fact that faculty may teach a given course in different 
ways.  Karissa Wall, in the Office of Planning and Accountability, worked on this data with input from Lori McElroy, Associate Vice President, 
Planning & Accountability and Norwinda Binuya-Barros, Manager, Institutional Analytics.  This was a useful exercise and clear ideas about 
revising some of the questions have been formulated, to ease the analysis in the future.  This is an important process so that the CourseLeaf 
system may be quickly brought in line with efforts to tag courses in particular ways.   
 
Are there institutional (campus-wide) learning outcomes for students’ curricular engagement with community?  
KPU does not have institution-wide learning outcomes for students, at this time.  Currently, this is something that faculty address at the 
program level.  KPU’s Provost and Vice President, Academic was one of the most recent hires in Senior Leadership (September 2018).  
Developing broader learning outcomes is a topic of interest, going forward.   Program-wide learning outcomes were discussed at the Dean’s 
Council meeting in January 2020, with general support for the principle.  Some academic programs have already done some of the work 
around broadly evaluating learning outcomes, such as the Sustainable Agriculture program.  And, some Program Reviews are starting to 
examine this topic.   
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As a first step towards implementing learning outcomes for students’ curricular engagement, the topic has been discussed at both the 
Senate Standing Committee on Teaching and Learning (March and April 2020) and the Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum (April and 
May 2020).  The following motion was passed at the Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum on May 13, 2020:  THAT the Senate Standing 
Committee on Curriculum approves the following student learning outcome for use in the Course Outline Development System for Service 
Learning and Work-Integrated Learning courses: ‘Apply attitudes, skills, and knowledge to an employment and/or community context.’    
 
There is currently no university-wide statement on KPU’s principles of community engagement, with key mention of reciprocity, and, going 
forward, this could be drafted in consultation with the distinct Faculties.  KPU’s Sustainable Agriculture acts as a leader in their adoption of 
program learning outcomes, itself a developing discussion the university.  The following are the program outcomes for Sustainable 
Agriculture –  

Graduates of the Bachelor of Applied Science in Sustainable Agriculture will acquire skills to: 

-          Advance sustainable food system development through community engagement 

-          Apply principles of sustainability to agriculture and food systems 

-          Critique existing and emerging agricultural paradigms from social, economic and environmental perspectives 

-          Understand interrelationships between food systems, community and human well being 

-          Mitigate climate change and adapt food systems to a changing climate 

-          Apply agroecological principles to agricultural production 

-          Design, conduct, analyze and critique natural and social scientific research 

-          Recognize and represent diverse perspectives and ways of knowing 

-          Manage a sustainable agriculture business 

The department has also developed a Vision Statement: 

We foster the development of a sustainable food system that is place-based, community-focused; nurtures diversity in scale, markets, and 
cropping systems; and serves, engages, and empowers all. 

The department has also developed a Mission Statement: 

We provide integrated education, applied research, and community engagement programming to advance sustainable food systems. 

Lastly, the Sustainable Agriculture program has also developed values statements and they share these with partners as they are setting up a 
partnership. 
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The program is built on a set of core values that inform the vision, mission, curriculum, partnerships and program competencies.  These core 
values represent a unique perspective that our program brings to the sector.  These values are: 

-          Sustainability is imperative 

-          Good, wholesome, nutritious food is a basic human right 

-          Co-creation of knowledge fosters citizen engagement and positive change 

-          Pursuit of accuracy and truthfulness are critical for constructive discourse 

-          Science is enriched by honoring diverse perspectives and ways of knowing 

At the May 2020 Anthropology Department meeting, these program outcomes and values were discussed.  As the Anthropology program 
finishes up their Program Review, these initiatives will inform steps going forward.  As is often the case, at KPU, this ground-up momentum 
tends to propel what become university-wide initiatives.  The program-wide language adopted by the Sustainable Agriculture program 
serves as a good model to begin to develop this work.  
 
Are institutional (campus-wide) learning outcomes for students’ curricular engagement with community systematically assessed? 
Having a stated learning outcome is the first step towards being able to assess this kind of learning for all students.  The adoption of ‘Apply 
attitudes, skills, and knowledge to an employment and/or community context’ as a learning outcome for Service Learning and Work-
Integrated Learning courses sets up the first stage of initializing a campus-wide learning outcome in this area.   
 
If Yes: Describe how the assessment data related to institutional (campus-wide) learning outcomes for students’ curricular engagement 
with community are used:  
 
Are there departmental or disciplinary learning outcomes or competencies for students’ curricular engagement with community?  
Yes. 
In the Faculty of Health and other faculties, especially those that heavily rely on community engagement to meet student learning 
outcomes, community engagement is incorporated into many courses and planning occurs around those courses.  This process involves 
Program Advisory Committees that are made up of external partners.  These partners help drive program curriculum as faculty members 
gain a deeper understanding of what is taking place in the industry, or community, to prepare students.  Notes are taken at Program 
Advisory Committee meetings and then they are discussed at the program level.  From there it is also often discussed at Faculty Council 
subcommittees and Faculty Council, as well as at the Dean’s office, for planning purposes. 
 
The newly designed Certificate in Farrier Science is the most recent to pass through Senate, and learning outcomes related to curricular 
engagement with the community have been part of this program revision (January 27, 2020).  It includes a program learning outcome that 
specifies ties to the farrier community through the development of professionalism and field practice skills, explicitly including evaluating the 
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role of “industry community and culture.”  Since KPU’s inception, the program delivering Farrier Training program has been an integral part 
of the character of the institution and the surrounding community.  The Farrier Science program supports KPU’s polytechnic mandate, 
embeds the high-impact practice of portfolio-based learning, and integrates learning in the classroom, the shop, and the field itself as it 
serves the needs of the equine community in BC.  The changes to the program, with the program revision, occurred after consultations with 
the Program Advisory Committee (PAC).  It was decided that students need to spend a substantial period of time in the field connecting their 
learning and skills to the workplace, so that students could see how a farrier fits within the equine industry and how they will become part of 
that community once established as practicing farriers. 
 
KPU’s Faculty of Trades and Technology poses a particular set of questions around program learning outcomes and institution-wide learning 
outcomes.  Many of the programs in the Faculty of Trades and Technology are funded by the Industry Training Authority and Trades 
Training, as are 13 other post-secondary institutions in B.C.  Classroom training adheres to ITA guidelines and is represented by a committee 
called the Trades Training Consortium of BC (TTBC), so there is very little room to build in additional community-engagement into these 
programs.  The Industry Training Authority and Trades Training in BC doesn't have any community engagement built into its curriculum, 
although other provinces may be developing this into their ITA curriculum.  For example, the Dean of Trades and Technology has indicated 
that Alberta has workplace coaching skills and initiatives such as The Top Mentor Award for “trades professionals who have developed 
ongoing relationships with apprentices in order to transfer knowledge and information relevant to work, career and/or professional 
development through communication, learning, dialogue and challenge,” but this is not yet built into the B.C. Apprenticeship programming.  
The community engagement that does take place is, typically, through extra efforts by faculty members to connect students with meaningful 
networks and work opportunities, and often involves the KPU campus as its ‘community’ locale.  For example, members of Mike Mann’s 
Electrical Foundation class decorated the metal structure in the KPU Tech courtyard and Carpentry instructor Daryl Massey had students 
construct KPU’s graduation podium.  Mechatronics and Farrier Training are not aligned under the ITA, and those programs have developed 
community-engaged elements, such as the 4-credit Mechatronics Professional Skills and Work Practicum course and the described changes 
to the Farrier Training program.  
 
Are departmental or disciplinary learning outcomes for students’ curricular engagement with community systematically assessed?  
Yes.  
 
If Yes: Describe how assessment data related to departmental or disciplinary learning outcomes for students’ curricular engagement with 
community are used:  
The Faculty of Health community health courses have learning outcomes that speak to community needs.  In the Faculty of Science and 
Horticulture, programs such as Sustainable Agriculture and Horticulture, have learning outcomes that relate to their community 
connections.  Every program at KPU has a fulsome Program Review every five years.  Community engagement assessment would be part of 
this review for programs that have this built into their courses and program planning. 
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Is community engagement integrated into the following curricular (for-credit) activities? Please select all that apply:  

❏ Student Research ❏ Student Leadership ❏ Internships, Co-ops, Career exploration ❏ Study Abroad ❏ Alternative Break tied to a 
course For each category checked above, provide examples:  

❏ Student Research 
As described earlier, the 2019 survey of community-engaged courses, also elicited responses about courses that involved applied research.  
At KPU, undergraduate research is roundly supported; faculty make every effort to support students moving into this important facet of 
academic work.  As we move into Graduate Studies, newly developed at KPU, there may be expanded roles for student research.  
Additionally, the Office of Research and Scholarship, supports Student-Led Research Grants, and research proposals are evaluated on their 
originality and innovation; merit of research; strength of research design and overall feasibility of proposed research; interdisciplinary 
elements (not mandatory, but encouraged); clarity, presentation, and logic of proposal; relevant academic training and experience; and 
impact.  One-third of the student-led research projects awarded in 2019 involve community-engaged research, including a project on 
restorative justice in BC, an examination of teaching innovations at KPU, and an investigation of species identification of Bog Cranberries at 
Garden City Lands, Richmond, BC. 
  

❏ Student Leadership 
Student leadership is largely recognized through student awards at KPU.  As described earlier, KPU distributes over $20 million in loans, 
grants, bursaries and awards to KPU students and leadership is a key theme in the Student Leadership Awards program as well as the Co-op 
Awards.  Additionally, many of the academic and applied programs at KPU also hold their own awards for students.  There is currently a 
database of 651 awards that students can access, and these typically ask for ‘some level of volunteerism or community service.’  In 2018/19, 
KPU awarded over 1 million in awards and scholarships to 840 students.  
 

❏ Internships, Co-ops, Career exploration 
In addition to the previously mentioned courses which are described as those with experiential learning, community engagement, applied 
research, or Open Education, Co-operative Education is also offered in nine academic programs.  Co-operative Education at KPU works with 
employers to develop and create program-related work experiences for students in distinct disciplines.  By alternating between study and 
work semesters, Co-op helps students apply their skills and knowledge acquired from their on-campus courses to real life work experiences.  
Co-op alternating consists of alternating academic terms and paid work terms.  Co-op internship consists of several co-op work terms back-
to-back.  In both models, work terms provide experience in a workplace setting related to the student’s field of study.  The following 
programs at KPU offer Co-op Education: Accounting, Computer-Assisted Design and Drafting (CADD), Criminology, Entrepreneurial 
Leadership, Environmental Protection Technology, Human Resources, Information Technology, Marketing, Operations & Supply Chain 
Management, and Public Relations (forthcoming).  In 2018/2019, Co-operative Education provided students with 959 job opportunities, an 
increase of 16% over 2017/2018.  Overall, from these 959 opportunities, 396 students found Co-op work placements, up 7%.  In the previous 
academic year (2017/2018), there were 371 students in Co-op placements.  
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The KPU Career Development Centre provides Co-op and non-Co-op work opportunities.  KPU’s Employer Relations Strategist creates 
relationships with external employers via participating in both internal events and activities (i.e. Program Advisory Committees, various 
faculty-sponsored events, such as Careers in Accounting) and external events and activities (i.e. Chambers of Commerce meetings, City of 
Surrey business meetings, etc.).  Additionally, the Career Development Centre coordinates three career fairs annually (Get Ready, Get Hired; 
Trades and Tech Career Fair; Career Day). 
 
In addition to Co-op Education at KPU, there are also apprenticeships, internships, Practicum courses, and Honours Thesis courses.  
Depending on the program, these are directly tied to industry and community positions.  For example, third-year Fashion and Design 
students are placed in practicum positions in their Professional Practicum course in the Spring term.  In 2018-19, all students were placed 
with local Vancouver companies including lululemon, Arc’teryx, Manuel Mendoza, All Sorts Creative, Aritzia, Gentle Fawn, Ten Tree, 
International Fashions, Pure Magnolia, Revol Girl, Paper Label, Designer Apparel Services, Ainsley Wear, Vitae Wear, Allison Wonderland and 
Christine Vancouver.  Some of these companies are alumni run and owned, and many of these companies have outstanding alumni 
supervising and working with KPU’s practicum students.  Practicums are included in the survey of experiential learning courses and run in 
many of KPU’s academic and applied programs.    
 
Apprenticeships occur in the Faculty Trades and Technology programs and these numbers are not incorporated into the community-engaged 
course survey.  An Apprenticeship is an agreement between a person (an apprentice) who wants to learn a skill and an employer who needs 
a skilled worker and who is willing to sponsor the apprentice and provide paid related practical experience under the direction of a certified 
journeyperson in a work environment conducive to learning the tasks, activities and functions of a skilled worker.  Apprenticeship combines 
about 80% at-the-workplace experience with 20% technical classroom training.  Both the workplace experience and the technical training 
are essential components of the learning experience.  These are required for certified trades and assessment is typically in the form of 
number of hours completed, in accordance with the Industry Training Authority and Trades Training (ITA).   
 
Study Abroad: 
KPU's Study Abroad office enhances student experience through international learning opportunities.  KPU is part of a vibrant and diverse 
international network that prepares students for global success.  To go on exchange you must have completed 24 university credits by the 
time you go on exchange (15 of those credits must have been completed at KPU); have a minimum GPA of 2.5; and be willing to return to 
KPU after your exchange for a minimum of 9 credits.  KPU Study Abroad has partnerships with over 50 international universities.  Also, KPU 
and the Sustainability Management School (SUMAS) have formalized an articulation agreement which offers students enrolled in the 
Graduate Diploma in Business Administration the opportunity to earn a MAM or MBA from SUMAS, which is a business school focused on 
sustainability and responsible management education, in Gland, Switzerland.   
 
The Anthropology Department runs the longest-standing fieldschool at KPU, which has been running since 2009.  The Applied Archaeology 
Fieldschool in BC involves significant collaboration with indigenous communities in the region to ensure that the field school serves their 
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interests.  The fieldschool has a long-standing working relationship with the N’lakapamux community near Boston Bar.  At the start of the 
fieldschool, KPU established a tuition-free position for a student from a First Nations community.  The instructor and students bring back 
analyzed artifacts to the community, and this has been instrumental in setting up the Boston Bar Interpretive Center.   
 
For several years, KPU has run the Amazon Interdisciplinary Field School and the Design Field School which, in 2020, travels to Berlin and 
Prague.  Additionally, some experiential learning courses incorporate travel into their curriculum.  For example, the graduating class of the 
Technical Apparel Design Program traveled to Hanoi, Vietnam from October 28-November 9, 2019 to work with apparel manufacturer 
Maxport Vietnam Ltd.  And, for the past eight years, nursing students have travelled overseas to help with various projects.  The project 
started when a faculty member connected the KPU students with students from the UBC Dental Outreach Project and a Rotary Club in the 
Philippines. 
 
Students on exchange are also welcomed to KPU.  For example, the Wilson School of Design welcomed students, in Spring 2020, from the 
following institutions: Elisava Barcelona School of Design and Engineering (Spain), Instituto Tecnologico de Santo Domingo – INTEC 
(Dominican Republic), Metropolia University of Applied Sciences (Finland), Universidad of Monterrey (Mexico), University for the Creative 
Arts (United Kingdom) and VIA University (Denmark). And, there are five third year Fashion & Technology students currently on exchange at 
Metropolia University of Applied Sciences (Finland), Leeds Arts University (England), and the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology 
(Australia). 
 

❏ Alternative Break tied to a course 
KPU does not offer an alternative break tied to a course. 
 
Has community engagement been integrated with curriculum on an institution-wide level in any of the following structures? Please select 
all that apply:  

❏ Graduate Studies ❏ Core Courses ❏ Capstone (Senior-level project) ❏ First-Year Sequence ❏ General Education ❏ In the Majors ❏ In 
the Minors  
Yes, in certain programs.  For example, in the Faculty of Health, the core courses, capstone courses and program with Majors have 
integrated community engagement with the curriculum.  For the Faculty of Arts, core courses, capstone courses, first-year, general 
education, Majors, and Minors can be community-engaged.  The Bachelor of Arts, Major in General Studies degree program provides you 
with the opportunity to develop a degree program that suits unique interests, combining courses across different Arts disciplines. Working 
with an Arts Degree Advisor, students create a personal program of study to reach specific career and personal goals, intentionally 
developing a broad interdisciplinary liberal arts education.  Additionally, program-specific departments also run community-engaged options 
in programs with Majors, some Minors programs, and all capstone courses.  Depending on the Faculty and program, core courses are also 
community-engaged.  Graduate studies is new to KPU and a sustained analysis of the offerings has not yet been conducted.  
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Thinking about the description of co-curricular engagement above, please indicate which of the following institutional practices have 
incorporated co-curricular engagement at your campus.  
Please select all that apply:  

❏ Social innovation/entrepreneurship ❏ Community service projects - outside of the campus ❏ Community service projects - within the 

campus ❏ Alternative break – domestic ❏ Alternative break – international ❏ Student leadership ❏ Student internships ❏ Work-study 

placements ❏ Opportunities to meet with employers who demonstrate Corporate Social Responsibility ❏ Living-learning 

communities/residence hall/floor ❏ Student teaching assistants ❏ Athletics ❏ Greek life ❏ Other (please specify)  

❏ Social innovation/entrepreneurship 
The Coast Capital Savings Youth Entrepreneurship Award is a business competition and award available to students and recent alumni who 
are launching or operating their own business.  Qualified candidates will be invited to make a pitch-style presentation to a distinguished 
panel and are eligible to win the $5000 award.  While students in the Entrepreneurial Leadership program are particularly well situated for 
this award, the first award, in 2016, went to a designer in KPU’s Chip and Shannon Wilson School of Design and entrepreneurs from all 
programs are invited to apply. 
 

Community service projects - outside of the campus ❏ Community service projects - within the campus  
KPU’s Career Development Centre assists students in finding volunteer opportunities.  Volunteer Services had 1060 active volunteers in 
2018/19, up from 691 the previous year.  There were a total of 7489 volunteer hours and many of these involved non-profit organizations in 
KPU’s regions.  
 

Alternative break – domestic ❏ Alternative break – international 
KPU does not offer an alternative break. 

 

❏ Student leadership  
Student leadership is largely addressed through student awards and there are a range of awards that draw on both curricular and co-
curricular activities. 

 

❏ Student internships 
Student internships are largely completed through curricular work. 
 
Work-study placements  
KPU offers significant work-study placements.  As with much of the work on campus, many of these work-study placements would involve 
community engaged work.  Kwantlen Student Awards and Financial Aid and the Career Services office run the Work Study program at KPU.  
These are exclusive part-time, on campus positions for students who meet these qualifications: Domestic students; Enrolled in full time 
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studies during the work term (9 credits or more); (3 credits during summer); Taking 6 credits or more for students with permanent 
disabilities (3 credits during summer); Minimum cumulative GPA of 2.0; Must be approved for a student loan.  Work Study awards are 
adjudicated by the Student Awards and Financial Assistance (SAFA) Office while work-study placements are arranged through the Career 
Development Centre. 
 
These positions are flexible and can offer challenging work and future experience for students who will work directly with faculty members, 
administrative and academic units.  Some of the typical job postings include: Lab Work Study Student Assistant; Bee Cognition Lab Research 
Assistant; Psychology Lab Student Assistant; Criminology Practicum Work Study Assistant; Marketing Services Work Study Stunt Assistant; 
Faculty of Arts Marketing and Events Student Work Study; Dean’s Office Assistant; Brewery Assistant Work Study; Research Assistant (Health 
Science) Work Study Assistant; Career Development Centre Student Assistant; Volunteer Services Student Assistant; Peer to Peer Student 
Resume Assistant; Student Assistant – Communications, Production Labs, Textile Lab, etc.  Student Assistant positions that are not under 
Work Study are open to all students, both domestic and international.  
 
Student teaching assistants 
KPU does not use teaching assistants in the conventional definition of the term.  All class sizes are capped at 35 students and faculty 
members complete marking duties for their own students.  KPU does, however, offer significant student assistant positions.  As with much of 
the work on campus, many of these placements would involve community engaged work. 
 

❏ Opportunities to meet with employers who demonstrate Corporate Social Responsibility 
An emphasis on working with non-profit organizations and for-profit entities engaging in corporate social responsibility occur on a regular 
basis through experiential learning activities.  For example, fourth-year marketing students completed an applied industry project for a 
corporate social responsibility program with London Drugs Canada.  Students completed an integrated marketing communications plan and 
content management plan for “What’s the Green Deal” and presented their findings to management at London Drugs Canada.  This has 
emerged organically, as there is no set program to engage with Corporate Social Responsibility companies.   
 
Career Services and Volunteer Services joined forces to host KPU’s 13th annual Career Day, hosting career-focused companies that offer 
volunteer and paid opportunities for KPU students. With WorkBC as Title Sponsor and CPA BC as Gold Sponsor, KPU welcomed 50 employers 
and over 1000 students to the event.  Many of the organizations attending are non-profit organizations.  

 

❏ Living-learning communities/residence hall/floor  
KPU does not have residences and there is no live-on-campus option.   
 

❏ Athletics  
The Sport & Recreation Department is dedicated to helping the KPU community stay active and engaged in healthy living by offering several 
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sport, fitness and health promoting programs and initiatives.  Several years ago, KPU made the decision to focus on health and wellness, 
rather than on extensive team-based sports.   
 
The role of KPU Health Promotion is to develop, organize and implement programming and events that support student health and wellness, 
and to advocate for services and collaborative efforts across the KPU community that encourage students to adopt a healthy lifestyle. 
Additionally, Student Health Promotion actively supports the Healthy University Initiative (HUI), which aims to increase health awareness at 
KPU, build individual and organizational resilience, and develop a supportive, inclusive campus environment. 
 
By the year 2025, Student Health Promotion will be the organizational backbone for student health and wellness programs, activities and 
services at KPU, maintaining a healthy campus culture that supports student success.  All programs, activities, and services developed and 
supported by KPU Health Promotion will reflect the following core values: Diversity and Inclusivity, Campus Collaboration, and 
Empowerment and Resilience 

 

❏ Greek life 
Greek Life is not an emphasis at KPU and is valued differently in the U.S.  
 
Do students have access to a co-curricular engagement tracking system that can serve as a co-curricular transcript or record of community 
engagement? And, how is it used? 
Students who participate in volunteer work/community engagement can log their hours in Better Impact, and a printed record can be 
produced.  There is currently no co-curricular transcript mechanism.  
 
Does co-curricular programming provide students with clear developmental pathways through which they can progress to increasingly 
complex forms of community engagement over time? Please describe the pathways and how students know about them.  
Student Affairs is piloting some digital badge programming.  Currently, students can receive an “I Cite My Sources” Library digital badge, if 
they go through a plagiarism tutorial.  And badging would be used to set out some of the markers of a co-curricular pathway.  KPU is also 
transitioning towards an increased use of e-portfolio’s and the Career Development Centre offers LinkedIn Learning.   
 
Are there examples of staff professional activity (conference presentation, publication, consulting, awards, etc.) associated with their co-
curricular engagement achievements (i.e., student program development, training curricula, leadership programing, etc.)? 
Provide a minimum of five examples of staff professional activity:  
The Teaching, Learning, Research and Scholarship symposium, which started in 2017, is the best example of a university-wide event to 
showcase learning activities and community partnerships.  These are often quite interdisciplinary, involving collaborations among staff, 
faculty, and students, with over 40 people presenting on these topics.  In 2017, for example, there were over 40 presentations and more 
than half of these involved an emphasis on experiential learning, open education, and community projects.  There were collaborative 
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presentations from, in one instance, a librarian, a Fashion instructor and an Anthropology instructor.  In several cases, students presented 
alongside faculty members, and there was also a presentation on co-curricular learning at KPU.  Some of the presentations included ‘Visual 
Media Workshop: Digital Stories for Social Change & Community Education,’ ‘Self-regulated, Collaborative & Experiential Learning,’ and ‘The 
Interdisciplinary Classroom in Action: First-Year Criminology & IDEA Theatre Students Re-Create Crime Scenes.’  There was regular 
conversation across the university, and there were fieldtrips to KPU’s farms, the Delta Nature Reserve, and faculty and staff were taught to 
hammer hot iron in Farrier Training, build a brick wall in Masonry, and figure out the electronics of a washing machine in Appliance Servicing.    
 
Are there examples of faculty scholarship, including faculty of any employment status) associated with their curricular engagement 
achievements (scholarship of teaching and learning, research studies, conference presentations, pedagogy workshops, publications)?  
Provide a minimum of five examples of faculty scholarship from as many different disciplines as possible:  
The Teaching and Learning Commons has a link for those interested in the scholarship of teaching and learning and this provides some basic 
definitions and resources.  <https://www.kpu.ca/teaching-and-learning/scholarship> 
 
Additionally, the following are examples of faculty scholarship in this area: 

Ashman, M., Cruthers, A., Duncan, S., Vance, K., and Tritchew, P. (2020). Student engagement activities for business communications. Open 
Education Resource (OER)/LibreTexts Project, KPU Pressbooks [published as an Open Textbook]. 
 
Larsen, M. (2013). Access in the academy: Bringing ATI and FOI to academic research, The British Columbia Freedom of Information and 
Privacy Association (BC FIPA). BC FIPA: Vancouver, BC < https://fipa.bc.ca/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/Access-in-the-
Academy.pdf> 
 
Marom, L. (2019). Under the cloak of professionalism: Covert racism in teacher education. Race Ethnicity and Education, 22(3), 319-337. 
 
Meijer-Kline, K. (2019). Course journals supporting social justice: developing equitable scholarly communications through in-class publishing 
projects [Conference session]. PKP Scholarly Publishing Conference, Barcelona. 
 
Sayed, A. (2020). Teaching South Asia in an interdisciplinary social justice context [Conference session]. South Asian Literary Association 
Annual Conference, Seattle, WA.  
 
Shah, A.A., Lopes, A., & Kareem, L. (2019). Challenges faced by International students at Kwantlen Polytechnic University. International 
Journal of Multidisciplinary Perspectives in Higher Education, 4(1), 111-135.  
 
Are there examples of faculty scholarship and/or professional activities of staff associated with the scholarship of engagement (i.e., 
focused on community impact and with community partners) and community engagement activities (technical reports, curriculum, 
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research reports, policy reports, publications, other scholarly artifacts, etc.)?  
 
Provide a minimum of five examples of scholarship from as many different disciplines as possible:  
The following examples of faculty scholarship were completed with community partners: 

Burns, D. P., Goldin, A., Gonzalez Biagi, A. & Castela Lopes, N. (2019). The Surrey Portfolio Pathway Partnership: Stepping into the future of 
assessment and post-secondary admission. Education Canada Magazine, February 27, 2019. 
 
Ma, S. (2018). Nurse Leadership Behaviours and Styles that Improve Patient Care and Reduce Burnout [Student research, NRSG 4650: Health 
Care Leadership]. Open Education Resource on journals.kpu.ca. < file:///C:/Users/LSPet/Downloads/177-Article%20Text-888-1-10-
20181218.pdf > 
 
Matthen, P., Lyons, T.,Taylor, M., Jennex, J., Anderson, S., Jollimore, J., Shannon, K. (2018). ’I walked into the industry for survival and came 
out of a closet’: How gender and sexual identities shape sex work experiences among men, two spirit, and trans people in Vancouver. Men 
and Masculinities, 21(4), 479 – 500. 
 
Marom, L & Rattray, C. (2019). On the land gathering: education for reconciliation. Critical Studies in Education, DOI: 
10.1080/17508487.2019.1611613  
 
Shepherd, J., Petrillo, L. & Wilson, A. (2019). Does size matter? In-library study of two Canadian public library branches. Library 
Management, 41(1), 1-13.  
 
Wijekoon, M., Hansen, E., Polasub, W. & Mullinix, K. (2019). British Columbia agriculture and food co-operatives survey 2019. Prepared for 
BC Ministry of Agriculture. Richmond, British Columbia: Institute for Sustainable Food Systems, KPU. 
 
Wijekoon, M., Hansen, E., Polasub, W. & Mullinix, K. (2019). Township of Langley food system study. Prepared for the Township of Langley. 
Richmond, British Columbia: Institute for Sustainable Food Systems, KPU. 
 
Does community engagement directly contribute to (or is it aligned with) the institution’s diversity and inclusion goals (for students and 
faculty)? 
The President's Diversity and Equity Committee (PDEC) is a group dedicated to furthering the goal of diversity and equity within the KPU 
community.  By identifying issues, establishing goals and strategies, PDEC endeavors to ensure that KPU provides learning and working 
environments that are inclusive and supportive for all members of the KPU community.  PDEC links diversity and equity initiatives with 
policies and procedures.  The PDEC Fund provides the opportunity to sponsor initiatives and activities that benefit the KPU community.  
There are monthly meetings and the following were priorities for 2018/2019: KPU trans-inclusivity initiatives; accessibility; Community 
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Engagement; increase in Indigenous participation at KPU; data gathering/metrics re: diversity and inclusion; inclusion and equity principles in 
KPU policies; training in inclusivity/equity. 
 
KPU’s Multi-Faith Centre (MFC) is a coalition of faith and secular organizations who support the spiritual wellness of the campus community. 
The MFC promotes mutual understanding between people of different beliefs while aiming to build respect between fellow human beings 
across all cultures. The programs and services offered by the MFC give people an opportunity to contemplate and explore questions of 
meaning, purpose and identity, and facilitate inter-faith dialogue. These are reflective of the MFC’s commitment to spiritual wellness and 
enhancing the student and employee experience at KPU.  The Multi-Faith Centre continues to grow its representation and programming. The 
chaplains support and collaborate with on campus faith-based clubs such as the Kwantlen Christian Fellowship and the Muslim Student 
Association and support the development of secular programming such as the exam Stress Buster series. 
 
One of the goals of Vision 2023 states: We will embrace all cultures and promote a renewed, authentic approach to Indigenization (B.1.).  
Kwantlen has had a relationship with Kwantlen First Nation since its inception and this continues today through KPU’s Elder-in-Residence 
program and multiple community-engaged projects.  Further relationships have been developing with other communities more recently.  
Recognizing the comparatively large-sized Métis community in Surrey, the School of Business has just started to run workshops on MS Office 
skills for the local Métis community.  And, the Faculty of Academic and Career Advancement has partnered with the Métis Provincial Council 
of BC to offer a six-week Basic Business Competency Course.  The Faculty of Trades and Technology has received funding to support 
programming for the craft worker and construction trades for Squamish First Nation, and a Training and Trades Centre has been built in 
North Vancouver, with Squamish nation, that will enable further training in ITA-supported Trades.  This area of Vision 2023 strategic plan 
has, however, just begun and there are still many ways that KPU can transition as it moves closer to the goal of a fully realized, and 
authentic, approach to Indigenization.  Currently, Indigenous Services for Students offers Indigenous cultural student support to all KPU 
students and works with campus partners to holistically support Indigenous learners at KPU and Gathering Place employees and students 
were recently trained to facilitate the KAIROS blanket exercise.  The Indigenous Advisory Committee consults with local community leaders 
and stakeholders.  The Kwantlen Student Association typically supports events which provide a lens to issues of diversity and inclusion, and a 
partnership with the Kwantlen Faculty Association, helped support Decolonization Week, a symposium, and book launch for Indigenous 
authors, knowledge keepers and academics. 
 
Access is a primary focus for KPU, and the Dean of Academic and Career Advancement sits on the following external committees: City of 

Surrey Equity and Diversity (Social Policy) Advisory CommitteeLangley Literacy Network, Surrey/White Rock Literacy Task Group, Richmond 

Community Literacy, Langley Refugee and Immigrant Advisory Committee, Surrey Childcare Taskforce.  Additionally, there are partnerships 

with READ Surrey/White Rock, Encompass Support Services Society, Progressive Intercultural Community Services Society, Diversecity and 
other non-profit organizations that support the pathways to higher education afforded through ACA’s Qualifying Studies, Adult Upgrading, 
Department of Access Programs for People with Disabilities, Department of English Language Studies.  Many of these partnerships are 
required by The Ministry of Advanced Education, Skills & Training, and they align with KPU’s community engagement mandate in that the 
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literacy programs are part of a continuum of educational provision for people whose needs fall outside of mainstream education’s offerings.  
While these classes have shifted from continuous intake to regular admission, and Math and Science upgrading will be moving to the Faculty 
of Science and Horticulture, these efforts continue to be very helpful to the community.  Community Adult Literacy Programs run across the 
South Fraser region, with funding from the Province of BC, and KPU acts as convener and host of bi-annual meetings to share information 
and best practices.   
 
Is community engagement connected to efforts aimed at student retention and success?  
The posting for the Teaching Fellowship in Experiential Education and Community Engagement (2019-2020) states that 
“[e]xperiential/applied education is core to our students’ experience at KPU” and this has shown to be the case with the 2019 Student 
Satisfaction Survey.  This survey was sent to all students enrolled at KPU in Fall 2019, with 5,330 students participating (response rate of 
37%).   When asked what influenced their decision to attend KPU, 62% of students indicated that ‘Hands-on learning 
opportunities (e.g. community-based service learning)’ factored as a moderate or major influence in making the decision.  This was on par 
with the other top reasons for choosing the institution: offers the program I want (84%), reputation of program (67%), reputation of 
institution (69%), small class size (80%), location (77%), lower admission requirements (64%), lower tuition fees (66%).   
When asked, ‘There is a good balance between theory and hands-on applied learning opportunities in my studies?’, 77% of students 
somewhat or strongly agreed.  When asked, ‘I have opportunities IN the classroom (e.g. case studies, in-class projects) that help me 
learn by doing?’, 83% of students somewhat or strongly agreed.  When asked, ‘I have opportunities to enhance my learning through 
activities BEYOND the classroom (e.g. internships, field work, community service)?’, 56% of students somewhat or strongly agreed.   
When asked, ‘My education is preparing me to be innovative in my career?’, 68% of students somewhat or strongly agreed.  Lastly, 85% of 
students indicated that they were very or somewhat satisfied with their educational experience at KPU.  Additionally, Co-op work 
opportunities (for credit), regular job board opportunities, and volunteer opportunities are all aimed at student career success.  And, ITA-
funded Foundation and Apprenticeship programs had a 90% or higher seat utilization rate. 
  
Students may attend KPU for its programming, innovation in classroom teaching and polytechnic mandate, but they are also attracted to the 
small class sizes and the increased support that they may receive at KPU.  Many of KPU’s front-end engagement strategies involving high 
schools are devoted not just to recruitment, but to retention.  The Future Student’s Office sees that building the right fit for students is the 
key to staying the course through to graduation.  The staff in student services routinely works with the Ministry of Children and Family 
Services to remove barriers for youth aging out of care.  And, the Future Student’s Office routinely works with schools in developing 
outreach and promotional initiatives.  Other strategies devoted to retention include KPU’s ‘I Declare' initiative.  BA Advisors meet with 
students to assess program fit and to encourage students to declare their Majors early on in their time at KPU.  This close connection with 
students promotes student success.  Orientation & Transitions (O&T) facilitates programs and resources to help new students and their 
supporters prepare for university life.  O&T leads approximately 30 multi-campus events per year, involving over 3,000 student participants.  
O&T has recruited and trained 154 student Orientation Leader volunteers to lead and mentor incoming new students. 
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Another draw of students at KPU is the lower tuition cost and other efforts to make post-secondary education more affordable for families.  
KPU leads British Columbia post-secondary institutions in the adoption of open textbooks and other open educational resources.  KPU is 
home to Canada's first Zero Textbook Cost or ZTC programs.  Our ZTC initiative allows students to choose from over 700 unique courses that 
have zero required textbook costs.  Students are even able to earn credentials such as the Bachelor of Arts Degree in General Studies, the 
Associate of Arts Degree in Sociology, and the Foundations in Design Certificate, all while incurring zero textbook costs.  ZTC courses include 
those that use open textbooks, library resources, instructor-created resources, free online resources, and those that require no resources at 
all.  Students are able to search for ZTC sections using the course timetable.  In just its first two years, KPU’s ZTC initiative has saved students 
at KPU over $3 million. 
 
Does the campus institutional review board (IRB) or some part of the community engagement infrastructure provide specific guidance for 
researchers regarding human subjects protections for community-engaged research? o 
Yes.  The Office of Research Services as well as the Research Ethics Board provide this advice.  KPU’s Research Ethics Board has one 
community member.  KPU is also a member of Research Impact Canada which promotes knowledge mobilization. 
 
Is community engagement connected to campus efforts that support federally funded grants for Broader Impacts of Research activities of 
faculty and students?  
Yes. There are specific federal grants that require community and or industry engagement. 
For example, with a grant of $150,000 from NSERC, members of KPU’s Institute for Sustainable Horticulture installed a high-pressure liquid 
chromatography machine that will allow them to identify how the naturally produced chemicals from beneficial funghi and bacteria can 
protect crops and other plants from diseases and insects. They have also added a digital droplet polymerase chain reaction device that can 
genetically identify all the living and recently deceased organisms in a soil sample, helping them understand the environment in which the 
funghi and other organisms can thrive.  Their work on biological alternatives to pesticides is pushing boundaries in the agricultural industry 
and the new equipment will help them expand this applied research for public and industry partners.  Additionally, a $238,000 NSERC grant 
is supporting an initiative from KPU’s Institute for Sustainable Food Systems (ISFS) to partner with First Nations to overcome challenges that 
can limit accessibility to healthy food choices. 
 
Does the institution encourage and measure student voter registration and voting?  
KPU was a site for Vote on Campus 2019, which is an initiative to offer additional options for registering and voting in locations that may be 
more convenient to electors, including post-secondary campuses.  Those visiting these sites are able to register and vote on site, or simply 
update their information.  While the initiative is primarily targeted to youth and student electors, these sites are open to any eligible voter 
who wishes to use them ahead of Advanced Polling and General Voting Day.   
 
The Kwantlen Student Association has supported vote campaigns for federal, provincial and municipal elections, including the previous ‘Get 
Out the Vote.’  The campaigns help students register and they are encouraged to vote through classroom visits and on-campus campaign 
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tables. The KSA also sends out email reminders, as well as non-partisan information. 
 
KPU has sponsored the Richmond Chamber of Commerce Candidates Debate with Richmond’s major party candidates, with KPU’s Associate 
Dean of Arts as co-moderator (Fall, 2019).  Similar forums were also held on the Cloverdale, Surrey, and Langley campuses and all of these 
initiatives were open to the public.  
 
Is the institution committed to providing opportunities for students to discuss controversial social, political, or ethical issues across the 
curriculum and in co-curricular programming as a component of or complement to community engagement?   
The institution is deeply committed to creating such an opportunity and it routinely partners with the Kwantlen Student Association on a 
variety of such fronts including: anti-discrimination, positive space, sexual violence awareness campaigns, and anti-bullying. 
 
Describe the ways in which the institution actively promotes discussions of controversial issues:  
Typically, open forums, townhall presentations, speaker series, class content, special events, and fund raisers.  The President also hosts the 
President’s Dialogue Events, which have included topics such as Canada’s role and responsibility around energy development, emission 
control and climate change, and surviving the populist wave. 
 
KPU’s Social Justice Centre is an initiative of the Department of Criminology, Kwantlen Polytechnic University.  The initiative focuses on 
developing a Kwantlen-based centre to function as an umbrella organization and local incubator for community advocacy and civic change.  
Some of the activities of the centre include (but are not limited to): harm reduction, anti-racism, human rights, environmental advocacy, 
sex/gender, surveillance, freedom of information, disability rights, anti-poverty, housing, law, food security, immigrant resettlement, 
restorative justice, decolonizing education, public safety and corrections.  The Social Justice Centre enhances the local community and 
university capacity of Surrey/Richmond for social justice. 
 
As previously mentioned, the KDocs Film Festival was started in 2012 and has grown to become Metro Vancouver’s premier social justice 
film festival, celebrating the power of documentary film and documentary activism.   
 
Does your campus have curricular and/or co-curricular programming in social innovation or social entrepreneurship that reflects the 
principles and practices of community engagement outlined by the definition of community engagement provided above? 
We have a program for entrepreneurial leadership and - through this medium - we have been growing KPU’s capacity for social 
entrepreneurship. Much of the efforts in this regard have been student-led.  This is a focus of some of the programs in the Wilson School of 
Design as well.  Additionally, KPU runs the only undergraduate Certificate in NGO and Nonprofit Studies in Canada, with components 
covering charity tax law, social entrepreneurship, social innovation, BCorporations, and Co-operatives.  
 
Indicate which outreach programs and functions reflect a community engagement partnership approach. Please select all that apply:  
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❏ Learning centers ❏ Tutoring ❏ Extension programs ❏ Non-credit courses ❏ Evaluation support ❏ Training programs ❏ Professional 

development centers ❏ Career assistance and job placement ❏ Other (please specify)  
For each category checked above, provide examples of how the outreach is consistent with a community engagement partnership 
approach:  
Learning Centres:  
The Learning Centres focus is on learning, development and success.  The Learning Centres team was proud to be the recipient of the Team 
Award from Learning Specialists Association of Canada for their work with tutor training and development.  The KPU TLC model is used 
across Canada for training tutors in other universities and colleges.  It is also the first Learning Centre in Canada to have the tutor training 
programs accredited through the Educational Developers’ Caucus of Canada. 
 
Tutoring: The Learning Centres offer services for all KPU students, some intending students (preparing to enter into a trade and have to do a 
math test), and consultations with parents upon request.  Tutor training is also available to non-KPU students upon request.  Peer tutors, 
Learning Strategists and staff design and deliver over 40 different workshops each semester.   
 
Extension programs: KPU also offers extensive dual credit opportunities, whereby students can take a course at KPU and receive both high 
school and university credit while they are still in high school.  The Learning Centres offer services to high school students (outreach 
preparation for entering into university and/or a trade or technology area for dual credit).  KPU’s Learning Strategists support and foster 
student success and retention through programs that attempt to be proactive by reaching out to high schools and the community to provide 
services and programs as requested (in accordance with TLC mandate) or as opportunities arise.  The Learning Centres partner with other 
Student Affairs departments to run orientation, transition and retention programs.  And, the Learning Centres are working with First Nations 
groups who are engaging in Continuing Professional Studies courses by providing study skills workshops and/or tutors. 
 
Non-credit Courses: KPU’s tutor training (three levels) is accredited, but not yet offered as a credit course.  The Learning Centres training 
manuals and materials are CC licensed and used by other institutions as appropriate to their needs.  KPU provides Tutor Trainer 
Development Workshops for any person interested in setting up or improving tutor training for a tutoring program. 
 

Evaluation support ❏  
KPU has partnered with Trinity Western University to offer Prior Learning Assessment.  
 

Training programs ❏  
The Faculty of Trades and Technology has received funding to support programming for the craft worker and construction trades for 
Squamish First Nation, and Squamish nation’s Training and Trades Centre has been built in North Vancouver to enable further training in ITA-
supported Trades.  There is a special half-day transition program offered to students entering into dual credit Faculty of Trades and 
Technology programs.  The Learning Centres also work closely with High School Career Prep Coordinators in feeder High Schools as they 
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provide input into KPU’s transition programs.  The Learning Centres also provide information for parents of those interested in the Youth 
Trades in Training programs.  In January 2020, the Faculty of Trades and Technology welcomed over 250 high school students, their parents 
and representatives from eight school districts to KPU Tech for an orientation to the Youth Train in Trades program.  The Faculty is planning 
for 208 high school students in Automotive Service, Carpentry, Electrical, Masonry, Millwright, Plumbing and Welding.  Additionally, The 
Faculty of Trades and Technology’s runs a 2-week carpentry program, and various welding programs, at Fraser Regional Correctional Centre.   
 
Professional Development Centres: Learning Strategists have presented sessions at the High School Career Coordinator’s conferences in the 
past.  Also, the Wilson School of Design hosts National Portfolio Day, which is an annual event, held in multiple locations across the United 
States and Canada, produced specifically for emerging visual artists and designers. It is an opportunity for those who wish to pursue an 
education in art and design to meet one on one with professional representatives from colleges and universities who are accredited.  The 
event is a unique opportunity to meet individually with professionals who can provide valuable feedback and guidance on a portfolio of work 
(i.e.: artwork, sketches, designs and creative materials).  High school students, parents, teachers, guidance counselors and college transfer 
students are encouraged to attend, and this is Western Canada’s largest portfolio event with just over 1,000 people attending last year. 
 
Career assistance and job placement: The Learning Centres provide experiential learning opportunities for tutors which assists with their 
confidence and ability to enter into jobs or higher education courses in their fields. They also provide work experience for student assistants 
through KPU’s research or OER grants.  TLC additionally provides front office assistant work experience for APPD students (Access Programs 
for People with Disabilities).  

 

❏ Other (please specify): The Learning Centres at KPU are part of the OERu consortium and have made OERu courses (MOOCs) available 
through the Learning Centres website for anyone who wishes to engage in these.  TLC administration is working on ways to embed these 
courses in the Learning Centre programs and/or resources. 
 
Which institutional resources are provided as outreach to the community? Please select all that apply:  

❏ Cultural offerings ❏ Athletic offerings ❏ Library services ❏ Technology ❏ Faculty consultation ❏ Other (please specify)  
For each category checked above, provide examples of how these institutional resources are consistent  

For the following, a number of staff and faculty create ‘communities of practice’, sharing ideas, practices and resources.  These communities 
can be both formal and informal.  Staff and faculty are also regularly partners or members in professional and varied other communities.  
Additionally, KPU has a strong initiative to develop and promote OER materials with open CC licenses and these are overseen by the 
Associate Vice Provost, Open Education. 

Cultural offerings: The Learning Centres offer bilingual tutoring and workshops (as requested) in the native language of KPU’s international 
students, and hire international students to ensure diversity in culture, knowledge, experience and skills.  The Learning Centres are also 
working on an Indigenous Writing Guide in consultation with faculty, Indigenous Services and KPU’s Elder in residence.  The Learning Centres 
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and the Teaching and Learning commons partner with faculty to provide cross and inter-cultural essential skills training, and the 
development of learning resources to support intercultural learning and development. 

Athletic offerings: Currently, KPU Sport & Recreation offers athletics services for all students, staff, faculty, and alumni with a valid KPU ID.  
In the past few years, KPU shifted straight athletics to focus more inclusively on health and wellness and this is expressed, for students, 
through Thrive @ KPU, is an initiative dedicated to helping improve the health and wellness of students.  The Health and Wellness initiative 
offers online resources that are available publicly.   

Library services: The Learning Centres also partner with librarians in presenting workshops and work with them regarding OER resource 
creations and publications. 

Permanent residents of B.C. who are 14 years of age or older are eligible for a free Community Borrower card at the KPU Library. Other 
services available for the community are listed at https://www.kpu.ca/library/services/cb. On the Technology front, the Library does provide 
Express Stations at each library to allow community borrowers to search the catalogue and access the internet.   

  
Technology: The Learning Centres tutor booking system, tutoring and online supports are designed for student engagement and outreach 
for all KPU students.  Our website and resource materials are designed for student, faculty and community access and use. 

Faculty consultation: KPU’s Office of Research and Scholarship provides an online resource for members of the public to connect with faculty 
experts.  https://www.kpu.ca/experts 

Additionally, The Learning Centres encourage faculty members to hold their office hours in the Learning Centres where they see not only 
their own students, but other students as well.  Faculty provide mentoring to The Learning Centres tutors, refer potential tutors for training, 
and follow up to see who our tutors are for their subject areas.  Faculty work with The Learning Centres to create learning resources 
specifically tailored to their courses and students. 

Other (please specify):  KPU staff and faculty sit on a number of professional associations.  For example, The Learning Centres staff are 
active members of the Learning Specialists Association of Canada, holding two Board of Director positions and strongly supporting both 
regional members and national members in their professional development.  This also allows strong ties to international organizations to 
share practices and contribute to online forums and conferences. 

 
E.2. Partnerships  

Describe representative examples of partnerships (both institutional and departmental) that were in place during the most recent academic year 
(maximum=15 partnerships).  
1.1. Project/Collaboration Title 1.2. Community Partner (and email contact information for community partner) 1.3. Institutional Partner 1.4. 
Purpose of this collaboration 1.5. Length of Partnership 1.6. Number of faculty involved 1.7. Number of staff involved 1.8. Number of students 
involved 1.9. Grant funding, if relevant 1.10. Impact on the institution 1.11. Impact on the community 

https://www.kpu.ca/library/services/cb
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1. Chamber of Commerce Associations in mid-size Greater Vancouver Cities 
2. City of Richmond Newcomer Initiatives 
3. Community-based Nonprofit Professional Associations  
4. HealthLink BC 
5. Healthy Communities Partnerships, Fraser Health 
6. Including All Citizens  
7. Innovation Labs in mid-size Greater Vancouver Cities  
8. Inside Out Prison Exchange 
9. KPU Pathways 
10. Kwantlen First Nation  
11. Ministry of Children and Family Development and Youth Aging out of Care Mentoring 
12. Our Social Fabric  
13. Partners in Technology 
14. Science World/Symbiosis Initiative 
15. Sustainable Agriculture agreements with Community-focused Local Governments  

The following details describe these partnerships -- these descriptions have, in most cases, been written collaboratively with each partner.  

1. Chamber of Commerce Associations in mid-size Greater Vancouver Cities 

 Anita Huberman, Chief Executive Officer, Surrey Board of Trade anita@businessinsurrey.com 

 Matt Pitcairn, President & CEO, Richmond Chamber of Commerce mpitcairn@richmondchamber.ca 

1.3 Institutional Partner: 

 Marlyn Graziano, VP, External Affairs, KPU 

1.4. Purpose of this collaboration 

The Chambers of Commerce in our local communities serve a crucial role in providing a united voice on issues facing business and the 
community at large.  Since 2010, KPU’s School of Business and the Surrey Board of Trade have worked together on projects of value to the 
City of Surrey.  The Surrey Board of Trade connects to a network of over 6,000 business contacts and over 60,000 professionals, locally, 
regionally and internationally.  Their 25 Under 25 event is a pillar in the community, supporting the success of youth in the area.  More 
recently, in 2018, KPU’s School of Business, the Richmond Chamber of Commerce (RCC) and Vancity credit union signed a memorandum of 
understanding to support The Power of Mentorship program, which is an interactive and educational opportunity for third-year KPU 
business students to foster personal and career development through engagement with working professionals who are members of the 
Richmond Chamber of Commerce.  These business associations also contribute to policy work; The Greater Langley Chamber of Commerce is 
described as an active business organization engaged in policy development and advocacy that affects the competitiveness of our members 
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and the Canadian business environment.  Their Nonprofit Committee also allows for a unique chain of communication between the for-
profit and nonprofit organizations in the area.  Partnering with organizations that allow for dedicated discussions and relationship-building in 
the professional community supports the growth and improvement of the business sector and related areas.  The Dean of the Faculty of 
Trade and Technology sits on the Cloverdale Chamber of Commerce. 

1.5. Length of Partnership  

Over 10 years. 

1.6. Number of faculty involved  

At times, faculty members may become involved in certain events, but the relationships are more often at the administrative level. 

1.7. Number of staff involved  

Senior executives: VP, External Affairs and at least two Deans (Trades and Technology and School of Business) 

1.8. Number of students involved 

At times, students may be involved in events.   

1.9. Grant funding, if relevant  

n/a 

1.10. Impact on the institution  

KPU is a special purpose teaching university with a mandate to serve our regions, and the connection to the Chambers of Commerce in these local 
communities is essential to knowing how to be effective. 

1.11. Impact on the community 

Some of the topics discussed at the June 2019 Carnegie External Partners meeting included building networks and networking and expanding 
mentorship programs.  

 

2. City of Richmond Newcomer Initiatives 

 Dorothy Jo, Inclusion Coordinator, City of Richmond djo@richmond.ca 

 Rebeca Avendano, Welcome Centre, School District 38 ravendano@sd38.bc.ca 

 Lee Anne Smith Coordinator, Innovation & Learning Development, Richmond Public Library LeeAnne.Smith@yourlibrary.ca 

 Parm Grewal, Executive Director, RMCS Richmond Multicultural Community Services Parm@rmcs.bc.ca 

 Alan Hill, Richmond Primary Care Network, Richmond Division of Family Practice alan@rmcs.bc.ca 
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2.3. Institutional Partner:  

 Larissa Petrillo, NGO and Nonprofit Studies, KPU Larissa.Petrillo@kpu.ca 

 Michael Cober, Graphic Design for Marketing, KPU Michael.Cober@kpu.ca      

2.4. Purpose of this collaboration 

While KPU has collaborated on Diversity Dialogues and other events with Richmond Multicultural Community Services for nearly two 
decades, the partnership was strengthened as RMCS took up the role of secretariat of the Community Collaboration Table (LIP) in 2014.  
Each city in Vancouver’s Lower Mainland has a LIP table (Local Immigration Partnership) which is funded by the Government of Canada.  In 
Richmond, the Secretariat for the LIP table is Richmond Multicultural Community Services, and the nonprofit organization has brought 
together a large stakeholder group consisting of other nonprofit partners, government representatives, representatives from the public 
sector, and business partners.  Since April 2014, RMCS has positively impacted the Richmond community by convening the Community 
Collaboration Table (LIP), coordinating community asset mapping and developing the ‘Richmond Immigrant Settlement Strategy and 
Implementation Plan, 2016-2019’.  KPU has been a university partner on a number of projects that have stemmed from the LIP table, 
including a 911 Emergency Response pamphlet, co-designed with KPU Design students, a survey of citizens in Richmond conducted by NGO 
and Nonprofit Studies students at KPU, and, more recently, two surveys designed by an Accounting faculty member at Richmond Public 
Library, also a member on the LIP, to assess the role of the library in the community.  Corry Anderson-Fennell, KPU’s Manager, Media and 
Communications, at the time, served as Co-Chair of the committee.  The LIP table, called the Community Collaboration Table in Richmond, 
serves the diverse community for Richmond by assisting new immigrant and refugee families to adapt to life in Canada, and by providing 
awareness on multiculturalism, cross cultural understanding, and immigrant integration issues to the community at large.  The goals of 
Richmond LIP are that: 

• Richmond is a place where immigrants and newcomers have access to and are supported in finding meaningful work that values 
their education, skills, and experience.  

• Richmond is a place where immigrants and newcomers receive quality settlement services specific to their needs.  

• Richmond is a place where immigrants and newcomers find and experience a diverse and inclusive community life.  

• Richmond newcomers are supported in key aspects of their daily living as they transition to their new life in Canada. 

The work of the LIP table is crucial to the well-being of this diverse community and KPU has been pleased to partner with Richmond on these 
initiatives.  The partnership is iterative and responsive to the needs of the community and allows for continual learning in both directions.   

2.5. Length of Partnership  

Over 10 years for RMCS  

Over 5 years for the library 
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2.6. Number of faculty involved  

Two faculty members: Larissa Petrillo and Michael Cober.  The Dean of Arts and the Arts Practicum Coordinator have now been brought in to 
expand connections to the City of Richmond.  

2.7. Number of staff involved  

Dean of Arts and, previously, the Dean of the Wilson School of Design (Graphic Design for Marketing) 

2.8. Number of students involved  

Over 100 students. 

2.9. Grant funding, if relevant  

n/a 

2.10. Impact on the institution  

Experiential learning opportunities, through the Richmond Newcomer partners, has been helpful in teaching students essential skills, such as how 
to conduct a survey.  The Graphic Design for Marketing students designed a 911-Emergency response brochure for newcomers to Richmond.  

2.11. Impact on the community 
In the November 2019 Carnegie External Partners meeting, participants were asked: ‘For the purposes of community-university partnerships, what 
are some best ways to define ‘impact’?’  Beyond being told, jokingly, to tell everyone once we have figured it out, one of the answers from the 
Richmond Newcomer table was that “there are a lot of ways to connect, it is really valuable to have conversations and take the time, be mindful, 
people are busy, but people are willing to make the time, be mindful of what might be happening with your partner, it’s all about relationships.” 
 

3. Community-based Nonprofit Professional Associations 

 Quinne Davey, Member Relations Manager, Lower Mainland, CPHR British Columbia & Yukon (Charted Professionals in Human Resources) 
qdavey@cphrbc.ca 

 Sheh Shojaee, Director of Operations & Strategic HR, CPHR British Columbia & Yukon (Charted Professionals in Human Resources) 
sshojaee@cphrbc.ca 

3.3. Institutional Partner:  

 David Harvey, HRMT Faculty, KPU David.Harvey@kpu.ca  

3.4. Purpose of this collaboration 

In 2014, KPU’s School of Business signed a Partnership Agreement with Chartered Professionals in Human Resources of BC & Yukon (CPHR BC & 
Yukon).  As the pre-eminent association of professional Human Resources practitioners in Western Canada, this organization has the sole ability to 
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grant the National HR designation (CPHR) within BC and the Yukon.  With its mission statement, ‘Keep people first in the decisions of leaders,’ and 
the inherent interest in the development of the HR professionals of the future, CPHR BC & Yukon was involved in program development, and 
ensuring relevant competencies, for the Human Resources Management program at KPU.  With over 100 students per year graduating with the 
Bachelor of Business Administration (BBA) in Human Resources Management and the Post-Baccalaureate Diploma, the program seeks to create 
exposure to the additional learning opportunities provided by the CPHR BC & Yukon before the students leave the university.  Students have the 
opportunity to become student members, attend all professional events, access the online job board and learning resources, and, in their final 
year, practicum students have access to the proceedings of the annual CPHR BC & Yukon conference with their discounted membership.  The 
agreement also allows for pre-qualification for the national knowledge exam, in some instances, which is the first requirement in obtaining the 
CPHR designation.  While this example highlights one particular professional association in this region, there are multiple similar relationships in 
which faculty, students, and nonprofit organizations work together, and KPU is the only program to offer an undergraduate credential in NGO and 
Nonprofit Studies.  

3.5. Length of Partnership  

6 years. Originally signed April 2014, the MOU was renewed in 2017 for a further 3 years. 

3.6. Number of faculty involved  

David Harvey acts as the lead faculty member, but all HRMT faculty are involved and this numbers nearly ten individual faculty members.  

3.7. Number of staff involved  

The Dean of the School of Business and 1-2 people in the Dean’s office, who aid in setting up events. Alumni are strongly involved as well.  

3.8. Number of students involved  

521 students in the BBA-HR and Post-bac HR in Spring 2019 

3.9. Grant funding, if relevant  

n/a 

3.10. Impact on the institution  

KPU was the first School of Business outside of Quebec to have its HR programs certified by the national professional association.  This enabled our 
graduates to qualify for an exemption from the National Knowledge Exam which is a prelude to certification as a CPHR.  Consequently, this became 
a tool to attract and retain students.  Additionally, it has enhanced our ability to train students because of the exposure they have to mentoring, 
networking, roundtables, CPHR website etc. 

3.11. Impact on the community 

At the November 2019 Carnegie External Partners meeting at KPU, members of CPHR British Columbia & Yukon met with two alumni, a faculty 
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member and the HR coordinator for Kwantlen First Nation.  Our next initiative is to produce Marketing materials to be used by both CPHR British 
Columbia & Yukon and KPU to showcase the role of the community connection.  The HR Coordinator for Kwantlen First Nation was introduced to 
the HRMT department and will set up a Practicum going forward.  This was an instance when the Carnegie external partners were able to connect, 
and help, one another.   

 

4. HealthLink BC 

 Willa England, Manager, Nursing Services, HealthLinkBC Willa.England@gov.bc.ca 

 Semelie Tumulak, Educator, Nursing Services, HealthLinkBC Semelie.Tumulak@gov.bc.ca 

4.3. Institutional Partner  

 Joyce Mackenzie, Nursing, KPU Joyce.Mackenzie@kpu.ca 

 David Florkowski, Dean, Faculty of Health, KPU David.Florkowski@kpu.ca  

4.4. Purpose of this collaboration  

HealthLink BC delivers high quality digital and virtual services across the continuum of care to British Columbians. As the province’s health 
information solution, residents and visitors in B.C. can visit www.healthlinkbc.ca or call 8-1-1 any time of the day or night for free, non-emergency 
health and health service information and advice. When calling 8-1-1, British Columbians can speak to a health service navigator, a registered 
nurse, registered dietitian, a licensed pharmacist, and a qualified exercise professional for support making health decisions for themselves and 
their family.  

KPU’s Nursing students have valuable opportunities to experience the role of a telenurse and learn not only how nurses use telehealth to deliver 
care to clients in British Columbia and the Yukon, but also about dealing with non-emergency health concerns.  The Nursing students learn about 
innovative service provision and this goes on to inform their post-graduate employment focus.  The health information and advice services of 
HealthLink BC allows for provincial health services to extend beyond Fraser Health, where KPU is located, to reach rural remote communities.  
KPU’s Faculty of Health has been building these opportunities, along with HealthLink BC, over the past four years.   

4.5. Length of Partnership  

4 years 

4.6. Number of faculty involved  

Nursing faculty who are involved in community health initiatives which is typically at least three or four faculty members. 

4.7. Number of staff involved  

Dean, Faculty of Health  
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4.8. Number of students involved  

Over 100 students  

4.9. Grant funding, if relevant  

n/a 

4.10. Impact on the institution  

KPU’s Nursing students benefit immensely from this partnership and collaboration.  Some have expressed an interest in pursuing a career with 
HealthLink BC once they accrue additional experience. The resources available help to inform our students about research informed best practices, 
which in turn benefits the communities they work with. 

4.11. Impact on the community 

Facilitating community health initiatives—especially those that may help the aging population in the Lower Mainland regions—contributes to the 
support of healthy communities in B.C. 

5. Healthy Communities Partnerships, Fraser Health 

 Amanda LaBoucane, Interim Manager, Clinical Operations, Langley Memorial Hospital & Langley Health Services, Fraser Health 
amanda.laboucane@fraserhealth.ca 

5.3. Institutional Partner  

 Joyce Mackenzie, Nursing, KPU Joyce.Mackenzie@kpu.ca 

 David Florkowski, Dean, Faculty of Health, KPU David.Florkowski@kpu.ca  

5.4. Purpose of this collaboration  

Fraser Health is the largest health authority in BC, providing a range of health care services to more than 1.8 million people living in communities 
stretching from Burnaby to Hope.  Fraser Health is focusing on their core hospital and community services, and by investing where people need 
care now and in the future: whether at home, in the community, or in the hospital.  In 2010, Fraser Health began to put in place the Healthier 
Community Partnerships, first in Langley.   The Health Authority collaborates with local governments and community partners to improve the 
health of the people who live, work and play in that particular community.  Fraser Health can assist local governments by providing relevant data, 
best practices and evidence-based policies to support local government’s action plans related to community health.  There are now partnerships 
with all 20 municipalities in the region.  The executive director provides clinical operational expertise and guides strategic direction of local action 
related to health care services. They also often participate on community committees and act as a liaison to community.  As a university which 
spans Fraser Health’s regions, KPU is proud to take part in these initiatives, including having Nursing students work directly with local elementary 
and secondary schools.  
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5.5. Length of Partnership  

Over 10 years 

5.6. Number of faculty involved  

Nursing faculty who are involved in community health initiatives which is typically at least three or four faculty members. 

5.7. Number of staff involved  

Dean, Faculty of Health  

5.8. Number of students involved  

Over 1000 

5.9. Grant funding, if relevant  

n/a 

5.10. Impact on the institution  

KPU’s Nursing students benefit from being connected to the communities of the Fraser Health region.  Students learn how the health care system 
interacts with other social supports and they can, then, develop ideas about how to best provide resources to those in need. 

5.11. Impact on the community 

The Healthy Communities Partnerships facilitates collaboration among the health authority, local governments and community partners.  The 
university brings committed students to the initiative and this helps to build the layers of collaboration.  

 

6. Including All Citizens  

 Karla Verschoor, Executive Director, Inclusion BC KVerschoor@inclusionbc.org 

 Dan Collins, Executive Director, Inclusion Langley Society dcollins@InclusionLangley.com 

6.3 Institutional Partner  

 Fiona Whittington-Walsh, Sociology, KPU; President, Board of Directors, Inclusion BC Fiona.Whittington-Walsh@kpu.ca 

 Jennifer Hardwick, English Jannifer.Hardwick@kpu.ca 

 Teresa Swan, Access Program for People with Disabilities Teresa.Swan@kpu.ca 

 Cathleen With, Creative Writing Cathleen.With@kpu.ca  

6.4 Purpose of this collaboration  
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The Including All Citizens Project (IACP) was launched in January 2016 with five students with intellectual disabilities.  As one of the first fully 
inclusive, for-credit university initiatives in North America, students with intellectual disabilities take university courses for credit and on-par with 
their fellow students. The Including All Citizens Project (IACP) opens the doors to post-secondary education by reducing barriers to learning and 
adapting teaching strategies to support all students.  In recognition of the early success of the IACP and the potential for it to transform both post-
secondary and adult special education, the Vancouver Foundation has granted the pilot project $117, 875 over a three-year period.  The Irving K. 
Barber Endowment, administered by the KPU Foundation, also supports the IACP pilot.  Lead researcher and sociology instructor Dr. Fiona 
Whittington-Walsh found that youth expressed concerns with “the limited ability to create social connections and community engagement once 
high school ends.”  While there are auditing opportunities at some universities, the ability to take courses for credit on equal basis with other 
students has not been a widely-held practice.  The IACP reduces the need for special accommodations for students with disabilities.  Rather than 
adapting curriculum, the IACP focusses on transformative teaching strategies that deliver curriculum to a wide range of learners.  The project’s 
educational framework is based on research involving inclusive education and the principles of universal design for learning, which guides the 
development of flexible learning environments that recognizes and celebrates individual learning differences.  Students in the IACP pilot project 
will receive a Faculty of Arts, Certificate in Arts after completing 10 courses.  The arts certificate is open to all KPU students and pre-dates the IACP.  
It is designed to prepare students for work, citizenship, and to engage critically with their communities.  The project was launched in partnership 
with Inclusion BC and Inclusion Langley Society, and could not have been possible without them.  Inclusion BC is a nonprofit federation working 
with partners to build community and to enhance the lives of children and youth with special needs, adults with intellectual disabilities and their 
families by supporting abilities, promoting action and advancing rights, responsibilities and social justice.  Inclusion Langley Society, emerged from 
the merger of the Langley Association for Community Living and the Langley Children’s Society (Langley Child Development Centre), and the 
organization currently supports more than 1400 children and youth with developmental or special needs and adults with intellectual disabilities, 
autism spectrum disorder and fetal alcohol spectrum disorder and their families. 

6.5 Length of Partnership  

Four years 

6.6 Number of faculty involved 

While Fiona Whittington-Walsh serves as the lead faculty member, the students in IACP can take any course and so other faculty members can 
become involved through their connections to the IACP students in their classes.  

6.7 Number of staff involved  

Dean of Arts 

6.8 Number of students involved  

The IACP was launched in January 2016 with five students with intellectual disabilities. 

6.9 Grant funding, if relevant  
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Vancouver Foundation has granted the pilot project $117, 875 over a three-year period.  The Irving K. Barber Endowment, administered by the KPU 
Foundation, also supports the pilot. 

6.10 Impact on the institution  

KPU is incredibly proud of this project and it fits well with our identity.  It serves as an inspiration for other initiatives to continue to serve 
important student cohorts.  The IACP students can help educate faculty members and the students in their classrooms.  This represents a broader 
sea change around understanding and respecting diverse needs in our society.  

6.11 Impact on the community 

One of the comments in the dialogue with the Carnegie External Partners in November 2019, from this table, was that ‘IACP exists to challenge the 
usual segregated system.  We’re not changing the curriculum, we’re changing how we teach.’  For students to see this possibility, it begins to 
counter the very real bullying and discrimination that they have often had to face, and it alters perceptions about what might be possible.  

 

7. Innovation Labs in mid-size Greater Vancouver Cities  

 Colleen Kerr, Crime Reduction Strategy Manager, City of Surrey ckerr@surrey.ca 

 Bruce Livingstone, Business Retention and Expansion Officer, City of Maple Ridge blivingstone@mapleridge.ca 

7.3 Institutional Partner  

 Ellen Pond, Policy Studies, KPU Ellen.Pond@kpu.ca 

 Heather Harrison, Policy Studies, KPU Heather.Harrison@kpu.ca 

7.4 Purpose of this collaboration  

KPU is a regional polytechnic university with a focus on teaching and learning.  Serving a large and densely populated region in the Lower Mainland 
of BC, KPU has four campuses, spread across 42km, and serving multiple school districts.  The region consists of the cities of Richmond, Delta, 
Surrey, White Rock, Maple Ridge and the City and Township of Langley.  Also included in the KPU region are the territories of the Tsawwassen First 
Nation and Semiahmoo First Nations, and parts of the Kwantlen, Matsqui, and Katzie First Nations.  Its main campus, in Surrey, has led to a number 
of collaborative projects, most notably the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC)-funded work with strength-based 
approaches to prevent youth violence.  The partnership with the City of Surrey (2009-2015) allowed for student involvement, research, and the 
development of significant community connections.  The work that was started with SSHRC’s Acting Together: Community-University Research 
Alliance in Surrey continues today, allowing for community awareness of the protective factors in preventing gang involvement.  In 2019, with 
funding from the BC Ministry of Public Safety, a new partnership has been forged between selected gurdwaras, the City of Surrey, KPU, BC’s anti-
gang police (CFSEU-BC), the South Asian Community Coalition Against Youth Violence (SACCAYV) and MOSAIC.  These partners came together to 
support the ongoing efforts of community organizations which work with youth and parents, to host training sessions for program managers 
including youth leaders. The training led by researchers from KPU and facilitated by RCMP Inspector Baltej Dhillon and MOSAIC’s Communications 
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Director Ninu Kang. 

KPU now recognizes that a number of the neighboring cities are moving towards developing partnerships and innovation labs.  On April 4, 2018, 
the City of Maple Ridge successfully hosted the Innovation in Emerging Cities forum. This free event attracted approximately 175 attendees, 
including business leaders, residents, tech entrepreneurs, educators and government leaders from throughout the region.  The objective of the 
Innovation in Emerging Cities forum was to highlight the critical role that innovation plays in the local economy, and KPU and BCIT took part in 
these discussions.  In 2019, KPU became the Premier Sponsor for the second annual Innovation in Emerging Cities Forum and was also the Premier 
Sponsor and keynote presenter at the City of Maple Ridge’s first annual Community Leaders’ Forum.  Similarly, in 2017, the Township of Langley 
initiated a process to prepare a Social Sustainability Strategy to provide the groundwork for actions on social issues over the next 10 years.  
Community connectedness emerged as an important theme in the work to date, and KPU took part in their Social Innovation Lab, in 2019, funded 
by the Healthy Communities Fund and supported by the Social Purpose Institute at the United Way.   

As the mid-sized Greater Vancouver cities move toward the development of innovation labs, industry networks, and social enterprises, KPU sees 
an important role for the institution at these vital planning tables.  Being part of the application process for the Richmond Smart Cities Challenge 
was a significant and meaningful collaboration, and the relationships built at each of these tables brings an understanding of the strengths of 
unique communities.  Additionally, ongoing partnering continues in Surrey, as well.  KPU partnered with the City of Surrey for their Social 
Innovation Summit over a number of years.  And, most recently, Surrey CityLab has launched, which is an experiential program for KPU and SFU 
students that allows students to further important city priorities by finding ways meet the goals of Surrey’s Sustainability Charter.  The program 
was launched in Fall 2018, and students have subsequently developed and implemented projects that promote the goals of the Healthier 
Communities Partnership, the Surrey Sustainability Charter, the Poverty Reduction Coalition, the Newton Sustainability in Action Plan, and the 
Public Safety Strategy.  KPU finds synergies with a number of initiatives in these regional communities.  The Vision 2025 document for the City of 
Maple Ridge reads: “As a community committed to working toward achieving carbon neutrality, residents experience the value of a strong and 
vibrant local economy and the benefits of an ongoing commitment to environmental stewardship and creation of stable and special 
neighbourhoods.”  This parallels with KPU’s recent signing on to a carbon neutrality target, the first post-secondary institution in Western Canada 
to do so.  

Length of Partnership  

Nearly 10 years, and more recently depending on the city and project 

Number of faculty involved  

Approximately 10 faculty members, at different times.  For Surrey CityLab, in 2018, 4 faculty were involved, and the same in 2019, for 2-3 courses 
per year.  For 2020, to date, 6 faculty are involved.  Surrey CityLab has, thus far, been a Faculty of Arts initiative, but the Dean of KPU’s School of 
Business has also now expressed interest, which will open up these experiential learning opportunities to more faculty members.  

Number of staff involved  

VP, External Affairs and at least two Deans, some staff to coordinate Surrey CityLab and Dean’s office assistance for events.  The Surrey CityLab 
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initiative has also had a three-year position for a liaison between the universities and the city offices. 

Number of students involved  

For Surrey CityLab, over 100 students in two years. 

Grant funding, if relevant  

n/a 

Impact on the institution  

KPU is having an impact on sustainability in Surrey.  Our students have proposed initiatives that have been, or are in the process of being, 
implemented.   In addition, we have provided the City with data that will be useful for policy development.  This has significantly empowered 
our students to be active, engaged citizens. 

Impact on the community 

KPU students have had successful engagements which are aimed at building connections between residents of Newton, while creating a positive 
narrative about the community.   

 

8. Inside Out Prison Exchange 

 Anita Sanghara, Chief of Education, RHQ Interventions Anita.Sanghara@CSC-SCC.GC.CA 

8.3 Institutional Partner  

 Wade Deisman, Associate Dean, Faculty of Arts, KPU Wade.Deisman@kpu.ca 

 Kristi Wijnsma, Faculty, Department of Criminology; Practicum Coordinator, Faculty of Arts, KPU Kristina.Wijnsma@kpu.ca 

8.4 Purpose of this collaboration  

Inside-Out was founded by Lori Pompa at Temple University with the first class taking place in the Philadelphia Prison System in 1997.  The 
program has grown to include more 1, 200 academics and nearly 1, 500 Inside-Out courses have been offered around the world.  While the 
program has run in 100 colleges and universities across the U.S., the concept spread to Canada in the fall of 2011 when Wilfrid Laurier University 
and Kwantlen Polytechnic University launched their pilot programs.  Unique to the Canadian program, the inmates are actually admitted to KPU 
and receive university credits for the course in the same way that any student receives credits.  Wade Deisman, Associate Dean of Arts at KPU, has 
spear-headed this approach, made possible by a generous $10,000 community grant from TELUS, which pays the tuition of the students in the 
facility.  In addition, in 2013, TELUS awarded KPU with their community excellence award.  TELUS Community Grants operate through 13 
community boards and eight regional community action teams in Canada, as well as five community boards internationally, to address unique 
community needs around health and education. 
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Another unique feature of the KPU program is its community partnering.  Initially offered at Matsqui, a federal medium-security prison in 
Abbotsford, B.C., the course now runs at Kwìkwèxwelhp (pronounced Kwee-kwee-kwelp), which is a minimum-security institution run by 
Corrections Canada, with an emphasis on an Indigenous ethos of healing justice.  It takes a restorative approach to corrections by incorporating 
Indigenous cultures and the role of the Elders, and two local members of the Chehalis community were also brought in to take part in the course.  
When the KPU students first arrived, they were welcomed by elders with the same blanket ceremony that greets arriving inmates. “The blanket 
ceremony is so beautiful,” says one student. “The elders wrap [new arrivals] in a blanket to tell them they are safe.”  KPU also provides Inside-Out 
training for other instructors looking to teach the course.  People from all over Canada and Washington State came to the Kwìkwèxwelhp Healing 
Village to take part in this training.  And, for KPU, the course has expanded beyond Criminology and is now co-taught by a Creative Writing faculty 
member as well.  Giving incarcerated students access to a live classroom where they are considered equals and where their thoughts and ideas are 
welcomed helps make them less likely to re-offend in the future – a claim echoed by education counsellors with the Correctional Service of 
Canada.   

8.5 Length of Partnership  

10 years 

8.6 Number of faculty involved  

At least seven faculty members 

8.7 Number of staff involved  

2 staff in Dean of Arts office 

8.8 Number of students involved  

Approximately 100 students 

8.9 Grant funding, if relevant  

$28,000 community grant from TELUS 
$75,000 Irving Barber Fund 

8.10 Impact on the institution  

The Inside-Out Exchange is an incredible learning opportunity for both faculty and students.  KPU has also run the faculty training program for 
those who may wish to teach in the exchange, and this provides a great opportunity for faculty who are interested in the initiative.  

8.11 Impact on the community 

In the July 2019 Carnegie External Partners meeting, the representative from Corrections Canada indicated that impact is about changing a 
person’s life trajectory.  For the inmates, if they can move the individuals forward as citizens, then that’s impact.  And, to have a Business student 
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take the program and then decide that they now want to work in Correctional Services, then that’s impact: “In 6-8 weeks, that person now has a 
changed life.”  For the people who are involved, they are ‘forever changed’ in that they will now approach the opportunities and challenges that 
life presents with a deeper sense of resilience, acceptance and purpose. 

 

9. KPU Pathways 

 Gordon Stewart, Superintendent, Langley School District GStewart@sd35.bc.ca 

 Mal Gill Assistant, Superintendent of Schools, Langley School District MalGill@sd35.bc.ca 

 Jordan Tinney, Superintendent, Surrey School District tinney_j@surreyschools.ca 

 Neder Dhillon, Acting Assistant Superintendent, Surrey School District dhillon_n@surreyschools.ca 

 Doug Sheppard, Superintendent , Delta School District dsheppard@deltasd.bc.ca 

 Scott Robinson Superintendent, Richmond School District srobinson@sd38.bc.ca 

 Karim Hachlaf, Superintendent, New Westminster School District khachlaf@sd40.bc.ca 

 Quirina Gamblen, Director of Instruction, Programs and Planning, New Westminster School District qgamblen@sd40.bc.ca 

 Sylvia Russell, Superintendent, Maple Ridge School District Sylvia_Russell@sd42.ca 

 Suzanne Hoffman, Superintendent, Vancouver School District shoffman@vsb.bc.ca 

9.3 Institutional Partner  

 Steve Cardwell, Vice President, Students, KPU Steve.Cardwell@kpu.ca 

9.4 Purpose of this collaboration  

KPU is, proudly, an open-access university where learners benefit from inspiring educators, a vibrant campus and community life, open and 
creative learning environments and relevant research and scholarship.  Our programs blend academic excellence with hands-on, experiential 
learning and purposeful community engagement.  KPU has built up close relationships, and innovative programming, with the high schools in our 
respective regions, working closely with Superintendents and other district staff.  The innovative Dual Credit program allows students to take one 
(or more) university level courses during their high school Grade 11 and Grade 12 years.  This means that students can use the credit they achieve 
at KPU towards their post-secondary education as well as for their high school graduation requirements.  Students get a head-start on university 
studies and experience university with other KPU students and the tuition is paid by the School District. 

KPU currently has signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoUs) with each of the following BC school districts (SD) for trades and/or academic 
courses: Abbotsford SD (#34), Langley SD (#35), Surrey SD (#36), Delta SD (#37), Richmond SD (#38), New Westminster (#40), Maple Ridge-Pitt 
Meadows SD (#42), Coquitlam SD (#43), Sea to Sky SD (#48), Fraser-Cascade SD (#78).  The Federated Independent Schools Association (FISA) is 
also in discussions about partnerships with KPU for dual credit opportunities.  Some of the Dual Credit programs are aligned with signature KPU 
programming to provide a truly unique learning opportunity, such as the Delta School District Farm Roots Mini School in Tsawwassen, which 
provides first-year university credit in KPU’s Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems program.  Additionally, the ten school districts have 
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partnered with KPU and the Industry Training Authority (ITA) to provide the Youth Train in Trades (YTT) programs.  For example, School Districts 
offer students the opportunity to earn post-secondary and technical trades training.  The ITA YTT program allows students to start their 
apprenticeship while still in high school. 

Likewise, for students who need upgrading or English language training, the KPU Pathway Program allows students to transition to undergraduate 
studies.  Students are able to take a limited number of undergraduate courses at the same time as they complete the upgrading necessary to meet 
KPU’s English proficiency requirement for undergraduate admission.  A student can begin developing an affinity to their intended Faculty upon 
immediate entry to KPU while also having the scaffolding and supports necessary to address English proficiency needs. 

Formal partnerships and arrangements with the School Districts are also accompanied by faculty and staff initiatives that occur through 
experiential learning and community engagement activities.  For example, KPU’s Documentary Film Festival (KDocs), and Journalism’s DigitaLENS 
have partnered with Princess Margaret Secondary School in the Surrey School District to create a Visual Media Workshop.  Similarly, the KDocs 
Outreach Program had a deep engagement with Delview Secondary School in the Delta School District, where the students assisted with mini-
documentaries for a "Legacy Project" with a Grade 12 History class.  KDocs was launched in partnership with the Vancouver International Film 
Festival (VIFF) in 2014 and holds annual public engagement screenings and presentations.  Another final example--a particular favorite with KPU 
students--KPU Volunteer and Career Services coordinates KPU student volunteers to run interviews at local school districts.  

9.5 Length of Partnership  

2 years 

9.6 Number of faculty involved  

Dual Credit students can take a range of courses at KPU and this means that a number of faculty can be involved.  

9.7 Number of staff involved  

Steve Cardwell, Vice President, Students  

Maryam Garrecht, Executive Assistant to the Vice President, Students 

9.8 Number of students involved  

In Fall 2019, there were 445 students taking Dual Credit courses at KPU 

9.9 Grant funding, if relevant  

n/a 

9.10 Impact on the institution  

At the November 2019 Carnegie External Partner meeting, we had a Dual Credit student speak with the Vice President, Students, the Vice Chair of 
Senate, and a number of school district representatives.  She had come to KPU wanting to take Criminology and, through, her Dual Credit course 
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she decided that the choice was not right for her.  Through her Co-op experience in Accounting, the student instead decided to take Accounting.  
For students, getting a head start on making these decisions, means saving time and money.  For KPU, we get students knowing the right fit for 
themselves early on and this allows for retention and success.  

9.11 Impact on the community 

At both the July and November Carnegie External Partner meetings, we heard that there needs to be greater awareness of the program, and also 
increased feedback loops about some of the education pathways of these high school students.  Our next initiative is to produce Marketing 
materials to be used by both the school districts and KPU to showcase the role of greater collaboration between the secondary and post-secondary 
education sectors.    

 

10. Kwantlen First Nation 

 Brenda Knights, CEO, Seyem’ brenda@seyem.ca 

 Wendy Lintunen, Human Resources, Seyem’ wendy@sqbg.ca 

 Ashley Doyle, Lands and Resources Manager, Seyem’ ashley.doyle@seyemqwantlen.ca 

 Chantelle Wegwitz, Non Profits Manager, Seyem’ chantelle.wegwitz@seyemqwantlen.ca 

10.3 Institutional Partner  

 Marlyn Graziano, VP, External Affairs, KPU Marlyn.Graziano@kpu.ca 

 Larissa Petrillo, Anthropology, KPU Larissa.Petrillo@kpu.ca 

10.4 Purpose of this collaboration  

Kwantlen First Nation and Kwantlen Polytechnic University have collaborated since the university’s early years as a college, over a decade ago.  The 
purpose of this partnership is to honor our university’s namesake, to promote one another’s successes, and to genuinely learn across cultures.  
Each year, the number of projects and university partners increases; the partnership evolves and deepens through these subsequent engagements.  
Initially, the Anthropology Department was the primary contact for this particular community-university collaboration.  Since that time, KPU's 
mission and mandate to promote student success are strengthened through the wisdom and guidance of the Elder in Residence, Lekeyten.  Our 
most recent meetings have led to KPU’s involvement in strategic grant applications, the hiring of a student as a curator apprentice, and the 
involvement of faculty partnerships to include History, Horticulture, Fine Arts, Marketing, Interior Design, and Sociology.  Current students are 
volunteering in a repository of over 10,000+ archaeological artifacts, and the decade-long partnership with Anthropology has included first-person 
interviews, significant archival research, the use of photography and GIS to create a Virtual Reality app, research on cultural tourism, and support 
for the museum exhibit, We Are Kwantlen at Langley Centennial Museum.  Also, this past year, Interior Design students were fortunate to 
collaborate with the Seyem’ Qwantlen Business Group to create a “start-up week” of activities for all interior design students.  The students 
worked on a re-design strategy for the eventual relocation/design of the Jacob Haldi House and the Langley Museum (both in Fort Langley, BC).  
Every year, members of the university attend the Salmon Ceremony on reserve and this year’s attendees included students, faculty and the Vice 
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President, Students, Steve Cardwell.  Most importantly, KPU is proud and thankful to have one of our alumni working at Kwantlen First Nation as 
their Land and Resources Manager. 

10.5 Length of Partnership  

40 years 

10.6 Number of faculty involved  

Close to 10 faculty - this is a partial list: 

 Dave Harvey, Human Resources Management 

 Gary Jones, Horticulture  

 Ken Stark, Anthropology 

 Larissa Petrillo, Anthropology 

 Liz Toohey-Wiese, Fine Arts 

 Lucie Gagne, Interior Design 

10.7 Number of staff involved 

VP, External Affairs and at least two Deans (Arts and Wilson School of Design)  

10.8 Number of students involved  

Over 500 students in the last decade 

10.9 Grant funding, if relevant  

n/a  

10.10 Impact on the institution  

This connection is deep and emotional.  We would not be the same university without our long-time partnership with Kwantlen First Nation, and 
we get excited when we think of what we can do next.  

10.11 Impact on the community 

Kwantlen First Nation has seven traditional laws: health, happiness, generations, generosity, humbleness, forgiveness and understanding.  For KPU 
students and faculty, and the broader community, these are important lessons to learn.  Consequently, we take pride in helping Kwantlen First 
Nation extend its reach, by honoring their long-standing history in British Columbia, protecting the ancestral lands of the indigenous peoples in this 
region, and helping to build an important future that acknowledges the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples.    
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11. Ministry of Children and Family Development and Youth Aging out of Care Mentoring 

 Tracey Eyles, Advocate, Representative for Children & Families Tracey.Eyles@rcybc.ca 

 Carissa Matheson, Manager, Executive Operations, Representative for Children and Families 

11.3 Institutional Partner  

 Laura Vail, Director, Student Success, KPU Laura.Vail@kpu.ca 

 Wade Deisman, Associate Dean, Faculty of Arts, KPU Wade.Deisman@kpu.ca 

11.4 Purpose of this collaboration  

KPU has been supporting former youth in care since 2015 with individual financial and academic supports.  Since 2017, members of KPU, led by the 
Vice President, Students and the lead directors and their teams for the Ministry of Children and Family Development (MCFD) in Delta and Surrey 
have been meeting about twice per year to share current activity, practices and information related to a focus on supporting Former Youth in Care.  
Through the collaborative efforts of Arts faculty and staff, support from Student Affairs, and input from the Ministry of Children and Family 
Development - the first pilot of the ‘Youth Aging out Of Care Mentoring Network’ launched last fall (2019) in the Faculty of Arts.  While this project 
is newly developing, it is evocative of the spirit of KPU.   Faculty and staff have worked to create this pilot program through a deep commitment to 
social justice and a drive to support students who develop resiliency with the right supports.  The initiative comes solely from those who are willing 
to volunteer their time at KPU, and the university seeks to break new ground by establishing this mentoring network.  The Mentoring Initiative for 
Youth Aging Out of Care works in parallel with our other programs which support new student cohorts, such as the Including All Citizens project.  
With this continued emphasis to support learners in any category, KPU strives to support our local communities and to bolster the success of our 
municipal governments and nonprofit partners.  Initially, this partnership stemmed from an initiative to waive tuition for a cohort of students, but 
this collaboration has quickly moved into understanding the role of mentoring and a range of supports close at hand for these specific students. 

11.5 Length of Partnership  

3 years, although this is still really in its pilot phase.  

11.6 Number of faculty involved  

More than 5 faculty members 

11.7 Number of staff involved  

2 staff  

 Laura Vail, Director, Student Success, KPU Laura.Vail@kpu.ca 

 Wade Deisman, Associate Dean, Faculty of Arts, KPU Wade.Deisman@kpu.ca 

11.8 Number of students involved  
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Pilot phase – more than 5 

11.9 Grant funding, if relevant  

n/a 

11.10 Impact on the institution  

The effort to support youth who are aging out of care fits with KPU’s emphasis on access and resonates well with faculty members.  This is simply 
one more way that we can support student success, but it is a project that we are deeply passionate about.   

11.11 Impact on the community 

Being able to change even one person’s life is a worthwhile mission, and we hope to be able to do so for a number of very important citizens.  We 
have not been able to demonstrate impact, yet, given that this initiative has just started, but we are hopeful to generate essential storytelling and 
to raise awareness about the need to support young adults, who have had a period in their life when they have been in care. 

 
12. Our Social Fabric  

 Carol Smith, Board member, Our Social Fabric designsbycarol@shaw.ca 

12.3 Institutional Partner  

 Andhra Goundrey, Dean, Wilson School of Design Andhra.Goundrey@kpu.ca  

 Heather Clarke, Program Coordinator, Fashion Design & Technology Heather.Clarke@kpu.ca 

 Emily Heaps, Program Coordinator, Technical Apparel Design Emily.Heaps@kpu.ca 

12.4 Purpose of this collaboration  

KPU works closely with both non-profit and for-profit organizations to fulfill the values of sustainability and to support circular economy initiatives.  
Our Social Fabric (OSF) is a textile recycling initiative that has been in operation since 2009 in Vancouver, BC.  OSF is run by a small but passionate 
volunteer Board and has a goal to keep textiles out of the landfill and into the hands of creatives in our community; OSF has diverted over 50 tons 
of fabric from landfills since its inception.  Some of the donors/partners who are listed on the Our Social Fabric site include Mountain Equipment 
Co-op, also serving as KPU Program Advisory Committee members and offering practicum placements, as well as KenDor Textiles, which supports 
KPU with scholarships and practicum placements.  In this way, we can see that there are close mentoring relationships among faculty, students, 
alumni and industry partners in the Wilson School of Design.  In keeping with the principles of a circular economy, KPU launched the first Our Social 
Fabric Zero Waste Design Competition in October 2018.  The result of a four-year long partnership, this unique design competition requires 
participants to combine their reclaimed materials with the skill and expertise taught by KPU’s Wilson School of Design faculty, to demonstrate the 
viability of transforming fabric/material waste into a wearable garment.  The goal of this design competition is to promote Our Social Fabric’s 
efforts in reducing textile waste, to recognize the talented, new designers at KPU, and to award students with donated scholarships. 
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12.5 Length of Partnership  

Two years 

12.6 Number of faculty involved  

2 faculty members 

12.7 Number of staff involved  

Dean, Wilson School of Design and 1 staff person in the Dean’s office 

12.8 Number of students involved  

Over 10 students  

12.9 Grant funding, if relevant  

OSF student scholarships 

12.10 Impact on the institution  

This project allows students to be linked with an important community initiative around sustainability.  It also fits with the culture of the Wilson 
School of Design in which there are close connections between industry and non-profit partners, students, faculty and alumni.   

12.11 Impact on the community 

OSF has diverted over 50 tons of fabric from landfills since its inception and we are proud to bring this awareness to KPU’s students, who may 
themselves work in industries where this kind of awareness has the potential to make significant impact. 

 

13. Partners in Technology 

 Theresa McCurry, Chief Executive Officer, Applied Science Technologists & Technicians of British Columbia (ASTTBC) tmccurry@asttbc.org 

 Stephen Wu, Manager, Economic Development, City of Surrey swu@surrey.ca 

 Elaine Allan, Executive Director, Skills Canada elaine@skillscanada.bc.ca 

13.3 Institutional Partner  

 Marlyn Graziano, Vice President, External Affairs, KPU Marlyn.Graziano@kpu.ca 

13.4 Purpose of this collaboration  

Kwantlen Polytechnic University is Canada’s only polytechnic university.  It is also home to one of the biggest undergraduate School of Business in 
Western Canada, offers highly specialized and unique design programs in the Chip and Shannon Wilson School of Design, research institutes 
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dedicated to sustainable agriculture and food systems, and one of the most technologically advanced trades and technology training facilities in 
Canada.  In 2016, KPU joined Polytechnics Canada, members of which enable industry innovation and promote student involvement in applied 
research.  KPU president and vice-chancellor Dr. Alan Davis describes Polytechnics as sharing a “commitment to experiential learning, applied 
research, and industry-aligned programs that allow students to link their studies to work and to local and global communities.”  KPU, accordingly, 
works closely with a variety of industries to support applied research and community engagement.  This mandate necessitates a close working 
relationship with the government offices, accrediting bodies and professional associations that map out the future of work in B.C.   

The Faculty of Trades and Technology, which includes appliance servicing, automotive servicing, carpentry, masonry, parts and warehousing, 
welding, plumbing, public safety communications, the newly launched Mechatronics and Advanced Manufacturing Technology diploma (Fall, 
2018), and the Cloverdale campus houses CADD technologies and the Archaeology fieldschool.  The Faculty of Trades and Technology works closely 
with ITA as well as the Applied Science Technologists & Technicians of BC (ASTTBC), a professional association of 10,000+ technologists, technicians 
and technical specialists.  Key designations include Applied Science Technologist (AScT), Certified Technician (CTech), and Professional Technologist 
(PTech) and are coupled with many Technical Specialist credentials to signal a high standard of technical and professional standing here in BC, 
throughout Canada and globally.  In BC, technologists and technicians contribute $6 billion to the economy and ASTTBC is one of BC’s largest self-
regulating professional associations and more than 50% of ASTTBC’s members are under 45.  Skills Canada BC also maps out the future of work in 
BC as an organization that leads and coordinates youth engagement in the trade and technology sectors.  It is forecasted that in British Columbia 
alone, 1 million skilled workers will be required, over the next ten years to meet market demands.  KPU has hosted the Skills Canada competition a 
number of times since 2013.  KPU has seen previous students win several medals and, in hosting the competition, KPU is pleased to support the 
education of these exceptional tradespeople and to promote the success of the competition as an ultimate test for young Canadians studying a 
skills trade or technology.  KPU provides an exceptional learning environment, reinforced by small classes, supportive educational environments 
and engaged faculty, but much of the success stems from our responsive programming derived from our partnerships with essential local 
organizations and offices.    

13.5 Length of Partnership  

20 years for ASTTBC and more than 7 years for Skills Canada 

13.6 Number of faculty involved  

Over 10 faculty in Trades & Technology and Horticulture 

13.7 Number of staff involved  

2 staff in Marketing and External Affairs 

13.8 Number of students involved  

Over 100 students 

13.9 Grant funding, if relevant  
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n/a 

13.10 Impact on the institution  

There is a close alignment between KPU and organizations such as ASTTBC and Skills Canada.  For example, there is a mandate for those in Applied 
Sciences to have two years of experience, as outlined by ASTTBC, and KPU’s Trades & Technology students regularly take part in the annual Skills 
Canada competition.  For organizations like ASTTBC, the relationship goes back 20 years, although the current CEO has only been in the position for 
two years.  Despite changes in personnel, over the years, these relationships stay strong and provide crucial supports for our faculty and staff.  

13.11 Impact on the community 

We have had some very in-depth conversations with these partners about ways of measuring impact, and all parties recognize that it is a difficult 
process.  However, one theme has consistently emerged: the importance of urging citizens to ‘skill up’ and the importance of inspiring young 
people to engage. 

 

14. Science World/Symbiosis Initiative 

 Magda Byma, Manager of Partnership Development and Science Promotion, Science World British Columbia mbyma@scienceworld.ca 

 Mila Cotic, Cultivator of Community Connections, Science World British Columbia mcotic@scienceworld.ca 

14.3 Institutional Partner  

 Daniel Bernstein, Psychology, KPU Daniel.Bernstein@kpu.ca 

 Diane Purvey, Dean of Arts, KPU Diane.Purvey@kpu.ca 

 Elizabeth Worobec, Dean of Science and Horticulture, KPU Elizabeth.Worobec@kpu.ca 

14.4 Purpose of this collaboration 

Since 2015, KPU has been collaborating with Science World at TELUS World of Science, a science centre and nonprofit organization whose strategic 
purpose is to scale STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art & Design, Math) literacy.  Science World’s mission is to ignite wonder and 
empower dreams through science and nature, with a vision that within a generation, Canada will be a nation of thriving, sustainable communities 
rooted in scientific literacy, technological innovation and a deep connection to nature.   

By collaborating on a public speaker series and working together to build a province wide STEAM learning ecosystem (Symbiosis), KPU and Science 
World are effectively enhancing STEAM literacy across British Columbia.   

KPU-Science World Speaker Series 

Both the Faculty of Arts and the Faculty of Science and Horticulture take part in presenting a free, public Speaker Series at Telus World of Science 
in Vancouver. Science World is actively engaged in partnerships with the academic community through programs such as the Community Scientist 
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Initiative, the Living Lab and Futures Forum, and the success of these programs speaks to Science World’s significant capacity to reach the public.  
KPU is proud to bring their Speaker Series to the venue, running talks in Science World’s 200-seat theatre.  This outreach activity promotes 
scientific literacy in its broadest sense, with topics addressing compelling and timely social issues that range from sustainable food systems to 
genocide to gang violence.  Scientific literacy is critically important given the enormous challenges of our times.  Issues such as climate change, 
species extinction, disease pandemics, and global conflict are coming to the fore in the face of a rapidly expanding global population.  There is a 
corresponding need to promote "civic scientific literacy," recognizing that it is fundamental to our democracy that voters have adequate 
information to make informed decisions on policy, which very often has a scientific component.  The speaker series, and related dissemination 
activities, offer an excellent opportunity to promote scientific literacy through knowledge mobilization from the academic to non-academic 
community.  In its first year, the series was funded by a SSHRC grant and included support for two student trainees who gained a suite of valuable 
skills in a community partnership setting, contributing to their career development.  The student trainees had the opportunity to liaise with faculty, 
fellow students, alumni, KPU and Science World administrators, the media, and the general public while participating in the preparation and 
execution of a professionally orchestrated public outreach activity.   

Symbiosis 

Symbiosis is a BC-based STEAM learning ecosystem consisting of a network of people, resources and technology.  Symbiosis weaves together both 
formal and informal education, building an innovative learning ecosystem which will become a vibrant model for scaling the kinds of learning and 
careers needed in a knowledge-based economy.  

Symbiosis endeavors to build collaborative partnerships with diverse organizations, individuals & communities committed to cultivating an 
interlinked STEAM Learning Ecosystem with equitable access for all learners.   Within five years, every learner in British Columbia will have 
awareness of, and access to, an interlinked STEAM Learning Ecosystem. 

Symbiosis aligns with KPU’s approach to cross-disciplinary thought development, and a problem-solving approach to real-world issues.  KPU is an 
integral part of the Symbiosis Executive Steering Committee that is guiding the development of this ecosystem. 

Length of Partnership  

5 years 

Number of faculty involved  

4 as organizers/developers/program evaluators  

25 faculty as speakers  

Number of staff involved  

4 staff in the Dean’s offices 

Number of students involved  
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Over 30, as volunteers and through experiential learning 

Grant funding, if relevant  

SSHRC Connection Grant awarded in 2015.   

Impact on the institution  

The experiential learning opportunities to run, for example, program evaluations through Psychology classes has been very impactful for those 
students and the faculty.  For example, the student who took part in the November Carnegie External Partner dialogue indicated that he felt that 
he wasn’t ‘very good with kids’.  He wanted to develop this skill, alongside his studies in Psychology, and that was his motivation for getting 
involved with Science World.  The regular calls for speakers and the involvement in the Speakers Series keeps science at the forefront in campus 
discussions.  

Impact on the community 

In our November Carnegie External Partner meeting, the representative from Science World indicated that a common trap for any organization is 
that ‘we don’t know what we don’t know’ and that it’s easy to ‘get entrenched in your way of doing things.’  From an organization perspective, 
then, it is a benefit for community partners to access students who have fresh eyes/energy/minds.  It might also prompt seeing something from 
the lens of an under-represented community.  These student placements at Science World are helpful because the students become curators of 
sorts, creating activities for young visitors.  For that reason, it’s great to have ‘people coming in who can question and see new ideas.’   

 

15. Sustainable Agriculture agreements with Community-focused Local Governments  

 Alex Kurnicki, Research Planner 2, Parks Planning, Design and Construction, Garden City Lands akurnicki@richmond.ca 

 Paul Brar, Manager, Parks Programs, City of Richmond PBrar@richmond.ca 

 Jamie Esko, Manager, Parks Planning, Design and Construction, City of Richmond jesko@richmond.ca 

15.3 Institutional Partner  

 Rebecca Harbut, Sustainable Agriculture, KPU Rebecca.Harbut@kpu.ca 

15.4 Purpose of this collaboration 

Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems students work on several teaching and research farms which have been built up in partnership with the 
community-focused governments in the region.  This includes the agreements that have been put in place to use the agricultural land in the 
Richmond region.  KPU's Tsawwassen First Nation Farm School is located on an eight-hectare (20 acre) farm owned by the Tsawwassen First 
Nation. The certified organic land produces a wide array of student-grown fruit, vegetable, and animal products.  It is also home to incubator 
farms, where program graduates can trial their farm business plans while mentoring each other.  Another space, the KPU Orchard, is a 3.3 hectare 
(8 acre) farm on the South Arm of the Fraser River. The site includes certified organic teaching land used for fruit and vegetable production by 
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students in the Richmond Farm School, and students completing their Bachelor of Applied Science in Sustainable Agriculture.   

The Garden City Lands are an extraordinary 55.2 hectares (136.5 acres) of open space located within the Agricultural Land Reserve, just east of 
KPU's Richmond campus.  KPU's Department of Sustainable Agriculture and Food Systems has worked with the City of Richmond to develop a 
Teaching and Research Farm on eight hectares (20 acres) of the site.  The farm will highlight diversified, sustainable, regenerative, and organic 
production practices adjacent to the population centre of downtown Richmond.  In 2018, The British Columbia government is supporting local 
organic farmers to grow sustainable and healthy food options for people at this new research farm and seed lab.  KPU’s research farm and organic 
seed labs have seen the investment of provincial grants of $670,000 through the B.C. Knowledge Development Fund (BCKDF), which funds world-
class research and innovation throughout British Columbia.  Lana Popham, Minister of Agriculture, states: “British Columbians deserve access to 
high-quality local food options grown by people they know and trust.”   Funding has helped support the purchase of seed-testing equipment for a 
newly renovated seed lab, as well as farm infrastructure including irrigation systems, high tunnels, a greenhouse and post-harvest processing 
facilities. The provincial funds are being matched by the federal government’s Canada Foundation for Innovation.  An additional $335,000 has been 
contributed by partners in the organic seed industry and through funding raised by KPU.  “West Coast Seeds is excited to collaborate with 
Kwantlen Polytechnic University on its leading-edge research and development,” said Orrin Morishita, president, West Coast Seeds. “Its work on 
reliable organic seed supply and testing will help strengthen the organic seed and food production industries and benefit all organic agriculture in 
the province.”   

The farmlands have also been integral to outreach activities.  In 2017, the City of Richmond marked Canada’s 150th birthday with a year-long series 
of programs and events held on the agricultural lands, called Richmond Harvest Fest; in 2018, KPU hosted Place-Based Food Systems: Making the 
Case, Making It Happen to highlight the synergies between researchers and community innovators who are working to forge vital place-based food 
systems; and, in 2019, farm tours were run for participants when KPU hosted Polytechnics Canada Annual Showcase - Disruption in Action. 

15.5 Length of Partnership 

10 years  

15.6 Number of faculty involved  

3 faculty 

15.7 Number of staff involved  

1 staff, Andy Smith, Farm Manager 

15.8 Number of students involved  

50 students, to date, for the farm 

15.9 Grant funding, if relevant  

Funding for Farm and Seed Lab: 
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$670,000 through the B.C. Knowledge Development Fund (BCKDF) 
$670,000 through the Canada Foundation of Innovation 
$117,000 has been contributed by partners in the organic seed industry 

15.10 Impact on the institution  

The ability to use lands close to the university’s Richmond location allows the Sustainable Agriculture program to run relevant and engaged 
programming.  The students also visit a City Council meeting, volunteer with the City of Richmond and have a community connection in their 
activities selling farm produce.  Richmond is designated as 39% agricultural land, so this initiative fits very well with KPU’s Richmond campus and 
KPU’s role as a special purpose teaching university, with a mandate to serve our regions.  The farm also allows KPU to provide leadership and 
support to the agricultural community through the demonstration of innovative production systems.  

15.1 Impact on the community 

From the November 2019 Carnegie External Partner meeting:  

“We couldn’t have done it solo, because we needed farmers and same for KPU, they needed the land.”  

“Neither of us could accomplish this project independently.” 
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Subject 

Code 

Course 

Number
Course Title

Implementation 

Date 

(eg. 1-Sept-2019)

Category

Associated 

with a New or 

Changed 

Program?

If Yes, which program?
Which fields are 

changed?
Notes

EDUC 1100 Introduction to Higher Education September 1, 2021 Revised No Course Format

EDUC 1101 Introduction to Higher Education for Student Athletes September 1, 2021 Revised No Course Format

EDUC 1102 Introduction to Higher Education for Aboriginal Students September 1, 2021 Revised No Course Format

EDUC 1150 Introduction to Higher Education for International Students September 1, 2021 Revised No Course Format

EDUC 1190 Introduction to Higher Education for High School Students September 1, 2021 New No Course Format

Was inactivated for 1-Sep-2019. 

Brought back to activate for 1-

Sep-2021

EDUC 2210 Philosophical Foundations of Education September 1, 2021 Revised No

Prerequisites/Coreq

uisites

Arts 1 / 1

https://our.kwantlen.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5042&Source=https%3A%2F%2Four%2Ekwantlen%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopmen
https://our.kwantlen.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7654&Source=https%3A%2F%2Four%2Ekwantlen%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopmen
https://our.kwantlen.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5043&Source=https%3A%2F%2Four%2Ekwantlen%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopmen
https://our.kwantlen.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7624&Source=https%3A%2F%2Four%2Ekwantlen%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopmen
https://our.kwantlen.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=5044&Source=https%3A%2F%2Four%2Ekwantlen%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopmen
https://our.kwantlen.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Lists/Development/CourseOutline/displayifs.aspx?List=76183492%2D0de7%2D48ef%2D969a%2D5825c7962dd6&ID=7897&Source=https%3A%2F%2Four%2Ekwantlen%2Eca%2Fsites%2Fcourseoutlines%2Flibrary%2FLists%2FDevelopmen
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Agenda Item: Certificate in Welding Foundation  

  

Action Requested: 
Motion to Approve 
Discussion 
Information 

  

Recommended 
Resolution: 

THAT Senate approve the revision to admission requirements in Welding 
Foundation, effective September 1, 2020. 

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report: 

On May 13, 2020, the Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum 
recommended that Senate approve the revision to admission 
requirements in Welding Foundation, effective September 1, 2020. 

  

Context & 
Background: 

In the March 23, 2020 Senate package, the Faculty of Trades and Technology 
submitted admission requirement updates for nine trades programs to 
ensure these were aligned with the new BC high school curriculum.  It has 
since come to our attention that we inadvertently omitted the minimum 
grade required for the grade 10 English equivalents when we submitted the 
recent D7 Program Change form for Welding. 

The following program admission requirements apply: 

English: 

- English 10 with a minimum grade of C (or equivalent), or 

- Composition 10 with a minimum grade of C (or equivalent), or 

- Creative Writing 10 with a minimum grade of C (or equivalent), or 

- Literary Studies 10 with a minimum grade of C (or equivalent), or 

- English First Peoples Writing 10 with a minimum grade of C (or 
equivalent), or 

- English First Peoples Literary Studies 10 with a minimum grade of C 
(or equivalent), or 

- Communications 11 with a minimum grade of C (or equivalent) 

- KPU’s Vocational Trades English Reading Assessment Part II with a 
minimum score of 50%. 
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Key Messages: 
1. Update the Welding Program Admission Requirements to include the 

minimum grade requirements for courses in the new BC high school 
curriculum. 

  

Resource 
Requirements: 

N/A 

  

Implications / Risks: N/A 

  

Consultations: 

1. Zena Mitchell, April 23, 2020 

2. Nadia Henwood, April 23, 2020 

3. David Burns, May 1, 2020 

  

Attachments: 
1. D7 Welding 

2. Memo – Welding Admission Requirements 

  

Submitted by: Meredith Laird, Administrative Assistant, University Senate 

Date submitted: May 19, 2020 

 



Program Change Form 
v. 2019-April 25 

 

 
 

Faculty:    Faculty of Trades and Technology 

Program Name: Welding Foundation 

Department: Faculty of Trades and Technology 

Effective date: September, 2020 

  

Dean/Associate Dean: Brian Moukperian/Laura McDonald 

Chair/Coordinator: Al Sumal 

Submission Date:  

 

Consultations Person Consulted Consultation Date 

Office of the Provost: Dr. Sandy Vanderburgh January 30, 2020 

Vice Chair of Senate: Dr. David Burns January 30, 2020 

Office of the Registrar: Nadia Henwood January 30, 2020 and Apr 29/20 

Other(s)* (if applicable): Al Sumal, Welding Chair April 30, 2020 

 

 Proposal Approval Date 

Faculty Curriculum Committee: February 6, 2020 

Faculty Council (if required):  Gerard Laverty, Chair February 19, 2020 and Apr 30/20 

SSC on Curriculum: May 13, 2020 

SSC on University Budget (if required): N/A 

SSC on Academic Planning and Priorities (if required): N/A 

Senate:  

 
  



 

Proposed Change(s): Add minimum grade required for admission for all high school courses. 

Rationale: A D-7 Program Change for Welding was initially approved at both SSCC 
and Senate, March 11, 2020 and March 23, 2020 respectively.  Since that 
time, it has come to our attention that we inadvertently omitted the 
minimum grade for the grade 10 English equivalents.   We have worked 
with the Registrar’s office (Nadia Henwood) to ensure the calendar entry 
accurately reflects this requirement; both the Welding Chair and Faculty 
Council Chair approved this amendment. 

URL(s): https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/trades-technology/welding/welding-foundation-
certificate/#requirementstext 

 

Impact on Students: Check all that apply: 

☒ The changes alter the admission, declaration or continuance 
requirements 
If yes, provide both the current calendar entry and new calendar entry in 
full. (see below) 

☐ The changes alter the curricular requirements 
If yes, provide both the current calendar entry and new calendar entry in 
full. (see below) 

☐ The changes change the total number of required credits 
If yes, state the current number of total 
credits:________________________ 
and proposed number of total 
credits:_______________________________  

☐ The changes introduce new, revised or discontinued courses  
If yes, indicate the Faculty approval date and list the courses below. 

☐ The changes alter the credential awarded 
If yes, indicate the proposed credential: 
___________________________________________________________  

Transition Plan 
 

This is an admission requirement.  No transition plan is required for 
future applicants. 

 

  



Current Admission Requirements with Proposed 
Changes 
 
The following program admission requirements 
apply: 

o English: 

o English 10 with a minimum grade 
of ‘C’ (or equivalent), or 

o Composition 10 with a minimum 
grade of ‘C’ (or equivalent), or 

o Creative Writing 10 with a 
minimum grade of ‘C’ (or 
equivalent), or  

o Literary Studies 10 with a 
minimum grade of ‘C’ (or 
equivalent), or 

o English First Peoples Writing 10 
with a minimum grade of ‘C’ (or 
equivalent), or 

o English First Peoples Literary 
Studies 10 with a minimum grade 
of ‘C’ (or equivalent), or 

o Communications 11 with a 
minimum grade of ‘C’ (or 
equivalent), or 

o KPU’s Vocational Trades English 
Reading Assessment Part II with a 
minimum score of 50%. 

o Mathematics: 

o Any Math 10 with a minimum 
grade of ‘C’ (or equivalent), or 

o Apprenticeship and Workplace 
Mathematics 10 with a minimum 
grade of ‘C’ (or equivalent), or 

o Foundations of Mathematics 10 
with a minimum grade of ‘C’ (or 
equivalent), or 

o Pre-calculus 10 with a minimum 
grade of ‘C’ (or equivalent), or 

New Requirements 
 
The following program admission requirements 
apply: 

o English: 

o English 10 with a minimum grade 
of ‘C’ (or equivalent), or 

o Composition 10 with a minimum 
grade of ‘C’ (or equivalent), or 

o Creative Writing 10 with a 
minimum grade of ‘C’ (or 
equivalent), or  

o Literary Studies 10 with a minimum 
grade of ‘C’ (or equivalent), or 

o English First Peoples Writing 10 
with a minimum grade of ‘C’ (or 
equivalent), or 

o English First Peoples Literary 
Studies 10 with a minimum grade 
of ‘C’ (or equivalent), or 

o Communications 11 with a 
minimum grade of ‘C’ (or 
equivalent), or 

o KPU’s Vocational Trades English 
Reading Assessment Part II with a 
minimum score of 50%. 

o Mathematics: 

o Any Math 10 with a minimum 
grade of ‘C’ (or equivalent), or 

o KPU’s Vocational Trades 
Mathematics Assessment with a 
minimum score of 20%. 

o Interview by an instructor. 

 

Note: International student Applications for 
Admission require approval of the Dean. 



o KPU’s Vocational Trades 
Mathematics Assessment with a 
minimum threshold 
percentagescore of 20%. 

o Interview by an instructor 

Note: International student Applications for 
Admission require approval of the Dean. 

Curricular Requirements 

Our welding program is based on British Columbia 
Provincial modular training and is consistent with 
all other training providers in BC. It is designed to 
combine welding theory and practical skills. 
Hands-on shop experience is the basis on which 
skills are developed in the program. The program 
is designed to accommodate past experience; 
credit and/or advancement will be given to 
students who can demonstrate learned skills plus 
theoretical knowledge. 

Required Courses 

Course List 

Code Title Credits 

WELD 1010  Worksite 

Safety and 

Orientation 

1 

WELD 1115  Oxy Fuel 

Welding 

and 

Cutting 

4 

WELD 1120  Basic 

Shielded 

Metal Arc 

Welding 

4 

Curricular Requirements 

Our welding program is based on British Columbia 
Provincial modular training and is consistent with 
all other training providers in BC. It is designed to 
combine welding theory and practical skills. Hands-
on shop experience is the basis on which skills are 
developed in the program. The program is designed 
to accommodate past experience; credit and/or 
advancement will be given to students who can 
demonstrate learned skills plus theoretical 
knowledge. 

Required Courses 

Course List 

Code Title Credits 

WELD 1010  Worksite 

Safety and 

Orientation 

1 

WELD 1115  Oxy Fuel 

Welding 

and 

Cutting 

4 

WELD 1120  Basic 

Shielded 

Metal Arc 

Welding 

4 

WELD 1130  Basic Gas 

Metal Arc 

Welding 

4 

WELD 1140  Material 

Handling 

1 

https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201010
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201115
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201120
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201010
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201115
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201120
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201130
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201140


WELD 1130 Basic Gas 

Metal Arc 

Welding 

4 

WELD 1140  Material 

Handling 

1 

WELD 1200  Air Arc and 

Plasma Arc 

Cutting 

1 

WELD 1210  Advanced 

Shielded 

Metal Arc 

Welding 

4 

WELD 1220  Read 

Technical 

Drawings 

1 

WELD 1230  Advanced 

Semi-

Automated 

Welding 

4 

WELD 1240  Basic 

Metallurgy 

1 

WELD 1250  Stationary 

Shop 

Equipment 

2 

Total Credits 27 

Note: Students must achieve a minimum grade 
of 70%, which translates to B-, in practical 
exams and assignments. in all WELD courses. 

 

WELD 1200  Air Arc and 

Plasma Arc 

Cutting 

1 

WELD 1210  Advanced 

Shielded 

Metal Arc 

Welding 

4 

WELD 1220  Read 

Technical 

Drawings 

1 

WELD 1230  Advanced 

Semi-

Automated 

Welding 

4 

WELD 1240  Basic 

Metallurgy 

1 

WELD 1250  Stationary 

Shop 

Equipment 

2 

Total Credits 27 

 

Note: Students must achieve a minimum grade of 
B- in all WELD courses. 

List any new, revised or discontinued courses associated with this program change 

https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201130
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201140
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201200
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201210
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201220
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201230
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201240
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201250
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201200
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201210
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201220
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201230
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201240
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=WELD%201250


Course 
Subject 

Code 

Course 
Number 

Descriptive Title, 
hyperlinked to course outline 

New, Revised, 
or Discontinued 

    

    

 



 

 

   

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 
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Agenda Item: Bachelor of Arts, Major in Creative Writing 

  

Action Requested: 
Motion to Approve 
Discussion 
Information 

  

Recommended 
Resolution: 

THAT Senate approve revisions to the Creative Writing Major 
requirements, effective September 1, 2020.  

  

Context & 
Background: 

Changes have been made to the required courses included in the Creative 
Writing Major program and the language around the additional credits. In 
addition to the listed courses, students will need to:  

Select 21 additional credits from courses in CRWR at the 3000 level, and 6 
additional credits from  courses in CRWR at the 4000 level, including one of 
CRWR 4100, 4110, 4120, 4130 or 4140 

  

Key Messages: 

1. CRWR 4150 to be a required course 

2. Additional 21 credits at the 3000-level 

3. Additional 6 credits at the 4000-level, including one of CRWR 4100, 
4110, 4130 and 4140.  

  

Resource 
Requirements: 

N/A 

  

Implications / Risks: N/A 

  

Consultations: 

1. Creative Writing Department 

2. ASCC 

3. Dr. David Burns, Vice-Chair, University Senate 

  

Attachments: D7 Creative Writing Major 

  

Submitted by: Diane Purvey, Dean, Faculty of Arts 

Date submitted: May 15, 2020 

 



Program Change Form 
v. 2019-April 25 

 

 

 

Faculty:    Arts 

Program Name: Creative Writing 

Department: Creative Writing 

Effective date: September, 2020 

  

Dean/Associate Dean: Diane Purvey/Greg Millard 

Chair/Coordinator: Nicola Harwood /Jen Currin 

Submission Date: Dec. 17, 2019 

 

Consultations Person Consulted Consultation Date 

Office of the Provost:   

Vice Chair of Senate: David Burns Dec. 17, 2019 

Office of the Registrar: Stephen Yezerinac Dec. 20, 2019 

Other(s)* (if applicable):   

 

 Proposal Approval Date 

Faculty Curriculum Committee: January 17, 2020 

Faculty Council (if required): January 24, 2020 

SSC on Curriculum: February 12, 2020 

SSC on University Budget (if required): N/A 

SSC on Academic Planning and Priorities (if required): N/A 

Senate: March 23, 2020 

 

Proposed Change(s): Make only CRWR 4150 (Writers' Studio) a requirement for the program, 
rather than either CRWR 4150 or CRWR 4250 (Writers' Studio II). 

Rationale: Three years ago, the CRWR Department did a major revision of our 
program based on findings from our external review. Changes to the 
program focused on making the pathway more accessible for students 
and creating new courses to better meet the needs of students. Now 
that students have progressed through the revised program, we have 
identified a new issue that needs to be fixed in order to improve the 
pathway to graduation. Currently, we have two capstone courses and 
students can take either of them as a requirement for their major. One 
of the courses, CRWR 4250, was originally articulated to allow it to be 
taken more than once, if students focused on different genres. 
 

The CRWR Department has determined that it would be less confusing 
for students if only CRWR 4150 were required. The second course, 
CRWR 4250, will still be offered as an optional course for any students 
who want to take a second capstone course to pursue a second 
independent project. The CRWR 4250 course outline has already been 
changed to remove the language that stated students could take CRWR 
4250 twice. 

URL(s): https://calendar.kpu.ca/courses-az/crwr/ 

 



 

 

Impact on Students: Check all that apply: 

☐ The changes alter the admission, declaration or continuance 
requirements 
If yes, provide both the current calendar entry and new calendar entry in 
full. (see below) 

☐X  The changes alter the curricular requirements 
If yes, provide both the current calendar entry and new calendar entry in 
full. (see below) 

☐ The changes change the total number of required credits 
If yes, state the current number of total 
credits:________________________ 
and proposed number of total 
credits:_______________________________  

X  The changes introduce new, revised or discontinued courses  
If yes, indicate the Faculty approval date and list the courses below. 

☐ The changes alter the credential awarded 
If yes, indicate the proposed credential: 
___________________________________________________________  

Transition Plan 
 

Current students will be able to use CRWR 4250 for credit towards their 
major if this is the only Writers' Studio course they take; they simply 
have to declare to the Registrar the University Calendar Year they wish 
to follow for their degree. If they follow the calendar year requirements 
from fall 2016 - summer 2020, CRWR 4250 will be counted towards 
their major. 

 

  



 

 

 

Current Requirements with Proposed Changes 
 

Curricular Requirements 

Students pursuing a Bachelor of Arts degree 

must complete all requirements in the  

Bachelor of Arts Framework in addition to 

their major or minor program 

requirements.Note: This major will require 

minimum grades greater than a C; please 

check the pre-requisites for each course. 

Creative Writing Major 

Course List 

Code Title Credits 

CRWR 1100 

Introduction to Creative 

Writing I 
3 

CRWR 1200 

Introduction to Craft and 

Process in Creative 

Writing 

3 

CRWR 3303 The Business of Writing 3 

CRWR 4150 Writers’ Studio 3 

ENGL 1100 

Introduction to University 

Writing 
3 

Select 3 credits in ENGL from a course at 

the 1200-level 
3 

Select at least three of the following: 9 

CRWR 1110 

Introduction to Creative 

Writing II 
 

CRWR 1240 

New Forms and Media: 

Networked Narratives 
 

CRWR 2140 

Writing and Creativity on 

the Web 
 

CRWR 2300 Fiction and Poetry  

CRWR 2310 

Drama, Fiction and Poetry 

II 
 

CRWR 2900 Special Topics  

New Requirements 
 

Curricular Requirements 

Students pursuing a Bachelor of Arts degree 

must complete all requirements in the 

Bachelor of Arts Framework in addition to 

their major or minor program 

requirements.Note: This major will require 

minimum grades greater than a C; please 

check the pre-requisites for each course. 

Creative Writing Major 

Course List 

Code Title Credits 

CRWR 1100 

Introduction to Creative 

Writing I 
3 

CRWR 1200 

Introduction to Craft and 

Process in Creative 

Writing 

3 

CRWR 3303 

CRWR 4150 

 

The Business of Writing 3 

Writers’ Studio 3 

ENGL 1100 

Introduction to University 

Writing 
3 

Select 3 credits in ENGL from a course 

at the 1200-level 
3 

Select at least three of the following: 9 

CRWR 1110 

Introduction to Creative 

Writing II 
 

CRWR 1240 

New Forms and Media: 

Networked Narratives 
 

CRWR 2140 

Writing and Creativity on 

the Web 
 

CRWR 2300 Fiction and Poetry  

CRWR 2310 

Drama, Fiction and 

Poetry II 
 

CRWR 2900 Special Topics  

https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/arts/ba-degree-framework/
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CRWR%201100
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CRWR%201200
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CRWR%203303
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=ENGL%201100
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CRWR%201110
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CRWR%201240
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CRWR%202140
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CRWR%202300
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CRWR%202310
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CRWR%202900
https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/arts/ba-degree-framework/
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CRWR%201100
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CRWR%201200
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CRWR%203303
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=ENGL%201100
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=ENGL%201100
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CRWR%201110
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CRWR%201240
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CRWR%202140
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CRWR%202300
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CRWR%202310
https://calendar.kpu.ca/search/?P=CRWR%202900


 

 

Select one of the following: 3 

CRWR 4150 Writers' Studio  

CRWR 4250 The Writers' Studio II 3 

Select 27 additional credits from courses 

in CRWR at the 3000 level or higher, 

including at least 6 credits from courses 

at the 4000 level  

Select 21 additional credits from 

courses in CRWR at the 3000 level, and 

6 additional credits from  courses in 

CRWR at the 4000 level, including one 

of CRWR 4100, 4110, 4120, 4130 or 

4140 

27 credits from courses in CRWR, 

including (a) 6 credits from courses at 

the 3000 level or higher, and (b) one of 

CRWR 4100, 4110, 4120, 4130 or 4140. 

27 

Total Credits 54 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Select 21 additional credits from courses in 

CRWR at the 3000 level, and 6 additional credits 

from  courses in CRWR at the 4000 level, 

including one of CRWR 4100, 4110, 4120, 4130 

or 4140 

 

27 credits from courses in CRWR, including (a) 6 

credits from courses at the 3000 level or higher, 

and (b) one of CRWR 4100, 4110, 4120, 4130 or 

4140. 

Total Credits 54 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 

List any new, revised or discontinued courses associated with this program change 

Course 
Subject 

Code 

Course 
Number 

Descriptive Title, 
hyperlinked to course outline 

New, Revised, or Discontinued 

CRWR 4250 Writers' Studio II 
 

Revision approved Sept 2019 
for implementation 1 Sept 
2020 

    

    

 
 

https://our.kwantlen.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/CRWR-4250-20200901.pdf
https://our.kwantlen.ca/sites/courseoutlines/library/Library/CRWR-4250-20200901.pdf
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Agenda Item: Bachelor of Science General Requirements Language in University Calendar  

  

Action Requested: 
Motion to Approve 
Discussion 
Information 

  

Recommended 
Resolution: 

THAT Senate approve the revision to the language used in the University 
Calendar for: 

- Bachelor of Science, Major in Applications of Mathematics, 

- Bachelor of Science (Honours), Major in Applications of 
Mathematics,  

- Bachelor of Science, Major in Biology, and  

- Bachelor of Science, Major in Physics for Modern Technology, 

effective September 1, 2020. 

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report: 

At its meeting on May 13, 2020,  the Senate Standing Committee on 
Curriculum recommended that Senate approve the revision to the language 
used in the University Calendar for the Bachelor of Science, Major in 
Applications of Mathematics, Bachelor of Science (Honours), Major in 
Applications of Mathematics, Bachelor of Science, Major in Biology and 
Bachelor of Science, Major in Physics for Modern Technology, effective 
September 1, 2020. 

  

Context & 
Background: 

The University Registrar has recommended that the Faculty of Science and 
Horticulture make a minor revision to the general requirements for Bachelor 
of Science degrees.  The minor revision is to remove any reference to “a 
minimum of 40 courses (at least 3 credits each)”.   

In some Bachelor of Science Programs, the majority of required courses are 4 
credits and therefore the total number of required courses is less than 40.  

  

Key Messages: 
Remove reference to a requirement of 40 courses in the general program 
requirements. 
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Implications / Risks: N/A 

  

Consultations: 

1. Zena Mitchell, April 20, 2020 

2. David Burns, April 20, 2020 

3. Faculty of Science & Horticulture Curriculum Committee, April 24, 2020 

  

Attachments: Memo – BSc Calendar Language Update 

  

Submitted by: Meredith Laird, Administrative Assistant, University Senate 

Date submitted: May 19, 2020 

 



  
  

  

   

 

MEMORANDUM 
 

 

 

TO:  

 

Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum 

 

CC: 

 

 

 

FROM: 

 

Elizabeth Worobec, Dean, Faculty of Science and Horticulture 

 

DATE: 

 

April 24, 2020 

 

SUBJECT: 

 

Language revision to University Calendar for Bachelor of Science degrees 

 

 

As follow up from the April 8, 2020 Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum meeting, the Faculty of Science 

and Horticulture is requesting that the following language be revised in the 2020 – 2021 University Calendar, 

effective September 1, 2020.  These revisions were approved by the Faculty of Science and Horticulture 

Curriculum Committee on April 24, 2020. 

 

 

Replace this statement: 

 

All students must meet the following minimum requirements for a Bachelor of Science at KPU:  

120 credits from a minimum of 40 courses (at least 3 credits each) at the 1100 level or higher. 

 

With this statement: 

 

All students must meet the following minimum requirements for a Bachelor of Science at KPU:  

120 credits at the 1100 level or higher.            

 

                                                                                                                                                         

For the following programs: 

 

Bachelor of Science (Honours), Major  in Applications of Mathematics 

Bachelor of Science, Major in Applications of Mathematics 

Bachelor of Science, Major  in Biology 

Bachelor of Science, Major in Physics for Modern Technology 

 

 

https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/science-horticulture/mathematics/mathematics-applications-bsh/
https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/science-horticulture/mathematics/mathematics-applications-bs/#requirementstext
https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/science-horticulture/biology/biology-bs/#requirementstext
https://calendar.kpu.ca/programs-az/science-horticulture/physics/physics-modern-technology-bs/#requirementstext
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Agenda Item: 
Learning Outcomes for Service Learning and Work-Integrated Learning 
Courses 

  

Action Requested: 
Motion to Approve 
Discussion 
Information 

  

Recommended 
Resolution: 

THAT Senate approve the following student learning outcome for use in 
the Course Outline Development System for Service Learning and Work-
Integrated Learning courses: ‘Apply attitudes, skills, and knowledge to an 
employment and/or community context.’   

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report: 

On May 13, 2020, the Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum 
recommend that Senate approve the following student learning outcome for 
use in the Course Outline Development System for Service Learning and 
Work-Integrated Learning courses: ‘Apply attitudes, skills, and knowledge to 
an employment and/or community context.’   

  

Context & 
Background: 

There are a range of learning outcomes that are associated with Service 
Learning and Work-Integrated Learning courses.  At present, there is no 
routine, standard wording used for student learning outcomes for these 
courses.  Going forward, course developers can consider if this learning 
outcome might apply to their course.  The practice will start to bring this 
group of courses together around recognized learning outcomes.  This issue 
was discussed at the Senate Standing Committee on Teaching and Learning.  
The motion passed, there, with the understanding that it would next go to 
the Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum.   

  

Key Messages: 

1. There are learning outcomes associated with Service Learning and Work-
Integrated Learning courses.  This begins to showcase KPU’s strength in 
Service Learning and Work-Integrated learning.  

2. The given motion does not represent a requirement that this be the only 
such learning outcome utilized. 

  

Resource 
Requirements: 

None. 
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Implications / Risks: 
None.  The transition will require some effort from various offices, but there 
is no risk.  It is a move towards codifying what already exists in order to 
streamline practices.  

  

Consultations: David Burns, Vice-Chair, Senate  

  

Attachments:  

  

Submitted by: Meredith Laird, Administrative Assistant, University Senate 

Date submitted: May 19, 2020 
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Agenda Item: Access Programs for People with Disabilities Admissions Variance Request 

  

Action Requested: 
Motion to Approve 
Discussion 
Information 

  

Recommended 
Resolution: 

THAT Senate approve an admission variance for the Access Programs for 
People with Disabilities effective Fall, 2020. 

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report: 

On May 13, 2020, the Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum 
recommended that Senate approve an admission variance for the Access 
Programs for People with Disabilities effective Fall, 2020. 

  

Context & 
Background: 

Over the 2019-20 Academic Year, the admission criteria to the two programs 
offered by the Access Programs for People with Disabilities (APPD) 
department were revised to increase access for the programs’ target 
population. Since the program is undergoing extensive revisions in the 2020-
21 Academic Year, and the admission criteria will be included in those 
revisions, a variance is requested for admitting students to the Fall 2020 
cohort. The attached memo lays out the current admission criteria for APPD 
and the proposed variance to those criteria that the department proposes.   

  

Key Messages: 1. KPU’s current Mature Applicant Category requires that the applicant be 
19 years of age and not a high school graduate.  The High School 
Applicant Category requires graduation from a BC secondary school or 
an equivalent. 

2. Many of the students interested in APPD programming leave secondary 
school with an Evergreen Certificate, which is not equivalent to a high 
school diploma. Until they are 19, these students are ineligible for 
admission to KPU.  

3. The Faculty of Academic and Career Advancement requests a variance to 
KPU’s current applicant categories in order to admit students to the 
2020 cohort of Access Programs for People with Disabilities who are 18 
years of age and have not graduated with a high school diploma. 
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Implications / Risks: If this request is not approved, there will be no proper way to admit a 
number of students who would otherwise be served by APPD in 2020-21.   

Approval of this request will give the department time to work with the 
Registrar’s office to create an additional Adult Special Education applicant 
category through which these students can be legitimately admitted to KPU 
and the program for the 2021-22 intake and beyond. 

  

Consultations: 1. Provost and Vice President Academic 

2. University Registrar 

3. Vice-Chair of Senate  

4. Associate Registrar, Admissions 

5. APPD Department Co-Chairs 

6. ACA Faculty Council 

7. Special Assistant to the Provost on Policy and Academic Affairs 

  

Attachments: APPD Admission Variance Request Memo 

  

Submitted by: Meredith Laird, Administrative Assistant, University Senate 

Date submitted: May 19, 2020 

 

 



 

   

Background: 
Over the 2019-20 Academic Year, the admission criteria to the two programs offered by the Access Programs for People 
with Disabilities department were revised to increase access for the programs’ target population. Since the program is 
undergoing extensive revisions to be implemented in fall 2021, and the admission criteria will be included in those 
revisions, a variance is requested for admitting students to the Fall 2020 cohort. 
 
The two programs offered by the department are: 

 Work Exploration 

 Job Preparation 
 
The following program admission requirements are currently published in the University Calendar: 

 Graduation from a BC secondary school or the equivalent 
 Permanent disability or combination of learning difficulties that hinder scholastic success 
 Ability to navigate community and campus safely and independently 
 Evidence of previous successful independent work experience 
 Satisfactory assessment of English proficiency 
 Interview with faculty 

The requirement of high school graduation is one that a number of prospective APPD students cannot meet. They 
cannot therefore enter the program until they meet the criteria of KPU’s current Mature Student category. The 
department would like to admit students who are 18 years of age and have not graduated from high school. Therefore, 
the Faculty of Academic and Career Advancement requests a variance for the fall 2020 intake with the understanding 
that over the next year, the program revisions will go through the appropriate governance processes so that no more 
variances are necessary.  

Respectfully submitted, 

Aimee Begalka, Dean, Faculty of Academic and Career Advancement 
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Agenda Item: Access Programs for People with Disabilities Program Variance Request 

  

Action Requested: 
Motion to Approve 
Discussion 
Information 

  

Recommended 
Resolution: 

THAT Senate approve a program variance for the Access Programs for 
People with Disabilities, effective fall 2020. 

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report: 

On May 13, 2020, the Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum 
recommended that Senate approve a program variance for the Access 
Programs for People with Disabilities, effective fall 2020. 

  

Context & 
Background: 

The Access Programs for People with Disabilities (APPD) department offers 
two 10-month cohort-based programs: 

 Work Exploration 

 Job Preparation 
Following a program review in 2011, the APPD department submitted 
program revisions which were approved by Senate in June, 2013. However, a 
number of issues related to the credit model and workload meant that the 
approved revisions were never implemented. Instead, the department 
continued to offer the program it had offered prior to the program revision 
submission, requesting from the Provost a yearly variance, until 2016, when 
the course outlines of the old program were revised and approved by 
Senate. The department thought that the approval of these course outlines 
meant the matter of the 2013 approved program revisions had been 
resolved, but the course outlines approved in 2016 do not align with the 
2013 program revisions. Therefore, one version of the program has Senate 
approval, and a different version of the program, also with Senate-approved 
course outlines, is being delivered.  
 
Over the 2019-20 Academic Year, the department, along with the ACA 
Dean’s office, the Registrar’s office and the Vice-Chair of Senate worked 
together on a plan for reconciling the approved program revisions from 2013 
with the course outlines approved in 2016. In order for the department to 
offer a Senate-approved, credential-bearing program, credits must be 
attached to the course outlines, as well as tuition. Attaching credits to the 
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program will also trigger KSA and KPU student fees, ensuring that students in 
these programs are entitled to KSA services, which they are not now. 
Finance contacted the Ministry of Advanced Education, Skills and Training to 
seek guidance about attaching credits and tuition to the program and were 
given permission to do so via email on February 26, 2020.  

  

Key Messages: 1. The Faculty of Academic and Career Advancement requests a variance to 
continue to offer their programs using the course outlines approved in 
2016 on a one-time-only basis for Academic Year 2020-21 while the 
department and the Dean’s office work to resolve the outstanding 
issues. The attached memo lays out the plan for assuring that approval 
deadlines are met so that these issues are resolved in time the fall 
2021 intake. 

2. The Dean of ACA will work with Finance to set tuition for the program, 
which will be charged on a per-week basis, along the lines of Trades 
programming, beginning fall 2021.  

  

Implications / Risks: If this variance request is not approved, KPU will continue to offer a program 
that is not aligned with previously-approved program revisions. Approval of 
this request will indicate that the university is aware and supportive of the 
program’s efforts to eliminate the need for further variance requests. 

  

Consultations: 1. Provost and Vice President Academic 

2. University Registrar 

3. Vice-Chair of Senate  

4. Associate Registrar, Admissions 

5. APPD Department Co-Chairs 

6. ACA Faculty Council 

7. Finance 

8. Special Assistant to the Provost on Policy and Academic Affairs 

  

Attachments: Program Variance Request memo 

  

Submitted by: Meredith Laird, Administrative Assistant, University Senate 

Date submitted: May 19, 2020 
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MEMORANDUM 
 

 

 

TO: 

 

Senate Standing Committee on Curriculum 

 

CC: 

 

Nicola Soles, Chair, Access Programs for People with Disabilities Department 

 

FROM: 

 

Aimee Begalka, Dean, Faculty of Academic and Career Advancement 

 

DATE: 

 

May 1, 2020 

 

SUBJECT: 

 

Request for Program Variance: Access Programs for People with Disabilities  

 

Background: 

The Access Programs for People with Disabilities (APPD) department offers two 10-month cohort-based 

programs: 

 

 Work Exploration 

 Job Preparation 

 

Following a program review in 2011, the APPD department submitted program revisions which were approved 

by Senate in June, 2013. However, a number of issues related to the credit model and workload meant that the 

approved revisions were never implemented. Instead, the department continued to offer the program it had 

offered prior to the program revision submission, requesting from the Provost a yearly variance, until 2016, when 

the course outlines of the old program were revised and approved by Senate. The department thought that 

the approval of these course outlines meant the matter of the 2013 approved program revisions had been 

resolved, but the course outlines approved in 2016 do not align with the 2013 program revisions. Therefore, one 

version of the program has Senate approval, and a different version of the program, also with Senate-

approved course outlines, is being delivered.  

 

Once advised of this situation by the Registrar’s office in 2019, the ACA Dean’s office met with the Provost, the 

Registrar, the department co-chairs, the Associate Registrar, Admissions and the Vice-Chair of Senate to 

determine a way forward. Discussions with Finance and with the Special Advisor to the Provost on Policy were 

also undertaken.  

 

Over the 2019-20 Academic Year, the department, along with the ACA Dean’s office, the Registrar’s office and 

the Vice-Chair of Senate worked together on a plan for reconciling the approved program revisions from 2013 

with the course outlines approved in 2016. In order for the department to offer a Senate-approved, credential-

bearing program, credits must be attached to the course outlines, as well as tuition. Attaching credits to the 

program will also trigger KSA and KPU student fees, ensuring that students in these programs are entitled to KSA 

services, which they are not now. Finance contacted the Ministry of Advanced Education, Skills and Training to 

seek guidance about attaching credits and tuition to the program and were given permission to do so via 

email on February 26, 2020. 



 KWANTLEN POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY 

SURREY CAMPUS 
  

 12666 – 72ND Ave. 

 Surrey, BC Canada V3W 2M8  

 

MEMORANDUM 
 

 

 

Request: 

To ensure that a sustainable program can be offered in the future and to ensure that the proper approval 

processes are followed, the Faculty of Academic and Career Advancement requests a variance to continue 

to offer the above programs on a one-time-only basis for September 2020 while the department and ACA 

Dean’s office work together to resolve the outstanding issues.  This variance request has the support of the 

Registrar, Finance, and the Vice-Chair of Senate. 

 

Work Plan: 

The following work plan has been developed to ensure that the program meets all governance deadlines 

during the 2020-21 academic year and that the appropriate consultations take place in a timely manner: 

 

 Upon approval from the Provost, the Registrar’s office will process the upcoming fall 2020 applications 

 ACA Dean will work with Finance to complete a D4 and D5 and determine what tuition to suggest for 

the program going forward (tuition to be charged starting Fall 2021). 

 The department will develop new course outlines (content will not change substantially; the new course 

outlines are necessary in order to attach credits and tuition to them). These course outlines will be 

submitted to ACA Curriculum Committee in September and Faculty Council in October, 2020. 

 The 2013 program revisions form (D7) will be revised and submitted to the necessary Senate standing 

committees (SSCC and SSCUB) and then to Senate, along with the newly-approved credit-bearing 

course outlines, and the finance-related forms, all as one package. Assuming the changes are 

approved by ACA in October, they can be submitted to the November, 2020, meetings of SSCUB and 

SSCC. 

 The changes could then go to Senate for approval at the December or January meeting and then onto 

the Board Finance Committee, the Board Governance Committee and the Board of Governors.  

Effective Fall 2021: 

 APPD programs will be fixed-term programs along the lines of Trades and Technology programs, with a 

per-week tuition charge to be determined by Finance (as per the D5), along with mandatory KSA and 

KPU student fees. This will allow the programs to be credit-bearing and to still charge by the week, as is 

the current practice.  

 The programs will offer a fifteen-credit, Senate-approved Citation. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Aimee Begalka 

Dean, Faculty of Academic and Career Advancement 
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Agenda Item: Senate Standing Committees: Nominations  

  

Action Requested: 
Motion to Approve 
Discussion 
Information 

  

Recommended 
Resolution: THAT Senate appoint the nominees on 2020 05 Nominations. 

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report: 

On May 13, 2020, the Senate Governance and Nominating Committee 
recommend that Senate appoint the nominees on 2020 05 Nominations 

  

Context & 
Background: 

The Senate Governance and Nominating Committee, aided by the Vice-Chair 
of Senate, has the mandate to nominate members to serve on Senate 
committees.  

The nominations are recommended to Senate for review and appointment.  

The new ex officio members are for information.  

The vacancies are for information to allow committees and the KPU 
community to prepare for Fall and Spring elections and nominations.  

  

Consultations: 

 Elected senators – for nominations to serve on a minimum of two 
Senate committees per Senate Bylaw 1.10 

 Faculty Councils – for faculty member nominations 

 Provost and Vice President, Academic – for nominations of Deans and 
Associate Deans 

 Students – for nominations involving students 

 Professional support staff – for nominations involving Professional 
support staff.  

  

Attachments: 2020 05 Nominations 

Submitted by: Rita Zamluk, Administrative Assistant, University Senate 

Date submitted: May 14, 2020 

 



Committee First Name Last Name Committee Role KPU Faculty
Voting / Non-
Voting

Cttee_Senate 
Start Date

Cttee_Senate 
End Date Nominated by

Nominations
S Governance and Nominating Melissa Krahn Professional Support Staff Senator Voting 1-Sep-20 31-Aug-22 Vice-Chair of Senate
S Governance and Nominating Harjit Dhesi Dean or Associate Dean 1 Voting 16-Mar-20 31-Aug-23 Provost

SSC Academic Planning and Priorities Harjit Dhesi Dean or Associate Dean 1 Voting 16-Mar-20 31-Aug-23 Provost 
SSC Academic Planning and Priorities Tom Westgate Senator or representative Trades and Technology Voting 1-Sep-20 31-Aug-23 Vice-Chair of Senate

SSC Library Melissa Swanink Senator or representative
Academic and Career 
Advancement Voting 1-Sep-20 31-Aug-23 Vice-Chair of Senate

SSC Program Review Lori McElroy
Representative, Office of Accountability and 
Planning Voting 1-Sep-20 31-Aug-23

Executive Director, Office of Accountability and 
Planning

SSC Program Review Marti Alger Senator or representative
Educational Support and 
Development Voting 1-Sep-20 31-Aug-21 Vice-Chair of Senate

SSC Program Review Melissa Swaniuk Senator or representative
Academic and Career 
Advancement Voting 1-Sep-20 31-Aug-23 Vice-Chair of Senate

SSC Program Review Leeann Waddington Representative, Office of Teaching and Learning Voting 1-Jun-20 31-Aug-23 Vice-Provost, Teaching and Learning

SSC Teaching and Learning James McCartney Associate Vice-President, Research or designate Non-Voting 1-Jun-20 31-Aug-23 Associate Vice-President, Research

SSC Teaching and Learning Leeann Waddington Representative, Office of Teaching and Learning Voting 1-Jun-20 31-Aug-23 Vice-Provost, Teaching and Learning
SSC University Budget Tom Westgate Senator or Representative Trades and Technology Voting 1-Sep-20 31-Aug-23 Vice-Chair of Senate

SSC University Budget Candice Gartry Executive Director for Financial Services

Nominations to Senate Standing Committees
May-20

New Ex officio  members - For information only
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Agenda Item: 
Committee Mandate and Membership:  
Senate Standing Committee on Tributes 

  

Action Requested: 
Motion to Approve 
Discussion 
Information 

  

Recommended 
Resolution: 

THAT Senate approve the changes to the mandate and membership of the 
Senate Standing Committee on Tributes.  

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report: 

On May 13, 2020, the Senate Governance and Nominations Committee 
recommended that Senate approve the changes to the mandate and 
membership of the Senate Standing Committee on Tributes. 

  

Context & 
Background: 

In June 2017, Institutional Analysis and Planning, now Office of Planning and 
Accountability, conducted a survey to gauge Senate Effectiveness. President 
Alan Davis and David Burns, Vice-Chair of Senate, compiled and presented a 
list of recommendations to the Senate Governance Committee and to 
Senate in November 2017.   

One of the recommendations was that the terms of reference for each 
committee should be reviewed at the start of the governance year. 

  

Consultations: SSC Tributes Committee 

  

Attachments: 
1. SSCT –Revised Mandate and Membership clean copy   

2. SSCT – Revised Mandate and Membership- track changes 

  

Submitted by: David Burns, Vice-Chair of Senate 

Date submitted: May 14, 2020 

 

https://our.kpu.ca/sites/committees/senate/Senate%20Documents%20of%20Interest/Senate%20Effectiveness%202017%20Survey%20Report_FINAL.pdf
https://our.kpu.ca/sites/committees/senate/Senate%20Documents%20of%20Interest/Senate%20Survey%20Recommendations%20Sept%2025%202017.pdf


MANDATE AND MEMBERSHIP REVIEW 

Senate Standing Committee on Tributes 

 

 

CURRENT MANDATE 

 In line with KPU Policy and Procedure AD5, Honorary Degrees and Awards 
 Invites nominations from the KPU Community for Honorary Degrees, Distinguished 

Awards and Emeritus/Emerita Designations 
 Evaluates and recommends candidates for Honorary Degrees, Distinguished Awards and 

Emeritus/Emerita Designations  
 Develops operational procedures to be followed by the Committee for the selection and 

recommendation of candidates 
 Recommend to Senate that an award be rescinded or an Emeritus/Emerita designation 

be terminate should the individual bring KPU into disrepute 
 Review KPU Policy and Procedure AD5, Honorary Degrees and Awards per the Policy review 

schedule or as required 
 From time to time recommend to Senate modifications to criteria and qualifications for awards 

or changes to the categories of awards KPU confers 
 Make recommendations to Senate on other matters concerning forms of recognition which may 

be referred to the Committee 
 Other duties as assigned by Senate 

CURRENT MEMBERSHIP COMPOSITION 

Voting Members 

 Chancellor 

 President 

 Senator 

 Three faculty Senators 

 Provost and Vice-President, Academic, or designate 

 Vice-Provost, Teaching and Learning, or designate 

 Dean or Associate Dean 

 Associate Vice President, Research 

Ex Officio Non-Voting 

 Vice-Chair of Senate 

 University Registrar or designate 

 University Secretary 



MANDATE AND MEMBERSHIP REVIEW 

Senate Standing Committee on Tributes 

 

CURRENT MANDATE 

 In line with KPU Policy and Procedure AD5, Honorary Degrees and Awards 
 Invites nominations from the KPU Community for Honorary Degrees, Distinguished 

Awards and Emeritus/Emerita Designations 
 Evaluates and recommends candidates for Honorary Degrees, Distinguished Awards and 

Emeritus/Emerita Designations  
 Develops operational procedures to be followed by the Committee for the selection and 

recommendation of candidates 
 Recommend to Senate that an award be rescinded or an Emeritus/Emerita designation 

be terminate should the individual bring KPU into disrepute 
 Review KPU Policy and Procedure AD5, Honorary Degrees and Awards per the Policy review 

schedule or as required 
 From time to time recommend to Senate modifications to criteria and qualifications for awards 

or changes to the categories of awards KPU confers 
 Make recommendations to Senate on other matters concerning forms of recognition which may 

be referred to the Committee 
 Other duties as assigned by Senate 

CURRENT MEMBERSHIP COMPOSITION 

Voting Members 

 Chancellor 

 President 

 Senator 

 Three faculty Senators 

 Provost and Vice-President, Academic, or designate 

 Vice-Provost, Teaching and Learning, or designate 

 Dean or Associate Dean 

 Associate Vice President, Research 

Ex Officio Non-Voting 

 Vice-Chair of Senate 

 University Registrar or designate 

 University Secretary 
 

Formatted: Font: Not Italic
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Deleted: <#>Establish and publish eligibility criteria and 
procedures for nominating candidates for honorary 
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awards to Senate¶
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Agenda Item: 
Search Advisory Committee:  
Associate Dean, Faculty of Science and Horticulture 

  

Action Requested: 
Motion to Approve 
Discussion 
Information 

  

Recommended 
Resolution: 

THAT Senate appoint the following members to the Search Advisory 
Committee, Associate Dean, Faculty of Science and Horticulture: 

Student  

Michael Ke, Health Sciences 

Regular faculty members 

Kathy Dunster, Horticulture 

Jennifer Au, Chemistry 

Paul Adams, Biology 

Alyson Rozell, Mathematics 
  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report: 

In an extraordinary meeting on May 25, 2020 the Senate Governance and 
Nominating Committee recommended that Senate appoint the individuals 
named above to the Search Advisory Committee, Associate Dean, Faculty of 
Science and Horticulture.  

  

Context & 
Background: 

In accordance with policy HR20, Search Advisory, Appointment and 
Re-appointment of Senior Academic Administrator Positions, and its 
associated procedures, Senate is required to appoint faculty members and a 
student to Search Advisory Committees (SAC). 

In the case of the Associate Dean position, the composition of the SAC 
indicates the following: 

1. regular faculty members, two of whom are appointed by the Kwantlen 
Faculty Association and others appointed by the Senate to ensure 
representation by the Faculty of the Associate Dean up to a maximum of 
eight faculty 

2. ii. one student majoring in a program offered by the Faculty, appointed 
by the Senate 

From Section A., subsection 1.c) and d) of the HR20 Procedures: 

http://www.kpu.ca/sites/default/files/Policies/HR20%20Search%20Advisory%2C%20Appointment%20and%20Re-Appointment%20of%20Senior%20Academic%20Administrator%20Positions%20Procedure.pdf
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1 c)   For all the SACs referred to in this policy, faculty appointed by 
Senate will be based on recommendations from the Senate Governance and 
Nominating Committee in consultation with the Faculty Council to ensure 
appropriate representation, taking into account Faculty representatives 
appointed by the Kwantlen Faculty Association.   

Other appointments are made according to the Appendix. 

  d) The membership of the SAC, once established, will be made public 
to the university community by the SAC Chair. 

  

Key Messages: 

The KFA representatives are:  

1. Betty Cunnin, Horticulture 

2. Mike Bomford, Sustainable Agriculture 

  

Consultations: Faculty of Science and Horticulture Faculty Council 

  

Attachments: 

1. Memo - Associate Dean, Science and Horticulture 

2. AD Science Hort – Search Schedule  

3. HR20, Search Advisory, Appointment and Re-Appointment of Senior 
Academic Administrative Positions Policy 

4. HR20, Search Advisory, Appointment and Re-Appointment of Senior 
Academic Administrative Positions Procedures 

  

Submitted by: Rita Zamluk, Administrative Assistant to University Senate 

Date submitted: May 25, 2020 

 

http://www.kpu.ca/sites/default/files/Policies/HR20%20Search%20Advisory%2C%20Appointment%20and%20Re-Appointment%20of%20Senior%20Academic%20Administrator%20Positions%20Policy.pdf
http://www.kpu.ca/sites/default/files/Policies/HR20%20Search%20Advisory%2C%20Appointment%20and%20Re-Appointment%20of%20Senior%20Academic%20Administrator%20Positions%20Policy.pdf
http://www.kpu.ca/sites/default/files/Policies/HR20%20Search%20Advisory%2C%20Appointment%20and%20Re-Appointment%20of%20Senior%20Academic%20Administrator%20Positions%20Procedure.pdf
http://www.kpu.ca/sites/default/files/Policies/HR20%20Search%20Advisory%2C%20Appointment%20and%20Re-Appointment%20of%20Senior%20Academic%20Administrator%20Positions%20Procedure.pdf


 

 
 
 
 
 

SURREY CAMPUS 
 

12666 – 72ND Ave. 
Surrey, BC Canada V3W 2M8 

 

MEMORANDUM 
 

  
TO:  Senate 
  Dr. Sandy Vanderburgh, Provost & VP Academic 
  Bob Davis, President, Kwantlen Faculty Association 
  Waheed Taiwo, Interim Bargaining Chair 
  David Piraquive, President, Kwantlen Student Association 
 
CC:  Dervla Hagen, Executive Assistant, Office of Provost, Provost & VP Academic 
  Rita Zamluk, Administrative Assistant, Senate 
  Kyla Rand, Coordinator of Administrative Services, Kwantlen Faculty Association  
  Navneet Sidhu, Human Resources Business Partner   

 
FROM:  CHAIR - Dr. Elizabeth Worobec, Dean, Faculty of Science & Horticulture 
 
DATE:  May 5, 2020 
 
SUBJECT:  Appointment – Associate Dean, Faculty of Science & Horticulture 
 

 

 

KPU will commence a search for the position of Associate Dean, Faculty of Science & Horticulture in order to make a 
recommendation to the President as per Policy HR20. 

 

As per Policy HR20 and related procedures for Composition of Search Advisory Committees, I am requesting that members 
of the Search Advisory Committee be appointed as soon as possible, as follows: 

 
i. regular faculty members, two of whom are appointed by the Kwantlen Faculty Association and others appointed by 

the Senate to ensure representation by the Faculty of the Associate Dean up to a maximum of eight faculty 
ii. one student majoring in a program offered by the Faculty, appointed by the Senate 

iii. one student majoring in a program offered by the Faculty, appointed by the Kwantlen Student Association 
iv. one regular BCGEU staff member from the Faculty, appointed by the BCGEU 
v. one excluded staff member from the Faculty, appointed by the Chair 

vi. one Dean or Associate Dean from another Faculty appointed by the Provost 
 
Please notify me, as Chair of the Search Advisory Committee, once the above appointments have been made by you or 
your representative group. 
 
Sincerely,  
 
 
Dr. Elizabeth Worobec 
Dean, Faculty of Science & Horticulture 

 



 

 
 

Associate Dean, Faculty of Science & Horticulture  

Search Committee Meetings 

Proposed Timeline/Schedule 

 

 

 

1. Orientation Meeting   Tuesday June 9, 2020         
      2:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. 

    
 

2. Long List Review   Friday July 17, 2020        
      1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. 
    
 

3. Short List Review   Tuesday July 28, 2020  
   3:00 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. 

 
 

4. Interviews   Tuesday August 11, 2020  
   9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. 
 
   Wednesday August 12, 2020 
   9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. 

 
 

5. Second Round Interviews (if necessary)  Wednesday August 19, 2020 
   12:30 p.m. – 4:00 p.m. 

 
 

6. Recommendation Meeting   Monday August 24, 2020 
   1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. 
 
 
     
 
 
 
 
 
 



Proposed Meeting Dates 2 
 

 
 

www.odgersberndtson.ca 
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Agenda Item: Senate Budget Development Process  

  

Action Requested: 
Motion to Approve 
Discussion 
Information 

  

Recommended 
Resolution 

NA 

  

Context & 
Background: 

University Act, Section 62 (2): The president must prepare and submit to the 
board an annual budget in consultation with the appropriate standing 
committee of the senate. 

SSC Academic Planning and Priorities Mandate: Advise the Senate Standing 
Committee on the University Budget on the academic priorities for the 
allocation of funds. 

SSC University Budget Mandate: On behalf of Senate, and in consultation 
with the Senate Standing Committee on Academic Planning and Priorities, 
advise the President and Vice-Presidents on the review and development of 
academic budgetary priorities, major capital plans, and the allocation of 
funds.  

  

Key Messages:  

1. The current Senate Budget Development Process key dates will need to 
be revised to reflect ongoing change to the budget process as a result of 
the changing public health context. 

2. The dates are now being revised to include the meetings between KPU 
Executive and KPU Finance prior to the Joint Committee meetings in 
September, October and January.  

  

Submitted by: Rita Zamluk, Administrative Assistant, University Senate 

Date submitted: May 19, 2020 
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Chair’s Report to Senate 

SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE ON THE LIBRARY 

5 February 2020  

At the live-human February meeting of the Senate Standing Committee on the Library (SSCL), the 
University Librarian, Todd Mundle submitted his regular report and the committee discussed the recent 
acquisitions to the Library’s resources and services: a large-format printer, photo scanner for archives, 
additional staff computer monitors, electrical outlets for atrium tables in Surrey, height-adjustable 
computer desks and student carrels to support accessibility, a new outside book bin at Surrey, as well as 
new collections such as perpetual access to Sage Journals and the Association of Canadian University 
Presses catalogue, and access to Sage Research Methods. The University Librarian also informed the 
committee that the Canadian Literature Classification schema developed by Simon Fraser University is 
no longer being updated and maintained so KPU Library will revert to the Library of Congress 
classification model.  

SSCL also reviewed a “Draft, Draft, Draft…(x18)” version of the KPU Library Strategic Plan. Part of the 
mandate of SSCL is “Overseeing strategic planning objectives” relating to the operation of the Library, 
and thusly SSCL members encouraged the development of a specific KPU Library Strategic Plan in 
alignment with Vision 2023 and Academic Plan 2023. Subsequently, in Fall 2019, a working group was 
formed to develop the strategic plan. A considerable amount of work has already gone into the draft 
strategic plan as a result of the participation of the following members:  

Jen Adams, Acquisitions and Collections Assessment Librarian 

Celia Brinkerhoff, Science and Horticulture Liaison Librarian and Library Chair 

Chris Burns, Data Services & Criminology Liaison Librarian 

Rachel Chong, Indigenous Engagement and Anthropology Liaison Librarian 

Ann McBurnie, Manager, Library Resources 

Todd Mundle, University Librarian (Chair) 

Tammy Paton, Langley Library Supervisor 

Shannon Rego (Recorder), Administrative Assistant 

Geraldine Wesley, Audiovisual Technician 
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6 May 2020 

At the digital May meeting, Chair, Chris Traynor, thanked SSCL members past and present for their 
contributions to the committee and University governance over his last six years serving on SSCL, the 
last four years serving as Chair.  

University Librarian, Todd Mundle, submitted his regular report and answered questions of the 
committee.  He highlighted that KPU is one of very few post-secondary libraries in Canada that has 
stayed open to some degree during the pandemic. KPU’s Security team provides regular reports about 
attendance at the libraries and has reported approximately 40 students per day using the spaces. 
Physical distancing onsite is assisted by Security to ensure 6 foot/2m separation between users. He 
thanked the Library staff for their resiliency in making changes as required, especially around laptop 
lending. He noted that the Library provides inventory control for other departments as they lend out 
items and the Library has been working with Teaching & Learning and faculty members on protocols 
around providing equipment to students. He thanked Ruth Mullane and Debbie Smith in particular for 
their work during this period. He also noted that staff are exploring how to maintain the Library’s 
functioning into the summer and fall semesters, thinking through how to loan parts of the collection, 
and the possibility of using Plexiglas separators to protect staff and users. 

In addition, SSCL reviewed a further developed version of the KPU Library Strategic Plan and offered 
feedback and specific suggestions. The working group was commended for their effort in creating a 
strong document that is both aspirational and specific. 

Senate Vice-Chair, David Burns, conducted the election of the committee Chair. No nominations were 
put forth. David Burns will Chair the first meeting of this committee in September and fulfill that role 
until a new Chair is elected.  

Lastly, SSCL shared suggestions for staying mentally healthy during COVID-19.  
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Agenda Item: 
ST1 Attendance and Performance in Individualized Continuous Intake 
Programs 

  

Action Requested: 
Motion to Approve 
Discussion 
Information 

  

Recommended 
Resolution: 

THAT Senate approve the elimination of ST1 Attendance and Performance 
in Individualized Continuous Intake Programs.  

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report: 

Om May 6, 2020, the Senate Standing Committee on Policy recommended 
that Senate approve the elimination of ST1 Attendance and Performance in 
Individualized Continuous Intake Programs.   

  

Context & 
Background: 

ST11 Attendance and Participation in Courses  Procedures covers continuous 
intake programs, making ST1 Attendance and Performance in Individualized 
Continuous Intake Program redundant. ST1, additionally, includes several 
out of date provisions. ST1 is therefore proposed for elimination. Instructors 
likely to teach continuous intake have been consulted, and they do not find 
the provisions of Policy ST1 useful. The policy also applies merely to one 
program in one department of the university and so it is not really a KPU 
policy but rather a departmental practice.  

Before Policy ST1 was brought forward for elimination, efforts were made to 
determine if the policy could be implemented more effectively rather than 
eliminated. However, the policy contained provisions that could not be 
implemented due to their conflict with other KPU policies and procedures.  
As noted above, Policy ST11 will adequately address any attendance or 
participation concerns that previously would have fallen under Policy ST1. 

  

Key Messages: 1. As per Policy Protocol GV2, the 2-week public posting period on the KPU 
Policy Blog for Policy ST1 (Attendance and Performance in Individualized 
Continuous Intake Program) was completed as of March 5, 2020. The 
Senate Standing Committee on Policy reviewed the Policy and the 
request for elimination on March 4, 2020. No comments were received 
on the Policy Blog during the 2-week public posting period. 

https://www.kpu.ca/sites/default/files/Policies/ST11%20Attendance%20and%20Participation%20in%20Courses%20Policy.pdf
https://www.kpu.ca/sites/default/files/Policies/ST11%20Attendance%20and%20Participation%20in%20Courses%20Procedure.pdf
https://www.kpu.ca/sites/default/files/Policies/ST1%20Attendance%20and%20Performance%20in%20Individualized%20Continuous%20Intake%20Programs%20Policy.pdf
https://www.kpu.ca/sites/default/files/Policies/ST1%20Attendance%20and%20Performance%20in%20Individualized%20Continuous%20Intake%20Programs%20Policy.pdf
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2. The proposed elimination for Policy ST1 has been approved by the 
Provost (Policy Sponsor) to proceed to the final policy elimination 
process.  

3. Policy ST1 is under the approving jurisdiction of Senate. 

  

Implications / Risks: If Policy ST1 is not eliminated, KPU will continue to have a university policy 
that is not applicable as the university no longer offers CI programs except as 
described above. KPU will continue to have a university policy that is 
unnecessary due to the recent revision of Policy ST11, Attendance and 
Participate in Courses. KPU will continue to have a policy that does not apply 
to the university as a whole but only to a very small group of students in one 
department. 

  

Consultations: The following stakeholder groups have been consulted on the proposed 
elimination of Policy ST1: 

 ACP Department 

 Instructors who teach Continuous Intake (CI) programs at Phoenix 
Centre 

  

Attachments: 1. Policy ST1 Attendance and Performance in Individualized Continuous 
Intake Programs (link) 

2. Policy Timeline ST1 Attendance and Performance in Individualized 
Continuous Intake Programs (PDF) 

  

Submitted by: David Burns, Chair, Senate Standing Committee on Policy  

Date submitted: May 7, 2020 

 

https://www.kpu.ca/sites/default/files/Policies/ST1%20Attendance%20and%20Performance%20in%20Individualized%20Continuous%20Intake%20Programs%20Policy.pdf
https://www.kpu.ca/sites/default/files/Policies/ST1%20Attendance%20and%20Performance%20in%20Individualized%20Continuous%20Intake%20Programs%20Policy.pdf
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Agenda Item: AC6 Recognition of Prior Learning Policy and Procedure 

  

Action Requested: 
Motion to Approve 
Discussion 
Information 

  

Recommended 
Resolution: 

THAT Senate approve AC6 Recognition of Prior Learning Policy and 
Procedure effective September 1, 2020. 

  

Senate Standing 
Committee Report: 

On May 6, 2020 the Senate Standing Committee on Policy recommended 
that Senate approve AC6 Recognition of Prior Learning Policy and Procedure.  

  

Context & 
Background: 

Current Policy AC6 Credit for Prior Learning is outdated and has not been 
updated since December 2004. Upon the completion of a thorough policy 
review, it is being proposed for a comprehensive policy revision along with 
the following: 

 proposed name change to Policy AC6 Recognition of Prior Learning 
(RPL) 

 amalgamation with current Policy and Procedure AR12 Transfer Credit 
and Advanced Standing / Procedures 

The purpose of the policy revision and the amalgamation with AR12 is to 
provide clear distinction on the definitions, academic standards, assessment 
methods, and grading and recognition between transfer credit and Prior 
Learning Assessment and Recognition (PLAR).  

As a result of the blog comments and the various consultations during the 6-
week public commenting period that ended on March 18 (including SSC 
Policy on March 4, and SSCAPP on March 6), a number of revisions have 
been made to the draft Procedure.   

The details to the revisions are included in the AC6 Blog Response document, 
which has been posted on AC6’s comment section on the KPU Policy Blog. 
For ease of reference, the AC6 Blog Response document is also attached in 
this submission.  

  

Key Message 1. Draft Policy and Procedure AC6 have received approval from the Provost 
(Policy Sponsor) to proceed to the final policy approval process by 
Senate.  

https://www.kpu.ca/sites/default/files/Policies/AC6%20Credit%20for%20Prior%20Learning%20Policy.pdf
https://www.kpu.ca/sites/default/files/Policies/AR12%20Transfer%20Credit%20and%20Advanced%20Standing%20Policy.pdf
https://www.kpu.ca/sites/default/files/Policies/AR12%20Transfer%20Credit%20and%20Advanced%20Standing%20Policy.pdf
https://www.kpu.ca/sites/default/files/Policies/AR12%20Transfer%20Credit%20and%20Advanced%20Standing%20Procedure.pdf
https://blogs.kpu.ca/policies/?p=711#comments
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2. The details to the revisions are included in the AC6 Blog Response 
document, which has also been posted on AC6’s comment section on 
the KPU Policy Blog.  

3. Once approved by Senate, new Policy AC6 Recognition of Prior Learning 
will take effect on September 1, 2020. Policy AR12 will also be subsumed 
by the new Policy AC6 on September 1, 2020.  

  

Implications / Risks: KPU risks losing out on a greater number of potential mature and mid-career 
learners if we do not update our practices related to the recognition of prior 
learning in a meaningful way that better aligns with Vision 2023 and 
Academic Plan 2023. 

  

Consultations: The following stakeholder groups have been consulted during the policy 
development process: 

 President 

 Provost and Vice President Academic 

 Polytechnic University Executive 

 Recognition of Prior Learning Working Group 
 Diane Purvey, Dean, Faculty of Arts 
 Zena Mitchell, University Registrar 
 Andhra Goundrey, Pro Tem Dean, Wilson School of Design 
 Nadia Henwood, Associate Registrar, Admissions and Enrolment 

Services 
 Christina Heinrick, faculty, CADD 
 Naomi Ben-Yehuda, Degree Advisor, Faculty of Arts 
 Josephine Chan, Special Assistant to the Provost on Policy and 

Academic Affairs 

 Associate Vice Provost, Open Education 

 Teaching and Learning Commons 

 Director, Financial Operations  
  

Attachments: 1. AC6 Recognition of Prior Learning package 

1.1. Draft Policy AC6 Recognition of Prior Learning  

1.2. Draft Procedure AC6 Recognition of Prior Learning  

1.3. AC6 Blog Response 

2. AC6 Policy Development and Approval Timeline 

  

Submitted by: David Burns, Chair, Senate Standing Committee on Policy 

Date submitted: May 7, 2020 

 

https://blogs.kpu.ca/policies/?p=711#comments
https://blogs.kpu.ca/policies/?p=711#comments
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 Policy History 

 Policy No.  

AC6 

 Approving Jurisdiction: 

Senate 

 Administrative Responsibility: 

Provost and Vice President Academic 

 Effective Date: 

 

 

Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) 

Policy  
 

 

A. CONTEXT AND PURPOSE 
 
Kwantlen Polytechnic University (KPU) is a special purpose, teaching university under the University 
Act. The University Act states that the senate of a special purpose, teaching university has the power 
and duty to “set policies on curriculum evaluation for determining whether courses or programs, or 
course credit, from another university or body are equivalent to courses or programs, or course credit, 
at the special purpose, teaching university” (35.2 (5) (k) (i)). 
 
KPU recognizes that students attain significant learning at a post‐ secondary level from formal academic 
learning, as well as work, training and other experiences outside the formal post‐secondary education 
system. Those who have gained such learning may be assessed and receive credit for that learning to 
pursue further education within KPU through the Recognition of Prior Learning process (RPL).  
 
RPL at KPU includes two evaluation processes: transfer credit and prior learning assessment and 
recognition (PLAR). KPU will continue to enter into formal articulation agreements with recognized post-
secondary institutions to facilitate credit transfer for courses of similar content, learning outcomes and 
evaluation standards. The assessment of equivalency will rely on the judgment of faculty as subject 
matter experts. KPU uses PLAR to assess for knowledge and skills acquired through previous informal 
and non-formal learning, work and life experiences, and formal learning that is ineligible for transfer 
credit when determining equivalency for KPU credit.  
 

B. SCOPE AND LIMITS 
 
This policy applies to applicants and/or students of KPU’s Senate approved programs. This policy does 
not apply to students enrolling in courses or programs outside the jurisdiction of Senate. 
 

C. STATEMENT OF POLICY PRINCIPLES 
1. In support of student success, KPU is committed to providing access to lifelong, meaningful 

education through the recognition of prior learning (RPL).  

2. KPU recognizes that learners bring life and work experiences deserving of formal recognition. 
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3. KPU recognizes the mobility of learners and is committed to supporting the accessibility and 
portability of credits through the RPL process. 

4. RPL eliminates duplication of learning, in turn reducing financial barriers for students and time 
to completion of studies. 

5. Awarding of credit is consistent with identified learning outcomes, relative to a particular course 
or program.  

6. KPU is committed to fair, consistent and transparent assessment methods in providing RPL.  

7. In all RPL arrangements the academic integrity of KPU’s courses and programs must be 
protected and preserved.   

 

D. DEFINITIONS   
Refer to Section A in the related Procedures for definitions which will enhance the reader’s 
interpretation of this Policy. 
 

E. RELATED POLICIES & LEGISLATION 
AR2 Admission 
AR16 Requirements for Graduation  
 

F. RELATED PROCEDURES 
AC6 Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) Procedure 
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 Policy History 

 Policy No.  

AC6 

 Approving Jurisdiction: 

Senate 

 Administrative Responsibility: 

Provost and Vice President Academic 

 Effective Date: 

 

 

Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) 

Procedures  
 

 

A. DEFINITIONS 
 
1. Academic Advisor: University staff that are available to guide students in selecting and planning 

effective programs of study for credential completion, career training and university transfer 
through individual appointments, as well as to provide referrals to other members of the university 
community. 
 

2. Academic Levels: KPU offers four levels of academic programming: preparatory, vocational, 
undergraduate, and graduate. Undergraduate coursework recognizes upper and lower level courses 
as follows: 

a. Lower Level: undergraduate coursework numbered 1100 to 2999.    
b. Upper Level: undergraduate coursework numbered 3000 to 4999. 

3. Advanced Standing: The status given to a student who is granted the authority to commence a 
program with credit granted for certain components of the program in recognition of previously 
completed studies or prior learning.  

4. Articulation: According to the BC Council on Admission and Transfer (BCCAT), articulation in the 
context of course transfer allows multiple sectors or branches of post‐secondary education, each 
with its own distinctive characteristics, to function as a system. Through the process of articulation, 
institutions assess courses offered at other institutions to determine whether to grant course credit 
toward their own programs or credentials. Articulation is therefore the process, while transfer credit 
is the end result.    

5. Block Transfer: A transfer agreement in which a predetermined number of transfer credits is 
granted to transferring students who have successfully completed a certificate, diploma, or a group 
of courses at another institution. Generally, block transfer is used to award credit for courses that, 
as a group, are recognized as having an academic wholeness or integrity and that collectively satisfy 
part of the requirements for another credential.  

6. Direct (Assigned) Credit: Where credit is awarded for a specific course. Direct credit may be used 
towards meeting prerequisite(s) or specific degree completion requirements.  

7. Methods of Learning: 

a. Formal learning: Learning that is usually developed and facilitated by professional educators 
traditionally offered within educational institutions.  
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b. Informal learning: Learning that takes place through work and life experiences. Learning 
activities are not structured or officially evaluated. 

c. Non-formal learning: Learning usually offered by a sector, professional group or a company 
to deal with specific training needs. Formal assessment may or may not be included. 

8. Prior Learning Assessment and Recognition (PLAR): is a systematic credit granting process used to 
evaluate and recognize prior learning. The process involves the identification, documentation, 
assessment, verification, and recognition of relevant knowledge and skills acquired through previous 
informal and non-formal learning, work, and life experiences, and formal learning that is ineligible 
for transfer credit when determining equivalency for KPU credit. The relevant learning is assessed 
and evaluated relative to the learning outcomes of a particular course or program.  

9. PLAR Assessor: A PLAR assessor is a faculty member who is a subject matter expert in the field who 
will conduct the assessment.   

10. PLAR Department Consultant: A PLAR department consultant is a faculty member who will conduct 
a pre-assessment to determine if the request will be evaluated by a PLAR assessor.  

11. Recognized Institutions / Organizations: the following are considered recognized for the purposes 
of evaluating and awarding transfer credit and PLAR at KPU: 

a. Member institutions of the BC Council on Admission and Transfer (BCCAT)  
b. Canadian public post‐secondary institutions  
c. Member institutions of Universities Canada 
d. International institutions considered accredited or recognized in their country, as 

determined by the Office of the Registrar through accreditation reference materials or the 
Ministries of Education in that country  

e. College Board (Advanced Placement program) 
f. The International Baccalaureate (International Baccalaureate programs)    

 
Any institution or organization that does not meet the above criteria may have formal recognition 
requested through the Senate Standing Committee on Academic Planning and Priorities (SSCAPP). 

The Office of the Registrar will determine whether an institution is recognized based on whether 
one or more of the above criteria have been met. All other institutions are considered unrecognized. 
This would include, but is not limited to:  

a. Private institutions that do not meet any of the criteria above  
b. Any educational institution or other organization that is not a post‐secondary institution 

(e.g., secondary schools, professional organizations). 
 
12. Transfer Credit: The granting of credit within the same academic level for similar or equivalent 

coursework undertaken at another recognized institution.    

13. Unassigned (Unspecified) Credit: Credit granted when no direct equivalent is offered at KPU. 
Unassigned credit is discipline specific, where a corresponding discipline at KPU exists. Where a 
corresponding discipline does not exist, Faculty‐level credit may be granted. Unassigned credit is 
granted at the appropriate year level and may be used towards meeting elective requirements.  
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B. PROCEDURES 
 
1. Academic Standards  

 
a. Articulation  

i. Articulation agreements will be established at the same academic level in which the 
coursework is offered.  

ii. Articulation decisions made by the adjudicating body upon review of detailed course 
outlines are normally considered final. Requests for an additional review will only be 
considered if the student submits additional relevant information along with a written 
request and rationale for a second review.  

iii. Articulation requests may be initiated by recognized institutions.  

iv. Articulation decisions are typically precedent‐setting and will be recorded in KPU’s transfer 
database. 

v. Articulation agreements remain active for a maximum of ten years for post‐secondary credit 
courses from recognized institutions.  

b. Transfer Credit 
i. Transfer credit will be recognized based on the discipline in which it was completed.   

ii. Credit awarded will be at the same academic level it was completed. 

iii. Coursework completed at an unrecognized institution will not be assessed for transfer 
credit.  

iv. Transfer credit may be in the form of direct (assigned) course credit, discipline credit, or 
unassigned credit. It may be awarded at any academic level in which credit courses and 
programs are offered at KPU.  

v. Transfer credit decisions are recognized by KPU regardless of a student’s program, but the 
application of transfer credit for any particular program or credential is determined by the 
department responsible for the program.  

vi. Transfer credit will usually be limited to courses completed at a recognized institution within 
10 years from the term of admission.  This timeline may be shorter for programs with 
external professional requirements. Coursework completed outside the stated timeframe 
may be eligible for credit through the relevant discipline.  

vii. Students are responsible for working with an academic advisor to determine if and how 
transferred courses apply toward satisfying graduation requirements.  

c. PLAR 
i. Awarding PLAR credit is at the discretion of the program or department.   

ii. Assessment method(s) must be appropriate for the subject or skill area, targeted to the 
learning outcomes, competencies, skills, or outcomes of the course, and reflective of the 
level of achievement expected of any student. 

iii. PLAR credit is awarded for learning that is directly applicable to the student’s declared 
program of study. Should a student change programs, all or some of the PLAR credit 
previously awarded may no longer apply to the new area of study. Conversely, the student 
may be able to apply for additional PLAR credit that was not appropriate under the previous 
program of study. 
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iv. Credit will be awarded for learning equivalent to the standards required by the program(s) 
in which the credit is sought. 

v. A student may not obtain PLAR credit for any course in which the student was registered at 
KPU within the previous eight (8) months. 
 

2. Eligibility  
a. Applicants and/or students who have completed academic courses at a recognized institution 

may request a transfer credit assessment.  

b. Individuals applying for PLAR must first be formally admitted to KPU. Applicants, and current 
students considering PLAR are encouraged to explore possibilities with an academic advisor. 

 
3. Required Documents  

a. All requests for transfer credit require the submission of official documentation. Exceptions may 
be made when it is not possible for a transcript to be sent directly to KPU, provided the Office of 
the Registrar can reasonably determine the document’s authenticity. 

b. A transcript is considered to be official only when it is sent directly to KPU from the originating 
institution or issuing body. Hard copies must be received in the original sealed envelope signed 
by the institution or bearing an official stamp or seal or they will be deemed unofficial.  

c. Documents submitted to KPU become the property of Kwantlen Polytechnic University and are 
normally not returned to the student. In cases where documents are irreplaceable, the 
documents will be returned to the student provided the student requests return of the 
documents upon submission. Electronic images of documents will be retained by KPU.  

d. In cases where a more detailed assessment is required by either the applicant or a program 
area, the applicant will be asked to provide detailed course outlines or program information as 
necessary.  

e. If the issuing institution is not able to provide an official document in English or French, KPU may 
request the student to arrange to have the document translated by a BC certified translator. In 
this instance the documents should be sent directly from the issuing institution and KPU will 
provide the student with a copy for translation.   

f. It is the student’s responsibility to provide a course outline / syllabus as needed to evaluate 
courses for transfer. For documents that are not in English or French, a translation by a certified 
translator is required.    

 
4. Authority and Responsibility 

a. The decision‐making authority is the same whether a request is student‐initiated or initiated by 
an institution through the BC transfer system.  

b. The Office of the Registrar has the responsibility to maintain a record of precedent‐setting 
decisions.    

c. The Office of the Registrar has the authority and responsibility to equate the students’ grades to 
KPU’s grading system, and to record all transfer credit decisions and appropriate grades in each 
student’s permanent student record. 
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5. Assessment  
In order to maximize a student’s ability to satisfy program requirements and/or course pre‐
requisites, when assessing for transfer credit or PLAR direct credit will be granted whenever possible 
rather than unassigned credit.    
 
a. Transfer Credit 

i. Review of a course outline for articulation shall be based on equivalency of knowledge and 
skills or learning outcomes and it is expected that a course be comparable in breadth and 
depth in its essential features. Not all elements of the curriculum need be identical and 
departments shall employ the widest possible latitude in recommending transfer approval 
while respecting the academic integrity of KPU courses and programs.  

ii. A rationale must be provided when decisions are not precedent‐setting, or when transfer 
credit is denied.    

iii. In support of a student’s admission, registration and program planning, KPU endeavours to 
ensure timely evaluation of transfer credit within the following timelines:  

1) Up to six weeks to assess credit and provide a response to students.  

2) An additional six weeks (maximum) for the departments to review course outlines and 
notify the Office of the Registrar of the decision, as required.  

iv. Applicants may request a transfer credit evaluation as part of their Application for 
Admission to KPU, and have the option of making a subsequent request up until completion 
of 30 credits at KPU after which time transfer credit for coursework completed prior to 
admission will not be evaluated.   

v. KPU students may request transfer credit beyond completion of 30 credits at KPU for 
coursework completed after the commencement of studies at KPU with a Letter of 
Permission.  

vi. All transfer credit assessments must be complete before a student applies to graduate.    

 
b. PLAR 

i. PLAR will be assessed by qualified faculty with expertise in the relevant curriculum area.  

ii. Credit will be based on the PLAR assessor’s evaluation and will be awarded for 
demonstrated learning, which includes knowledge, skills and abilities; credit will not be 
awarded for experience alone.  

iii. Assessments for units of credit intended to satisfy program requirements are based on 
program-level learning outcomes. 

iv. In the event an assessment is unsuccessful, reasons must be provided.  

v. KPU recognizes the following methods of assessment for PLAR: 

1) Examinations 

a) Challenge exams 

A test or exam (written or oral) that is designed to validate the knowledge of the 

candidate as it relates to course requirements. A challenge exam may be the same 

test or exam given to students who formally attend the course. It is limited to 

questions that are directly related to the learning objectives/outcomes of the 

course. 
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b) Standardized tests 

Similar to a Challenge Exam. However, this test or exam is usually developed by 

someone other than the PLAR assessor. It is focused around widely recognized 

standards (as set by a department or professional/sectoral organization) that are 

equivalent to the course objectives. 

 

2) Competency Based Assessments  

a) Products/Portfolios 

Documents or objects that have been produced by the candidate and demonstrate 

tangible proof of accomplishment. These may include, but are not limited to, 

reports, videos, illustrations, prototype models, or an artist's portfolio. Students 

may be asked to demonstrate abilities or answer questions about the portfolio by 

the PLAR assessor. 

b) Demonstration  

Simulation or actual presentation of candidate's abilities, which may be live, 

recorded, or videotaped. The demonstration may include, but is not limited to, such 

activities as presenting a speech, role‐playing a situation, creating a document on 

computer, giving a musical performance, performing a lab experiment, interviewing 

a client, operating equipment, or completing a procedure. 

c) Interview 

The PLAR interview is focused around course objectives and may include techniques 

such as open‐ended questions, case studies, and prepared analyses. The interview is 

used to clarify areas of learning, and may be used in parallel with other methods, as 

a sole method of assessment, and/or as a means to ensure authenticity of products. 

d) Worksite assessment  

The candidate is observed performing tasks as a part of normal work routine, or as 

specifically assigned, in the place of work. Assessment is normally made by faculty 

assigned to a candidate, but may also be made by a work supervisor or field expert. 

If performed by an external assessor, it may be followed up by a self‐assessment 

and/or interview with a PLAR assessor.  

e) Industry-Based Evaluation  

Credit may be awarded through recognition of pre-assessed training based on 

established agreements with select employers, training organizations, Continuing 

Studies programs, recognized Credit Banks, or Red Seal certifications.  

f) External Evaluation  

Assessment provided by an expert other than Kwantlen faculty. Assessment method 

may include, but is not limited to, performance evaluation, letter of validation, or 

worksite assessment, and may require follow‐up by faculty.  

g) Self-assessment 

Assessment performed by the candidate, usually with the aid of an established form 

or questionnaire. Normally requires a parallel assessment by a field expert and/or 

PLAR assessor. 
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6. Granting Transfer Credit 

 

a. For individual post-secondary courses: 

i. Credit for individual courses is given in most situations where equivalencies to KPU courses 
have been established.    

ii. When courses have been articulated for precedent‐setting transfer to KPU, Office of the 
Registrar staff will grant transfer credit according to the articulation agreements retained in 
the KPU transfer database and/or the BC Transfer Guide. When precedent‐setting transfer 
has not been established, the following guidelines will be used:  

1) When there are no current articulation agreements for a credit course taken at a 
recognized institution, and the discipline is offered at KPU, students are expected to 
provide detailed course outlines for departmental review. A faculty member 
designated by the discipline will determine if the course transfers for direct 
(assigned) credit.   

2) When a student is unable to provide detailed course information, Office of the 
Registrar staff may grant unassigned discipline/Faculty credit at the lower level for 
undergraduate‐level courses from a recognized institution.    

3) The Dean responsible for the most closely related discipline may approve assigned 
or unassigned upper‐level credit. When KPU offers the discipline, it is the 
responsibility of the faculty member designated by that discipline to decide what 
upper level credit, if any, will be granted. 

iii. When a course from another recognized institution is deemed equivalent to a KPU course, 
credit normally will be assigned as follows:  

1) Courses completed at recognized institutions will normally be given transfer credit 
for credits comparable, but not necessarily identical in number to the number of 
credits given at the originating institution. For example, a two‐semester course or 
two one‐semester courses would normally receive the equivalent of two semesters 
of credit (i.e., at least 6 credits) at KPU.   

2) Courses with equivalent learning outcomes will normally be given the same number 
of credits as the KPU course.  

3) If a student is awarded transfer credit for a course AND takes the same course at 
KPU, both courses will become part of the student’s academic record. Only the 
higher grade will be recognized for credit and in the calculation of the student’s 
GPA.  

iv. Special Types of Courses:   

1) Clinicals, practica, field study courses, internships, and cooperative education 
courses will be awarded transfer credit according to any existing articulation 
agreements. When no agreements exist, no transfer credit is assigned; however, the 
appropriate designate for the discipline may articulate courses from recognized 
institutions that are comparable to KPU courses as per the guidelines above. Such 
decisions are considered precedent‐setting and will be recorded in KPU’s transfer 
database.  
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b. For block transfer: 

i. Applicants with a post‐secondary undergraduate credential or a vocational certificate or 
diploma from a recognized institution may be considered for block credit in situations where 
a formal partnership agreement exists, or in exceptional circumstances where course credit 
cannot readily be established.   

ii. The following guidelines are used to establish block credit: 

1) The amount of block credit assigned will depend upon the length of the program for 
which the credential was awarded. For each period of study equivalent to two 
semesters of full‐time study at KPU, programs may receive a block of up to 30 credits. 
The total number of credits assigned will not exceed the number of credits (equated to 
the KPU credit system) granted at the originating institution.  

2) A student granted block credit will be assigned direct and/or unassigned credit for 
individual courses within the block as determined by the Office of the Registrar.  

3) Undergraduate, lower‐level credit is given for programs KPU classifies as undergraduate 
programs (except when upper‐level credit is approved by the appropriate designate for 
the discipline); vocational or preparatory‐level credit is given for programs that are non‐ 
academic.    

 

c. For Advanced Placement and International Baccalaureate:  

i. Secondary school graduates admitted to KPU who have completed Advanced Placement 
subjects will receive advanced standing in accordance with the table of course 
equivalencies established in consultation with faculty and published by the Office of the 
Registrar.    

ii. Secondary school graduates admitted to KPU who have completed International 
Baccalaureate subjects will receive advanced standing in accordance with the table of 
course equivalencies established in consultation with faculty and published by the Office of 
the Registrar.    
 

d. For recognition of PLAR previously awarded at a recognized institution: 

i. KPU may accept credit earned through PLAR from all recognized Canadian post-secondary 

institutions. Such credit will be recognized and awarded as PLAR and may be in the form of 

direct (assigned) course credit, discipline credit, or unassigned credit. It may be awarded at 

any academic level in which credit courses and programs are offered at KPU. 

 

7. Support and Training  

a. PLAR training and support will be provided to all employees involved in the PLAR process as part 
of a quality PLAR system. 

b. Transfer Credit training and support will be provided to all employees involved in the transfer 
credit process.  

 
8. Grading and Recognition 

 
a. Transfer Credit 

i. All transferable courses and corresponding grades, equated to the KPU grading system, are 
recorded on the student’s academic record and form the transfer GPA, 
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ii. The official KPU transcript will indicate the transferred courses, the grade, and the number 
of credits for which transfer credit is granted.  

iii. Once transfer credit has been awarded and posted to the student’s academic record, KPU 
will not amend/change the transfer credit that has been awarded. 

iv. Duplicate transfer credit will not be awarded. Students who have completed equivalent 
courses at multiple institutions will be granted transfer credit once, for the highest grade 
achieved.  

v. When a student has repeated a course at another recognized post‐secondary institution, 
KPU will not grant transfer credit again for the same course. Students wishing to repeat a 
transferred course to achieve a higher grade must complete the course at KPU. 

 
b. PLAR 

i. For PLAR assessments, grades will be awarded in accordance with KPU policy.  

ii. Academic credit awarded through the PLAR process will appear on a student’s KPU 
transcript.  

iii. Duplicate PLAR credit will not be awarded.  

iv. Academic credit awarded through the PLAR process will appear as part of a student’s 
individual My Action Plan (MAP) credential audit, indicating the program requirements for 
which PLAR is applicable.  

v. Transcripts reflect the PLAR credit being granted and will count as credits attempted and 
taken, but not for GPA calculations.  

vi. PLAR credit is not applicable towards a term’s course load and does not apply toward 
eligibility for full-time or part-time student status, Dean’s Honour Roll, student financial aid, 
awards and/or scholarships.  

vii. Credits granted as part of the PLAR process may be used to satisfy admission requirements, 
registration pre-requisites and/or curricular requirements for graduation. 

viii. PLAR candidates must fulfill assessment requirements within four (4) months of an 
application. If the candidate’s assessment is unsuccessful, the candidate may be reassessed 
if evidence of additional learning is provided, and upon consultation with a PLAR 
department consultant.  

 
c. PLAR Fees  

i. Fees are representative of the services performed in the PLAR assessment process and not 
solely based on the amount of credit awarded. 

ii. Students are responsible for all associated costs involved with the PLAR process. 

 

C. RELATED POLICIES AND BYLAWS 
Bylaw 4 Fees 
AC6 Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL)  
AR2 Admission 
AR16 Requirements for Graduation 
FM8 Student Tuition and Fees 
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Thank you to everyone who have taken the time to review the drafts and provided valuable feedback 
and suggestions on the KPU Policy Blog during the 6-week public commenting period. Due to the 
number of detailed responses received, the policy developers and the Policy AC6 Working Group would 
like to provide an omnibus response to address questions and feedback raised.  
 

1. Micro-credentials 

 

We have received a significant amount of support to remove references to “micro-credentials” 

in the draft Procedure. As a result, we have removed it from Section A, Definitions, as well as  

under “Competency Based Assessments – Products/Portfolios on page 6 of 10 in the draft 

Procedure (Section B.5.b.v.2)a) ).  

 

2. Definitions 

 

 We have added “academic advisor” as a new definition. The definition can also be found in 

the Glossary section in the University Calendar here.  

 For added clarity, we have renamed “PLAR Program Advisor” to “PLAR Department 

Consultant”, and clarified that a PLAR department consultant is a faculty member who will 

conduct a pre-assessment to determine if the request will be evaluated by a PLAR assessor. 

 For added clarity, we have renamed “PLAR Program Assessor” to “PLAR Assessor”, and 

clarified that a PLAR assessor is a faculty member who is a subject matter expert in the field 

who will conduct the assessment.  

 

3. Awarding PLAR credit 

 

 Procedure B.1.c.i., Academic Standards – PLAR 

o Revised wording for added clarity: Awarding PLAR credit is at the discretion of the 

academic departmentprogram or department.   

 

4. PLAR Assessment  

 

 Procedure B.5.b.i., Assessment – PLAR 

o Revised wording for added clarity: PLAR will be assessed by qualified 

individualsfaculty with expertise in the relevant curriculum area. 

 

5. Granting Transfer Credit 

 

 Procedure B.6.a.ii.1) 

o Revised wording for added clarity: ….. A faculty member designated byfor the 

discipline will determine if the course transfers for direct (assigned) credit.   

 Procedure B.6.a.ii.3)   

https://calendar.kpu.ca/glossary/
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o Revised wording for added clarity: …. it is the responsibility of the faculty member 

designated byfor that discipline to decide what upper level credit, if any, will be 

granted. 

 

6. Grading and Recognition - PLAR 

 

 Procedure B.8.b.i.: removed “successful” for clarity. 

 Removed original sub-bullet iii. “If the PLAR assessment process if unsuccessful, a grade 

of NCG (no credit granted) will appear on the academic transcript.” 

 Procedure B.8.b.iii. 

o Revised wording for added clarity: Duplicate PLAR credit will not be 

grantedawarded for a course previously transcripted.  
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Policy Development and Approval Timeline 

AC6 Recognition of Prior Learning 

 

Policy Sponsor: Provost and Vice President Academic 
Approving Jurisdiction: Senate 
Policy Developer: Working Group for Recognition of Prior Learning 

 

Step(s) Action(s) Date(s) Submission 
Deadline 

1.  Formalize Policy Working 
Group. 
Solicit feedback from 
stakeholder group(s) on draft 
policy and procedure. 
Finalize draft policy and 
procedure. 

 Review best practices, draft Policy and 
Procedures, set up monthly working group 
meetings between August 2019 to January 
2020 

 Research/preliminary consultations. 

May 29, 2019 – January 10, 2020  

2.  Provost For approval to proceed to PUE. January 15 – January 29, 2020  

3.  PUE 
 

For approval to proceed to public posting. February 4, 2020 January 29, 2020 

4.  KPU Policy Blog (6-week public 
posting) 
 
Senate Standing Committee on Policy 
Senate Standing Committee on APP 

6-week public posting period on KPU Policy Blog.  
 
 
For feedback. 
For feedback. 

February 5 – March 17, 2020 
 
 
March 4, 2020 
March 6, 2020 

 
 
 
February 24, 2020 
February 21, 2020 

5.  Finalize draft policy and 
procedure. 

Respond to blog comment(s), if any. Finalize 
draft Policy and Procedure and incorporate 
feedback where appropriate. 

March 18 - April 3, 2020  

6.  Provost (Sponsor) For approval to proceed to PUE. April 9 - April 15, 2020  

7.  PUE  
 

For approval to proceed to final approval 
process. 

April 22, 2020 April 15, 2020 

8.  Senate Standing Committee 
on Policy 
Senate Standing Committee on APP 

For approval to Senate for approval.  
 
For review. 

May 6, 2020 
 
May 8, 2020 

April 27, 2020 
 
April 24, 2020 

9.  Senate  For approval. May 25, 2020 May 15, 2020 

For Implementation September 1, 2020 
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Policy Elimination and Approval Timeline 

ST1 Attendance and Performance in Individualized 

Continuous Intake Programs 

Policy 

 Policy Sponsor: Provost and Vice President Academic 
Approving Jurisdiction: Senate 
Policy Developer: Aimee Begalka, Dean, Faculty of Academic Career and Advancement 

 

Step(s) Action(s) Date(s) Submission 
Deadline 

1.  Consultation with 
stakeholders 

Consult with stakeholder groups  December 2019  

2.  Provost For approval to proceed to PUE. December 16, 2019 – January 6, 
2020 

 

3.  PUE 
 

For approval to proceed to public posting. February 4, 2020 January 28, 2020 

4.  KPU Policy Blog (2-week 
public posting) 
 

Senate Standing 
Committee on Policy 

2-week public posting period on the KPU Policy Blog.  
 
 
Provide feedback on the KPU Policy Blog. 

February 19 – March 4, 2020 
 
 
March 4, 2020 

 
 
 
February 24, 2020 

5.  Respond to blog 
comments. 

Respond to blog comment(s), if any.  March 5 – March 6, 2020  

6.  Provost (Sponsor) For approval to proceed to PUE. April 6, 2020  

7.  PUE  
 

For approval to proceed to final elimination process. April 14, 2020 April 8, 2020 

8.  Senate Standing 
Committee on Policy 

For recommendation to Senate for approval.  May 6, 2020 April 27, 2020 

9.  Senate  For approval to eliminate Policy ST1. May 25, 2020 May 15, 2020 
 



 SENATE 
Agenda Item:   14.1 
Meeting Date: May 25, 2020 
Presenter: Zena Mitchell 
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Agenda Item: Approval of Graduates to May 25, 2020 

  

Action Requested: 
Motion to Approve 
Discussion 
Information 

  

Recommended 
Resolution: 

THAT Senate approve the list of graduates to May 25, 2020. 

  

Context & 
Background: 

University Act, Section 7: The roll of the convocation must be continued and 
kept up to date by the registrar. 

University Act, Section 9.2: The senate may add names to the roll of the 
convocation under section 5, (Composition of convocation) 

  

Attachments: Grads for Senate Approval – 20200525 

  

Submitted by: Zena Mitchell, University Registrar 

Date submitted: May 25, 2020 

 



Graduates for Senate Approval 
 SENATE MEETING: Monday, 25-May-2020 

 Graduates from the Chip and Shannon Wilson School of Design 
 Post-Baccalaureate Diploma 
 Post-Baccalaureate Diploma in Technical Apparel Design 
 Larah Jay Martinson 
 (With Distinction) 
 Shawn Travis Michaels 
 Philip David Siwek 

 Baccalaureate Degree 
 Bachelor of Applied Design in Fashion Design and Technology 
 Lindsay Nadine Norris 

 Bachelor of Design, Fashion and Technology 
 Charlene Aquino 
 Andrea Irene Babun Rivera 
 Tina Brown 
 Ronald Chan 
 Huei-Chun Chen 
 Pei Yi Chen 
 Yik Hei Cheng 
 Israa Dief 
 Kelly Ann Drummond-Hay 
 Chloe Fequet 
 Yusha Fu 
 Jillian Florence Gray 
 Wanting Huang 
 Chae Young Lee 
 Matthew Luu 
 Masoodah Geeti Mouj 
 Julia Nicole Pakstas 
 Zihe Diana Peng 
 Tiffany Pham 
 Austin Ottone Sandrin 
 Kirsten Laura Pedersen Semple 
 Julia Lynn Simpson 
 Kathryn Joan Stutheit 



 Bachelor of Design, Graphic Design for Marketing 
 Melissa Bonnie Fraser 
 Julianne Herbert 
 (With Distinction) 
 Sarah Elizabeth Kraft 
 (With Distinction) 
 Jessica Camille Limoanco 
 Linda Luu 
 Samantha Louise Mayes 
 Nathan Kristopher Peralta 
 Quinn Sierra Saunders 
 Meagan Schulz 
 Veloria Celeste Mercy Scowan 

 Bachelor of Design, Product Design 
 Tarunpreet Dosanjh 
 Celeste Jhala 
 Cameron Andrew Rothnie 

 Bachelor of Interior Design 
 Morgan Shanleigh Ard 
 (With Distinction) 
 Allyson Marie Best 
 Sydney Sharon Burstein 
 Isidora Celic 
 Jade Leah Crabbe 
 Cassidy Lasalle Hall 
 Mackenzie Melissa Jackson 
 Alexa Ketilson 
 Dorsa Kheiri 
 Emily Johanna Kuch 
 Nicole Murgeanu 
 Margaret Catherine Taylor 
 (With Distinction) 
 Narissa Taylor 
 (With Distinction) 

 Diploma 
 Diploma in Fashion and Technology 
 Sarah Kaethe Neels 
 Coco Tze-Ching Yu 



 Diploma in Fashion Marketing 
 Stephanie Chan 
 Erin Victoria Hui Hui Durand 
 Isabella Robles Fajardo 
 Julie Hartman 
 (With Distinction) 
 Julianne Joy Lagpacan 
 WenQian Li 
 Megan Quito 
 Leora Sachar 
 (With Distinction) 
 Allyson Anne Marie Stewart 

 Certificate 
 Certificate of Foundations in Design 
 Ethan Patrick Dunn 
 (With Distinction) 
 Shawn Francis Gochan 
 Shan-Ni Hu 
 YinXin Huang 
 (With Distinction) 
 Taylore Johl 
 Aimee Brittney Karlica 
 (With Distinction) 
 Abbie Siu Kim Lee 
 Cali Faith Martin 
 (With Distinction) 
 Kinsey Hana McBride 
 Jordan Olivia Nicol 
 (With Distinction) 
 Cristina Novac 
 Maria Lourdes Vernadette Samson 
 Bella Marie Sanchez 
 (With Distinction) 
 Uligen Dinee Tait 
 Sheridan Ann Tuck 
 (With Distinction) 
 Hui Yi Yu 



 Graduates from the Faculty of Academic & Career Advancement 
 Developmental Credential 
 BC Adult Graduation Diploma 
 Carolyn Aimee Smith 

 Graduates from the Faculty of Arts 
 Baccalaureate Degree (Hons) 
 Bachelor of Arts (Honours), Major in Criminology 
 Hanna Sophia Barrett 
 Amanpreet Bhatti 
 Gurleen Kaur Dhillon 
 Chehaila Isis Khan-Shindak 
 Stephanie Elizabeth Leech 
 Minor in Counselling 

 Bachelor of Arts (Honours), Major in Philosophy 
 Brenden Allan Kidd 
 (With Distinction) 

 Bachelor of Arts (Honours), Major in Psychology 
 Danica Nicole Alain 
 (With Distinction) 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Kirandeep Kaur Dogra 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Brittney Lee Patricia Stobbe 
 Minor in Counselling 

 Baccalaureate Degree 
 Bachelor of Applied Arts in Psychology 
 Ashleena Rai 

 Bachelor of Arts 
 Nelson Kose Juma 
 Major in Political Science 
 Major in Sociology 
 Conor David Naylor 
 Major in English 
 Major in History 



 Bachelor of Arts, Double Minor 
 Jasleen Gill 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Minor in Psychology 
 Rose Valerie Nguyen 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Minor in History 
 Kuvan Parhar 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Minor in History 
 Minor in Sociology 

 Bachelor of Arts, Major in Anthropology 
 Tiana Angeline Dennis 
 (With Distinction) 
 Monica Gill 
 Minor in Biology 
 Michael Andrew Murray Kennedy 
 (With Distinction) 
 Hailey Judith Josette Ouellette 
 Minor in History 
 Monique Cabral Sison 
 Minor in Criminology 

 Bachelor of Arts, Major in Applied Geography 
 Taya Justine Bremner 
 Minor in History 
 Shi Feng 

 Bachelor of Arts, Major in Asian Studies 
 Josanna Blancaflor San Miguel 
 Minor in Language and Culture 

 Bachelor of Arts, Major in Creative Writing 
 Harjit Kaur Dosanjh 
 Minor in Psychology 
 Travis Lee Dreher 
 (With Distinction) 
 Connor Marc Owen Giesbrecht 
 Tiffany John 
 Rhiannon Elizabeth Marshall 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Margaret Patricia Smith-Salzl 



 Laura Cecilia Soda 
 Minor in English 

 Bachelor of Arts, Major in Criminology 
 Devinder Kaur Aujla 
 Ayana Kaur Berar 
 Nadeem Bhatia 
 Ashley Pavin Bhoparai 
 Kevin Chan 
 Kyler Trevor Deresh 
 (With Distinction) 
 Jeevin Kaur Dhanda 
 Navneet Kaur Dhesi 
 Bawanjit Singh Dhillon 
 Chetan Dosanjh 
 Hao Ran Horace Duan 
 Heidi Lorraine Fabros 
 Sophia Ruth Ferguson 
 (With Distinction) 
 Anastasiya Fielding 
 Natalie Jane Foster 
 Arashbir Singh Grewal 
 Sarah Jane Hansen 
 Peter Richard Hicks 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Chih-Ping Hsu 
 Jesse Johal 
 Manpreet Kaur Johal 
 Glen Kirkland 
 Isabella Jayde Koch 
 Shiva Kohzad Mohamadi 
 Taylor Marie Lanthier 
 (With Distinction) 
 Yasmeen Lauzon 
 Azeezat Yetunde Lawal 
 Steven David Peterson 
 Harvey Harvir Rai 
 Christine Jhucel Raymundo 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Deianeira Therasa Rematore 
 (With Distinction) 



 Navjot Saini 
 Arshpreet Singh Sandhu 
 Priya Kaur Sandhu 
 Harveen Kaur Sanghera 
 Gurinder Sarai 
 Gurpreet Singh Seera 
 (With Distinction) 
 Raveen Kaur Sidhu 
 Austin Singh Suran 
 Sunita Kaur Tark 
 Eysha Ugre 
 Breanna Uppal 
 (With Distinction) 
 Jeeven Singh Uppal 
 Claire Elizabeth Anya Vernon 
 Kajal Aashna Virk 
 Angela Zhou 

 Bachelor of Arts, Major in English 
 Jangir Kaur Brar 
 Minor in History 
 Jamie Laine Dorner 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Ashley Devi Kumar 
 Jayden Matthews 
 Minor in Philosophy 
 Amrit Kaur Sidhu 
 Michael Wai Chun Siu 

 Bachelor of Arts, Major in General Studies 
 Sean Alexander Baker 
 Minor in Policy Studies 
 Kari-Lynn Cermak 
 Niki Espeleta 
 Minor in Philosophy 
 Caitlind Marie Fuller 
 Colin Gonzalez 
 Minor in History 
 Gurdave Singh Johal 
 Minor in Criminology 
 Christina Kazemi 
 Humaysha Ur-Rehman Khan 



 Shanese Shannon Kumar 
 Aimee Christine Laity 
 (With Distinction) 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Anna Le 
 Rong Zhen Liu 
 Ethan Madokoro 
 Minor in Sociology 
 Terrance Kenneth Mansaray 
 Quynh Le Truc Nguyen 
 Lydia Li-Ting Shao 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Jessica Doreen Van Ryk 

 Bachelor of Arts, Major in History 
 Murad Ahmed-Mangi 
 Sarah Anderson 
 Luke Arathoon 
 Minor in Anthropology 
 Zachary Alexander Cugnet 
 Michael Francis 
 Priya Kaur Minhas 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Nasreen Sbeiti 
 Liam Reid Scott 
 Minor in Language and Culture 
 Jasleen Kaur Sran 
 Xinyu Zhou 

 Bachelor of Arts, Major in Philosophy 
 Jasmin Jasko Ajanovic 

 Bachelor of Arts, Major in Policy Studies 
 Richard Grant Macmillan 
 Lincoln Saugstad 
 (With Distinction) 

 Bachelor of Arts, Major in Political Science 
 Fatimah Ibrahim Almaghrabi 
 Emmanuel Aanoeta Enang 
 Rudy Georges Gardinetti 
 Amarjit Malli 



 Bachelor of Arts, Major in Psychology 
 Zahra Alarakhia 
 Ramanpreet Kaur Bassi 
 Del Adam Boutilier 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Harpreet Kaur Brar 
 Carlie Carlie 
 Chiara Casellato 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Breanna Marie Deutch 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Anjelyn Trelaun Devries 
 Shaqil Amir Dhanani 
 Haley Morgan Eburne 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Josiah Louis Engnan 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Monica Clarissa Ganadhianto 
 Emma Kathleen Dennison Garland 
 (With Distinction) 
 Priyadeep Kaur Grewal 
 Poonam Kalsi 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Simranjot Kaur 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Tessa Nicole Kennedy 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Kayla Michelle Knapp 
 (With Distinction) 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Gursimrenjeet Dayal Kaur Lally 
 (With Distinction) 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Jessica Loh 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Kayla Rose MacGillivray 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Kayla Beatriz Lameiro McTaggart 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Sadaf Mirbaz 
 Paula Nijjar 



 Laura Rose Norris 
 Bhavjit Pandher 
 Gurkiran Pandher 
 Neelamjit Kaur Sandhar 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Simrin Sangha 
 Sabreen Kaur Sekhon 
 Tajvir Kaur Sekhon 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Samantha Nicole Steele 
 Minor in Philosophy 
 Chapman Sze 
 Gurpreet Thandi 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Cynthia Thapar 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Rajwinder Kaur Uppal 
 Sidney Faith Van Drimmelen 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Adrienne Adele Watt 
 Minor in Counselling 
 William Wu 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Nicole Alexandra Zabel 

 Bachelor of Arts, Major in Sociology 
 Nanki Kaur Bains 
 Brianna Jane Bridger 
 Minor in Psychology 
 Gurjeevan Dhami 
 Veronica Diaz Lopez 
 Harsharn Kaur Gakhal 
 Karmvir Singh Gill 
 Fareyal Gohari 
 Xinjie Liu 
 Minor in Language and Culture 
 Danielle Angela Meersseman 
 Maeve Maria Pia O'Sullivan 
 Jenna Sidhu 
 Grace Louise Tyne 
 (With Distinction) 
 Minor in History 



 Bachelor of Fine Arts, Visual Arts 
 Japneet Kaur Bal 
 Carly Copeland 
 Leah Marie Coray 
 (With Distinction) 
 Celesta Gargantiel De Roo 
 Alanna Edwards 
 (With Distinction) 
 Amanda Louise Moorcroft 
 Amiee Lynn Risby 
 Sasha Marie Thomas 
 James Dean Arthur Weis 

 Bachelor of Journalism 
 Ivy Ruth Alvarez Edad 
 Minor in Creative Writing 

 Bachelor of Music in Musical Arts, Major in General Studies 
 Lauren Ashley Berg 
 Stuart Michael Busch 
 Minor in Mathematics 
 Robert Marshall Crews 
 Emma Kathleen Dotto 
 Emily Alexandra Hernandez 
 James Hunter 
 Stephanie Diana Kalyk 
 Ashley Violet Meadows 
 (With Distinction) 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Victoria Parker-Poitras 
 Ching-Hsin Gower Sun 
 (With Distinction) 
 Amy Wack 
 (With Distinction) 

 Bachelor of Science in Applied Psychology 
 Komaljot Kaur Virk 
 Minor in Counselling 

 Associate Degree 
 Associate of Arts in Anthropology 
 Xing Gao 



 Samantha Rose McBride 

 Associate of Arts in Criminology 
 Hassan Mohammed Atick 
 Noah Ryan Buenaventura 
 Anna Jane Christy 
 Delaney Lynn Cowling 
 Kyle Singh Dhamrait 
 Dolly 
 Keegan Robert Donald-Jones 
 Shantal Alecia Facey 
 Daniel Sekimoto Hoh 
 Bieta Karimi 
 Karan Makkar 
 Farakh Nawaz 
 Jagraj Singh 

 Associate of Arts in General Studies 
 Emily Zhou 

 Associate of Arts in Geography 
 Daniel Riley Law 

 Associate of Arts in Political Science 
 Gursimran Kaur Kainth 

 Associate of Arts in Psychology 
 Gurmehar Gill 
 Irama 
 Jashanpreet Kaur 
 Sargunbir Kaur Kahlon 
 (With Distinction) 
 Navneet Kaur 
 Sandeep Kaur 
 (With Distinction) 
 Anh Ngoc Nguyen 
 Praveen Kaur 
 Ramandeep 
 Rupanshi 
 Akshita Sharma 
 Flavia Kit Wah Shum 



 Simranpreet Kaur 
 (With Distinction) 

 Associate of Arts in Sociology 
 Ashmeet Kaur 
 (With Distinction) 

 Diploma 
 Diploma in Arts 
 Ekampreet Kaur Dhaliwal 
 Rupinder Kaur Khosa 
 Byung Hak Lim 
 (With Distinction) 

 Diploma in Criminology 
 Jaskaran Singh Bal 
 Manmit Kaur Bassi 
 Neet Dhindsa 
 (With Distinction) 
 Austin Thomas Fink 
 Charanjit Singh Gill 
 Prabhjit Singh Gill 
 Ravneet Kaur 
 Aaron Gillis Kopp 
 Jordan Dean Kressin 
 Gavin Alexander Morrison 
 Jagpreet Purewal 
 Madison Frederick Radersma 
 Prince Pal Singh 
 Chloe Aisha Tsoi 
 Veerpal Kaur 

 Diploma in Fine Arts 
 Balwinder Singh 
 Kyunghee Oh 
 Cameron Ross Poland 
 Miranda Russell 

 Diploma in General Studies 
 Aashmeen 
 Adhyan Adhyan 
 Ashima Aggarwal 



 Akshay Kumar 
 Amandeep Singh 
 Amisha 
 Amritpal Singh 
 Pratham Arora 
 Simran Arora 
 Vishwash Arora 
 Arshpreet Kaur 
 Akashdeep Singh Aulakh 
 Gurpjinder Singh Badesha 
 Gurnoor Kaur Bains 
 Rupinder Kaur Bambrah 
 Manav Bansal 
 Bhavishya Batheja 
 Deepti Bawa 
 Jasmeen Kaur Benipal 
 Simran Bhalla 
 Yudhvir Singh Bhandal 
 Pankaj Kumar Bhardwaj 
 Karan Bhargava 
 Jaskirat Singh Bhatia 
 Amanprit Dugang Bhullar 
 Hussan Preet Singh Bhullar 
 Jobanpreet Kaur Bhullar 
 Gurjeet Singh Brar 
 Gursimran Singh Brar 
 Inderjeet Singh Brar 
 Jaskaran Singh Brar 
 Lovepreet Kaur Brar 
 Navsangeet Singh Brar 
 Veerpal Kaur Brar 
 Chamkaur Singh 
 Era Chauhan 
 Agam Chawla 
 Rythm Chawla 
 Ranjot Singh Cheema 
 Sukhamritpal Singh Cheema 
 Junzhou Chen 
 Loveena Chhabra 
 Prateek Chhabra 



 Damanpreet Kaur 
 Daljit Singh Deol 
 Harmeen Kaur Dhaliwal 
 Harpreet Kaur Dhaliwal 
 Harshdeep Singh Dhaliwal 
 Manpreet Kaur Dhaliwal 
 Prabhpreet Singh Dhaliwal 
 Shakshi Dhand 
 Meenaz Dhanju 
 Harmanjit Singh Dhanoa 
 Manpreet Kaur Dhaunsi 
 Gaganjot Singh Dhawan 
 Anmolpreet Singh Dhillon 
 Gurpreet Singh Dhillon 
 Jashandeep Singh Dhillon 
 Prabhjot Singh Dhillon 
 Somanpreet Singh Dhillon 
 Dhivjoth Dhivjoth 
 Dilawar Singh 
 Diya 
 Riya Duggal 
 Ekam Singh 
 Qi Wen Feng 
 Shayne Ryan Fulton 
 Sahil Gandhi 
 Anmol Gill 
 Bhrinder Singh Taranjit Singh Gill 
 Jaspreet Kaur Gill 
 Prabhjeet Kaur Gill 
 Satnam Singh Gill 
 Simrandeep Singh Gill 
 Tejpal Singh Gill 
 Arundeep Singh Goraya 
 Palak Goyal 
 Avneet Kaur Grewal 
 Jashandeep Singh Grewal 
 Simran Kaur Grewal 
 Palak Grover 
 Mingxi Guo 
 Riya Gupta 



 Sajal Gupta 
 Udit Gupta 
 Gurlal Singh 
 Gurmeen Kaur 
 Gurpartap Singh 
 Gurpartap Singh 
 Harjeet Kaur 
 Harjot Singh 
 Harmanjot Kaur 
 Harmanjot Singh 
 Harmeet Singh 
 Harpreet Singh 
 Harsimran Kaur 
 Harwinder Singh 
 Manisha Hemani 
 Harnoor Singh Hundal 
 Inderjeet Singh 
 Gunjan Jain 
 Kartik Jain 
 Karanpreet Singh Jandu 
 Jasdeep Kaur 
 Jasjeet Kaur 
 Jaskaran 
 Jaspreet Singh 
 Sharndeep Singh Jhutty 
 Sukhveer Singh Johal 
 Satwinder Kajal 
 Kajal Saini 
 Parul Kakkar 
 Kamaljit Kaur 
 Mandeep Singh Kansera 
 Kanwarpreet Singh 
 Kapil Kumar 
 Saloni Kapoor 
 Vanshi Kapoor 
 Amandeep Kaur 
 Amandeep Kaur 
 Amandeep Kaur 
 Amarjot Kaur 
 Arshdeep Kaur 



 Arshdeep Kaur 
 Arshdeep Kaur 
 Arshpreet Kaur 
 Avjot Kaur 
 Avneesh Kaur 
 Avneet Kaur 
 Bhawanpreet Kaur 
 Dilpreet Kaur 
 Ekambir Kaur 
 Gagandeep Kaur 
 Gagandeep Kaur 
 Gurleen Kaur 
 Gurpreet Kaur 
 Gurpreet Kaur 
 Harmandeep Kaur 
 Harmanjot Kaur 
 Harmanpreet Kaur 
 Harpreet Kaur 
 Inderjeet Kaur 
 Jagdeep Kaur 
 Jashandeep Kaur 
 Jaskiran Kaur 
 Jaspreet Kaur 
 Jeevanjot Kaur 
 Karamvir Kaur 
 Khushmeen Kaur 
 Kiranjot Kaur 
 Kiranpreet Kaur 
 Kiranpreet Kaur 
 Komalpreet Kaur 
 Lovejot Kaur 
 Lovepreet Kaur 
 Lovepreet Kaur 
 Manreet Kaur 
 Manroopanpreet Kaur 
 Mansimar Kaur 
 Mehakdeep Kaur 
 Navpreet Kaur 
 Parneet Kaur 
 Prabhdeep Kaur 



 Prabhjot Kaur 
 Prabhjot Kaur 
 Prabhleen Kaur 
 Rajneet Kaur 
 Rajpreet Kaur 
 Rajvir Kaur 
 Ramanjot Kaur 
 Rashneet Kaur 
 Ravneet Kaur 
 Ravneet Kaur 
 Rupinder Kaur 
 Rupinderjeet Kaur 
 Sandeep Kaur 
 Simanpreet Kaur 
 Simarjeet Kaur 
 Simarpreet Kaur 
 Simranjeet Kaur 
 Simranjeet Kaur 
 Sukhmanpreet Kaur 
 Sukhpreet Kaur 
 Tanmeen Kaur 
 Veerpal Kaur 
 Vipanpreet Kaur 
 Milandeep Singh Khaira 
 Dawn Nicole Kheiralla 
 Kunal Khera 
 Nikita Khera 
 Kuber Khosla 
 Rohit Khullar 
 Manreet Kaur Khurmi 
 Rishabh Kulthia 
 Nitin Kumar 
 Nitish Kumar 
 Jinpeng Li 
 Chao Ling 
 Ruojin Liu 
 Amanpreet Kaur Lottay 
 Lovejeet Kaur 
 Loveneesh Sharma 
 Lovepreet Singh 



 Dongqing Luo 
 Mahakpreet Kaur 
 Simarpreet Singh Makkar 
 Mandeep Kaur 
 Dilbagh Singh Mander 
 Maninder Kaur 
 Harsimran Mann 
 Navjot Mann 
 Manpreet Kaur 
 Mansi 
 Mehak 
 Mohit Mohit 
 Vipul Nagi 
 Kunal Narang 
 Rabia Narang 
 Navroop 
 Mabin Nayyar 
 Manmohit Padan 
 Georgina Ximena Padilla Gonzalez 
 Sukhveer Panag 
 Sukhdeep Singh Panjeta 
 Paramveer Singh 
 Parminder Kaur 
 Ankita Patyal 
 Nitin Popli 
 Prabhjot Kaur 
 Prabhjot Kaur 
 Prabhjot Singh 
 Prabjot Kaur 
 Pritpal Singh 
 Harsimrat Singh Rai 
 Gurprit Kaur Rajpal 
 Ramandeep Kaur Rattu 
 Reetu 
 Rinu Rani 
 Ritu Ritu 
 Tanuj Sabharwal 
 Muskaan Sachdeva 
 Sahil 
 Kajal Saini 



 Sumeet Saini 
 Sakshi 
 Arshpreet Kaur Sandhu 
 Dilpreet Singh Sandhu 
 Harsimran Kaur Sandhu 
 Manjot Kaur Sandhu 
 Navdeep Singh Sandhu 
 Onkar Singh Sandhu 
 Tripat Jot S Sandhu 
 Hrishit Sedani 
 Ishneet Sehgal 
 Harmanpreet Kaur Sekhon 
 Sanmeet Singh Sekhon 
 Bindia Sekhri 
 Gaurav Sethi 
 Sharanpreet Kaur 
 Ishan Sharma 
 Karan Sharma 
 Mehak Sharma 
 Shivani Sharma 
 Yogesh Sharma 
 Shubhdeep Singh 
 Amandeep Kaur Sidhu 
 Amandeep Kaur Sidhu 
 Gurleen Kaur Sidhu 
 Harmanpreet Kaur Sidhu 
 Harmanpreet Kaur Sidhu 
 Lovepreet Sidhu 
 Maninderpreet Singh Sidhu 
 Pardeep Singh Sidhu 
 Randeep Singh Sidhu 
 Simerjeet Kaur 
 Amandeep Singh 
 Amitoz Singh 
 Amrinder Singh 
 Amritpal Singh 
 Amritpal Singh 
 Arjunbir Singh 
 Arshdeep Singh 
 Arshdeep Singh 



 Arshdeep Singh 
 Arshdeep Singh 
 Balraj Singh 
 Bhavdeep Singh 
 Bhupinder Singh 
 Chandanjot Singh 
 Ekamjot Singh 
 Gagandeep Singh 
 Gurkirat Singh 
 Gurkirat Singh 
 Gursharan Singh 
 Gurwinder Singh 
 Hardarshan Singh 
 Harjot Singh 
 Harmandeep Singh 
 Harmanjit Singh 
 Harnoor Singh 
 Harpreet Singh 
 Harsimran Singh 
 Jaskaran Singh 
 Jaspreet Singh 
 Karanvir Singh 
 Kuljit Singh 
 Kushandeep Singh 
 Lovepreet Singh 
 Lovepreet Singh 
 Mandeep Singh 
 Manomay Singh 
 Molak Singh 
 Navjot Singh 
 Obhinderjeet Singh 
 Pardeep Singh 
 Prabhjot Singh 
 Rajwinder Singh 
 Ranjeet Singh 
 Ranjit Partap Singh 
 Ravinder Pal Singh 
 Sarbjot Singh 
 Sharandeep Singh 
 (With Distinction) 



 Simranjit Singh 
 Sukhpreet Singh 
 Tajinder Singh 
 Vishavjeet Singh 
 Gaurav Singla 
 Ramanjot Kaur Sivia 
 Navpreet Singh Smagh 
 Sourav 
 Sourav 
 Harpreet Kaur Sran 
 Sumeetpal Singh Sran 
 Sukhmandeep Singh 
 Sukhpreet Kaur 
 Sukhpreet Kaur 
 Suman Bala 
 Sunil Kumar 
 Anmolpreet Kaur Tagger 
 Tanishq Talwar 
 Tanu Preet 
 Abhinash Thakur 
 Navdeep Kaur Thind 
 Parminderpal Singh Thind 
 Jaspreet Kaur Tiwana 
 Rajpreet kaur Toor 
 Aman Verma 
 Muskan Verma 
 Naman Verma 
 Anmol Vig 
 Avleen Virk 
 Ashima Walia 
 Jun Wang 
 Manpreet Kaur Waraich 
 Sukhtej Singh Waraich 
 Yaoyu Wu 
 Yasha 
 Jaiveersinh Zala 

 Diploma in Music 
 Emily Rose Alexandra Carlsen 
 Concentration in Music - General Studies 



 Dami Choi 
 (With Distinction) 
 Concentration in Music - General Studies 
 Lucas Dennis Facca 
 Concentration in Music - General Studies 
 Ryan Emerson Jong 
 Concentration in Music - General Studies 
 Rebecca Mohinder Moroso 
 Concentration in Music - General Studies 
 Miranda Belle Sarchet 
 (With Distinction) 
 Concentration in Music - General Studies 
 Hai Fei Zhong 
 Concentration in Music - General Studies 

 Certificate 
 Certificate in Arts 
 Claudia Bianchi 
 Harpreet Kaur 
 Anshpreet Kaur 
 Waylon James Saliken 
 Jon Tomasz Siniecki 

 Certificate in Criminology 
 Adam Jeremy Bach 
 Bhupinderdeep Bains 
 Kodiak Cheung 
 Paul Singh Dhensaw 

 Certificate in Education Assistant 
 Brett Denise Abel 
 (With Distinction) 
 Melissa Jill Andrew 
 (With Distinction) 
 Odalys Badillo Toro 
 (With Distinction) 
 Hema Bali 
 (With Distinction) 
 Kirandeep Kaur Barianna 
 (With Distinction) 
 Sharon Louise Belgrave 
 (With Distinction) 



 Haley Rose Brown 
 (With Distinction) 
 Michelle Marie Buchner 
 (With Distinction) 
 Elizabeth Shirley Chan 
 (With Distinction) 
 Joy Chao 
 (With Distinction) 
 Gurpreet Kaur Claire 
 (With Distinction) 
 Lyncy Regala Cobarrubia 
 (With Distinction) 
 Sara Agostinha Conceicao Simpson 
 (With Distinction) 
 Sabrina Kimberly Coutu 
 Breanna Lynn Cruz 
 (With Distinction) 
 Ellaura Dean 
 (With Distinction) 
 Faith Amber Dew 
 (With Distinction) 
 Chanel Julia Karen Ens 
 (With Distinction) 
 Madison Renee Ens 
 (With Distinction) 
 Sonya Essex 
 (With Distinction) 
 Taylor Lynn Fournier 
 (With Distinction) 
 Kyla Jordyn Fraser 
 (With Distinction) 
 Amphaphan Gagne 
 (With Distinction) 
 Teralyn Galye 
 (With Distinction) 
 Joshua Ram Gatchalian 
 (With Distinction) 
 Amritpreet Kaur Gill 
 Jordy Razon Gonzales 
 (With Distinction) 
 Lucinda Ann Hardy 
 (With Distinction) 



 Manisha Hemani 
 (With Distinction) 
 Hiromi Horie 
 (With Distinction) 
 Rachelle Alyse Horton 
 (With Distinction) 
 Kenisha Rhyanne Leigh Hunt 
 Zachary Peter Janzen 
 (With Distinction) 
 Gurkamalpreet Kaur Jawanda 
 Danika Johnson 
 (With Distinction) 
 Aviva Hanna Kaminski 
 (With Distinction) 
 Mozhdeh Karimian-Sichani 
 (With Distinction) 
 Sara Renee Klootwyk 
 (With Distinction) 
 Kimberley Lynn Knighton 
 (With Distinction) 
 Christine Alisa Kohl 
 (With Distinction) 
 Yevgeniya Korolova 
 (With Distinction) 
 Kira Hope Krause 
 Julie Ann Krog 
 (With Distinction) 
 Jason Kube 
 (With Distinction) 
 Hansika Kulur 
 (With Distinction) 
 Shianne Lakey 
 Kathleen Pamela Lang 
 (With Distinction) 
 Erin Elizabeth Law 
 (With Distinction) 
 Brendan Sean Lee 
 (With Distinction) 
 Zackary Dean MacAllister 
 Kristy-Ann Elizabeth Managh 
 (With Distinction) 



 Harjan Singh Mann 
 (With Distinction) 
 Calista Marie Marquez 
 (With Distinction) 
 Carla Delanie Matilpi 
 (With Distinction) 
 Gabriella Mazzon 
 (With Distinction) 
 Aileen McDonald 
 (With Distinction) 
 Shawna Leigh McDowell 
 (With Distinction) 
 Amanda Marie Moe 
 (With Distinction) 
 Veidralanor Liltish Moore 
 (With Distinction) 
 Ann Marie Medeiros Morgado 
 (With Distinction) 
 Sonja Alyse Nahanee 
 (With Distinction) 
 Toni Jane Nahanee 
 (With Distinction) 
 Krystle Nootebos 
 (With Distinction) 
 Madison Marie Pabin 
 (With Distinction) 
 Gurraj Kaur Pattar 
 (With Distinction) 
 Miranda Grace Perkins-Kortus 
 (With Distinction) 
 Anastasia Pool-Bouwman 
 (With Distinction) 
 Emily Anne Pringle 
 (With Distinction) 
 Karolina M Radziszewska 
 (With Distinction) 
 Holly Patricia Rafter 
 (With Distinction) 
 Bana Ragha 
 (With Distinction) 
 Alexander Cecil Lawrence Reid 
 (With Distinction) 



 Montanna Elizabeth Robertson 
 (With Distinction) 
 Sabrina Janet Rosales 
 (With Distinction) 
 Tijash Balam Ruiz 
 (With Distinction) 
 Kelsey Lee Saggu 
 (With Distinction) 
 Michelle Marie-Lise Schmidt 
 (With Distinction) 
 Asha Kaur Senghera 
 (With Distinction) 
 Sandra Melissa Siah 
 Renita K Sidhu 
 (With Distinction) 
 Malgorzata Katarzyna Siergiej 
 (With Distinction) 
 Nadine Sikkema 
 (With Distinction) 
 Sienna Aaryn Smith 
 Christi Anne Somerville 
 (With Distinction) 
 Mikyung Song 
 (With Distinction) 
 Danielle Soto 
 (With Distinction) 
 Erin Mona Sparrow 
 (With Distinction) 
 Tannis Steele 
 (With Distinction) 
 Robyn Lee Stepto 
 (With Distinction) 
 Shelley Anne Stevens 
 (With Distinction) 
 Courtney Amanda Swift 
 (With Distinction) 
 Yan Tao 
 (With Distinction) 
 Tasha Skylar Timmons 
 (With Distinction) 
 Emilie Jean Annie Vail 



 Kira Maria Valdez Martinez 
 (With Distinction) 
 Kwynn Elyse VanderWerf 
 (With Distinction) 
 Jocelyn Verhoeven 
 (With Distinction) 
 Annika Vriend 
 (With Distinction) 
 Abby Marie Weisgerber 
 (With Distinction) 
 Casey Rae Yakabuski 
 Megan Elise Young 
 (With Distinction) 
 Qian Zheng 
 (With Distinction) 

 Certificate in Fine Arts 
 Manpreet Kaur 

 Certificate in Non-Governmental Organizations and Nonprofit Studies 
 Ethan Angco 
 Jamie Laine Dorner 
 Fabin Jospy 

 Graduates from the Faculty of Health 
 Baccalaureate Degree 
 Bachelor of Science in Nursing 
 Hadia Alemi 
 Sidney Wheeler Austin 
 (With Distinction) 
 Dilpreet Bains 
 Ashley Campbell 
 (With Distinction) 
 Marlan Mae Chan Domingo 
 (With Distinction) 
 Rachel Ehman 
 (With Distinction) 
 Nicoleine Estacio 
 (With Distinction) 
 Jamie Marie Fraser 
 (With Distinction) 
 Jennifer Dawn Friesen 



 Jason Leigh Garcia 
 Dita Charisma Gaspersz 
 (With Distinction) 
 Samantha Gillis 
 (With Distinction) 
 Amber Hansen 
 Dejia Herbert 
 Karendip Johal 
 Taylor Kingshott 
 (With Distinction) 
 Simranpreet Kaur Lamba 
 Deepkamal Kaur Matharu 
 (With Distinction) 
 Thuy Thuy Trang Nguyen 
 (With Distinction) 
 Claudine C. Palalay 
 (With Distinction) 
 Tanya Pham 
 (With Distinction) 
 Gouri Singh 
 Grace Valara Sloan 
 Holly Small 
 (With Distinction) 
 Yunisse Angella Malubay Valdez 
 (With Distinction) 
 Sydney Nicole Watt 
 Anisa Marie Wohlleben 
 (With Distinction) 
 Hannah Woodcock 

 Diploma 
 Diploma in Traditional Chinese Medicine - Acupuncture 
 Boxun Dou 

 Certificate 
 Certificate in Graduate Nurse, Internationally Educated Re-entry 
 Princess Metharose I Taberna Acosta 
 Kamalpreet Kaur Ahuja 
 Chinchu Antony 
 Krisel Mercene Casauay 
 (With Distinction) 



 Lady Lyn Baitan Domingo 
 Deirdre Mary Donnellan 
 Jamy Luansing Dumalasa 
 Stephanie Lorraine Salazar Enciso 
 Mae Danica Soriano Ferrer 
 Natalie Fraser 
 (With Distinction) 
 Sabitha Joseph Mariamma 
 (With Distinction) 
 Manu Joy 
 (With Distinction) 
 Ramanjit Kaur 
 (With Distinction) 
 Jhondy Villar Lagnason 
 (With Distinction) 
 Marjorie Lam 
 Juhee Lee 
 (With Distinction) 
 Ying Li 
 (With Distinction) 
 Michael John Robles Lopez 
 Veronica Agpoon Lumibao 
 (With Distinction) 
 Hazel Fe Mamon 
 Juanito Jr Tabada Montenegro 
 (With Distinction) 
 Maria Zerain Nathalie Munoz 
 (With Distinction) 
 Shokou Najaf Nejad 
 (With Distinction) 
 Balwinder Kaur Natt 
 Sybil Joan Fedalizo Olvido 
 (With Distinction) 
 Sarita Pokhrel 
 (With Distinction) 
 Gunaranjani Prabu 
 Parisha Rai 
 (With Distinction) 
 Charisse Ann Rafanan Rebuldela 
 (With Distinction) 
 Anu Rojo 
 (With Distinction) 



 Aradhana Santosh Ram 
 Frances Elaine Bauto Sioco 
 (With Distinction) 
 Liliana Tapia 
 Mandeep Kaur Thind 
 Gurleen Kaur Tiwana 
 Cara Lindsay Boligon Tiyad 
 Jacklyn Medina Vallarta 
 Nithya Vinoy 
 (With Distinction) 

 Certificate in Health Care Assistant 
 Paula Michele Adams 
 (With Distinction) 
 Spencer Cocker 
 (With Distinction) 
 Dorcas Dulang Colina 
 (With Distinction) 
 Candace Erika Frank 
 (With Distinction) 
 Alyssa Marie Kipling 
 (With Distinction) 
 Tham Nicole Le-Van 
 Malika Samantha McDonald 
 (With Distinction) 
 Hoang Binh An Nguyen 
 (With Distinction) 
 Ravneet Purewal 
 (With Distinction) 
 Hang Mei Speckling 
 (With Distinction) 

 Certificate in Health Foundations 
 Patricia Sean Penh Caincol 
 Tarnjit Kaur Hothi 
 Jayveer Kaur Sekhon 
 Tarnvir Kaur Takhar 



 Graduates from the Faculty of Science and Horticulture 
 Baccalaureate Degree (Hons) 
 Bachelor of Science (Honours), Major in Applications of Mathematics 
 Christopher Joshua Villaroman Chong 
 (With Distinction) 
 Minor in Economics 
 Concentration in Computational Mathematics 
 Joshua Joseph Gomes 
 (With Distinction) 
 Concentration in Computational Mathematics 

 Bachelor of Science (Honours), Major in Health Science 
 Jasmine Chia-I Chen 
 Robert John Wester 

 Baccalaureate Degree 
 Bachelor of Applied Science in Sustainable Agriculture 
 Piper West Kenney 
 (With Distinction) 
 Minor in Counselling 
 Rosina Yvonne Rodighiero 
 (With Distinction) 

 Bachelor of Horticulture Science, Major in Plant Health 
 Stefanija Kovacevic 
 (With Distinction) 

 Bachelor of Science, Major in Applications of Mathematics 
 Clayton Causey 
 Concentration in Computational Mathematics 
 Dahah Amir Jaber 
 Concentration in Mathematics Education 
 Manpreet Kullar 
 Concentration in Mathematics Education 

 Bachelor of Science, Major in Biology 
 Sana Awan 
 Simran Bassi 
 Neil Chua 
 Raveena Kaur Dhak 
 Victoria Kalitowski 
 Rachel Elizabeth McLaren 



 Alona Valle 

 Bachelor of Science, Major in Health Science 
 Amani Jaaffer 
 Sarah Saleema Khan 
 Kayla Tran 
 Minor in Biology 
 Minor in Psychology 

 Bachelor of Science, Major in Physics for Modern Technology 
 Hongrong Chen 

 Associate Degree 
 Associate of Science in General Science 
 Simranpreet Kaur Atwal 
 Martin Velasco Bato 
 Khaled Samer El-Khatib 
 Ridhima Gupta 
 Gurwinder Kaur 
 (With Distinction) 
 Harmandeep Kaur 
 Harshdeep Kaur 
 Jonathon Mathew Lee 
 Taranpreet Singh 
 Vaishnavi 

 Diploma 
 Diploma in Brewing and Brewery Operations 
 Himanshu Chaudhary 
 Gabriela de Faria Castanheira 
 Aaron Robert Deane 
 Clint Ayre Haley 
 Graeme Leslie Henricus Heaven 
 Kristy Lynn Isaak 
 (With Distinction) 
 Emily Fay Kokonas 
 (With Distinction) 
 Justin Geordie Larter 
 Mark McBride 
 Jacob Edward Murdoch 
 Matthew Jens Pereszlenyi 
 Sebastian Peterson 



 Colin Pilkey 
 Andrew William Sears 
 Jamie Sabrina Leanne Verschoor 
 (With Distinction) 
 Fraser Wilson 

 Diploma in Computer Aided Design and Drafting 
 Simranjit Kaur Brar 
 (With Distinction) 
 Gurleen Kaur 
 (With Distinction) 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Navdeep Kaur 
 (With Distinction) 
 Harvinder Singh Nandha 
 (With Distinction) 
 Eronmon Cidera Okojie 
 (With Distinction) 
 Ainsley Lorna Pincombe 
 (With Distinction) 
 Francia Karina Sanchez Tanori 
 (With Distinction) 
 Shahad Shahar Shaaya 
 Amritveer Singh 
 Harsimerat Singh 
 (With Distinction) 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Ravinder Singh 
 (With Distinction) 
 Sakshi Singla 
 (With Distinction) 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Kamalpreet Sokhal 
 (With Distinction) 

 Diploma in Horticulture Technology 
 Abey Abraham George 
 Concentration in Sustainable Production Hort. 
 Ewan Alexander Cadsand 
 (With Distinction) 
 Concentration in Sustainable Production Hort. 
 Amanpreet Kaur 
 Concentration in Landscape Horticulture Systems 



 Sharndeep Kaur 
 Eric Koo 
 Concentration in Greenhouse/Nursery Production 
 Anmolpreet Kaur Litt 
 Rajwinder Kaur 
 Jonathan Geoff Rose 
 Concentration in Turf Management 
 Santiago Rueda Bernal 
 Concentration in Landscape Horticulture Systems 
 Abhay Singh 
 Concentration in Sustainable Production Hort. 
 Dilpreet Singh 
 Gursangat Singh 
 Hartej Singh 
 Kharak Singh Singh 
 Jacob Blaine Smith 
 Concentration in Sustainable Crop Production 
 Joshua Timmermans 
 (With Distinction) 
 Kelsey Elizabeth Wight 
 Concentration in Landscape Horticulture Systems 

 Diploma in Science 
 Anmolpreet Kaur 
 Arslan Barkat 
 Hemantveer Singh Boparai 
 Simranjit Kaur Kaler 
 Rajveer Kaur Kalsi 
 Sanveer Kaur 
 Mehakdeep Kaur Thind 

 Diploma of Technology in Environmental Protection 
 Danielle Suzannah Meaghan Frost 
 Co-operative Education Option 

 Certificate 
 Certificate in Computer Aided Design and Drafting 
 Ainsley Lorna Pincombe 
 (With Distinction) 
 Concentration in Structural Drafting 



 Certificate in Engineering 
 Chris Jiaao Wen 
 (With Distinction) 
 Abdullah Zahid 

 Citation 
 Citation in Horticulture Technology 
 Anmoljeet Kaur 
 Concentration in Horticultural Science 
 Benjamin Buettner 
 (With Distinction) 
 Concentration in Garden Centre Operations 
 Ravinandan Kaur Dhaliwal 
 Concentration in Garden Centre Operations 
 Rohit Khullar 
 Concentration in Horticultural Science 
 Mandeep Kaur 
 Concentration in Garden Centre Operations 
 Michelle Christine Robinson 
 (With Distinction) 
 Concentration in Production Horticulture in BC 
 Santiago Rueda Bernal 
 Concentration in Arboriculture 
 Dilpreet Singh 
 Concentration in Production Horticulture in BC 
 Gursahil Singh 
 Concentration in Horticultural Science 
 Stephanie St. Hilaire 
 (With Distinction) 
 Concentration in Intro to Sustainable Hort 
 Samantha Marie Thoroski 
 Concentration in Garden Centre Operations 

 Graduates from the Faculty of Trades and Technology 
 Diploma 
 Diploma in Mechatronics and Advanced Manufacturing Technology 
 Leonardo Braga Batista 
 (With Distinction) 
 Amrit Singh Brar 
 (With Distinction) 
 Kyle Aron Doerksen 



 Adam Garland 
 (With Distinction) 
 Nicolas Martinez 
 (With Distinction) 
 Mohammed Omar Rahiman 
 Ato Amuzu Al Tetteh 
 (With Distinction) 

 Certificate 
 Certificate in Appliance Servicing 
 Jianfeng Cai 
 (With Distinction) 
 Vishal Chawla 
 (With Distinction) 
 Karson William Glen Erskine 
 (With Distinction) 
 Francesco Guiseppe Vincenzo Fuoco 
 (With Distinction) 
 Simon James Grundy 
 (With Distinction) 
 Chul Ho Kim 
 (With Distinction) 
 Jody Douglas McClement 
 (With Distinction) 
 James Douglas Milne 
 Simrandeep Singh 
 (With Distinction) 
 Darren Mark Smith 
 (With Distinction) 

 Certificate in Automotive Service Technician 
 Cinderella Aguirre Elizaga 
 Matthew Axel Hong 
 (With Distinction) 
 Bailey Mchale-Boulter 
 (With Distinction) 
 Brady David Seymour 
 Samarjeet Singh 
 Richard Anthony Stevenson 
 (With Distinction) 
 Lynsay Marie Wood 
 (With Distinction) 



 Certificate in Mechatronics and Advanced Manufacturing Technology 
 Daniel James Hazelton 
 (With Distinction) 
 Dakota Martin 
 (With Distinction) 
 Blessing Samson Nabbimba 
 (With Distinction) 
 Tri Hoa Nguyen 
 Anmol Rattan Singh 
 (With Distinction) 
 Benjamin David van Hattem 
 (With Distinction) 

 Certificate in Public Safety Communications 
 Jonie Metherel 

 Citation 
 Citation in Construction Electrician 
 Ewelina Maria Piecuch 
 (With Distinction) 

 Citation in Millwright/Industrial Mechanic 
 Steve Jackson 
 (With Distinction) 

 Citation in Welding Level B 
 David Eugen Halmaghi 
 (With Distinction) 

 Graduates from the School of Business 
 Graduate Diploma 
 Graduate Diploma in Business Administration - Global Business Management 
 Lakshay Bhasin 
 Harpreet Kaur Brar 
 Gagandeep Kaur 
 Harmanpreet Singh 
 Harpreet Kaur 
 Nitin Ninan John 
 Lovepreet Kaur 
 Prabhjot Kaur 
 Simranjeet Kaur 
 Venus Harishbhai Khubchandani 



 Kiranjot Kaur 
 Pallavi Kochar 
 Lovepreet Kaur 
 Harshpreet Kaur Malhi 
 Monica Mittal 
 Prince 
 Pushpinder Singh 
 Rupinder Kaur 
 Deepika Saharia 
 Sahil Manchanda 
 Abhishek Sharma 
 Gurpreet Kaur Shokar 
 Sumit Kumar 
 Tarandeep Kaur 
 Vaishali 

 Graduate Diploma in Business Administration - Green Business Management and  
 Amanat Singh 
 Amandeep Kaur 
 Amritpal Kaur 
 Karan Bajaj 
 Kiratdeep Kaur Brar 
 Tooba Fatima 
 Jashanpreet Kaur 
 Gagandeep Singh Kalra 
 Kewalpal Singh 
 Gurvinder Singh Khanduja 
 Honey Maini 
 Pawanpuneet Kaur 
 Sandeep Kaur 
 Sandeep Kaur 
 Sandeep Singh 
 Kanwarpreet Singh Sandhu 
 Komal Sharma 
 Varinder Singh 

 Post-Baccalaureate Diploma 
 Post-Baccalaureate Diploma in Accounting 
 Jana Lica Tadeo Anonuevo 
 Ryan Jeffrey Ash 



 Richard Baffour 
 Hiten Chhabra 
 Yun Young Heo 
 Gitansh Jindal 
 Amanjot Kaur 
 Arshpreet Kaur Kular 
 Puru Mehta 
 (With Distinction) 
 Manpreet Kaur Nokwal 
 Viktoriia Platonova 
 Manpreet Rai 
 Sharanjeet Kaur 
 Aryan Singh 
 Pawiterjeet Singh 
 Tanveer Kaur 
 Langsha Tao 

 Post-Baccalaureate Diploma in Human Resources Management 
 Ankita Dhingra 
 Jasmin Gill 
 Amanjit Sanghera 
 Harpreet Kaur Toor 
 Co-operative Education Option 

 Post-Baccalaureate Diploma in Operations and Supply Chain Management 
 Fatima Tu Alzahra 
 (With Distinction) 
 Awarnoor Singh Atwal 
 Shiva Bansal 
 Kirti Garg 
 Tejinder Singh Marahar 
 Ibiene Jessica Minimah 
 (With Distinction) 
 Tejasvi Mudgil 
 Navneet Singh 
 Premdeep 
 David Purzycki 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Rajbir Singh 
 Ayush Sharma 



 Taneisha Cerena Shettlewood 
 (With Distinction) 
 Shubhrika 
 Sunny 
 Nancy Concepcion Esquillo Torres 
 Upinderbir Singh 

 Post-Baccalaureate Diploma in Technical Management and Services 
 Amarinder Singh 
 Babalpreet Kaur 
 Bruna Cristina Cesario 
 Priya Choudhary 
 Harmandeep Kaur 
 Amrita Kaur 
 (With Distinction) 
 Ravneet Kaur 
 Simranjeet Kaur 
 Kirandeep Kaur 
 Kiranveer Kaur 
 Mandeep Kaur 
 Manpreet Kaur 
 Raja Harnarinder Singh Multani 
 Bhumi Rakeshbhai Patel 
 (With Distinction) 
 Pawandeep Kaur 
 Rajbinder Singh 
 Renu Bhargavi Seetharaman 
 Harshdeep Singh 

 Baccalaureate Degree 
 Bachelor of Business Administration in Accounting 
 Manpreet Kaur Bassi 
 Nitika Bassi 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Simranjit Bassi 
 Selena Bhatti 
 Jasleen Kaur Brar 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Simran Brar 
 On Wah Chan 



 Shelvin Ritesh Chand 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Diana Chau 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Hsuan Ying Chen 
 Jiahui Chen 
 Jiayi Cui 
 Violetta Katarzyna Czarnecki 
 Xun Dai 
 Navsant Singh Dhillon 
 Karan Didi 
 Zihan Ding 
 Simon Peter Dyck 
 Farhad Esmail 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Gaganveer Singh Gill 
 (With Distinction) 
 Ravanjit Kaur Gosal 
 Chang Han 
 Max Sverre Hardy 
 Jeffrey Hinds 
 Ming Yu Huang 
 Khalid Ibrahim 
 Niki Ishikawa 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Jaskaran Jhajj 
 Mantej Singh Josan 
 Jibelyn De Leon Julian 
 (With Distinction) 
 Amardeep Kaur 
 Gina Kumar 
 Qi Li 
 Xuan Li 
 YouJia Li 
 Shujun Liu 
 Russelle Marie Macaraeg 
 Jason Mak 
 Bushra Yasmeen Manghat 
 Chelsea Maxine Marti 
 Rodil Romero Millendez 



 Nikita Modi 
 Minh Anh Nguyen 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Nhi Phuong Nguyen 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Claire Day Norton 
 (With Distinction) 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Nissi Chidinma Oniha 
 Baljit Singh Parhar 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Michael John Prince-Wright 
 Muhammad Attiqur Rahman 
 (With Distinction) 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Priyanka Chrissandra Rajoo 
 Graecen Richter 
 Mandeep Kaur Saini 
 Noman Saleem 
 Bupinder Singh Sandhu 
 Raymond Len Shea 
 Harvir Singh Sihota 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Mehtab Singh 
 Nicholas Ryan Smith 
 (With Distinction) 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Mowinder Singh Taggar 
 Baldeep Singh Toor 
 Moween Upiah 
 Jillien Camille Visco 
 (With Distinction) 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Rick Voong 
 Shenxuan Wang 
 Tingting Wang 
 Weiwei Wang 
 Yingzhi Wang 
 Robert Wasieczko 
 Xudong Xia 
 Linxuan Xie 



 Huiwen Yang 
 Xiaoxia Yao 
 Yao Yao 
 Aiyda Zackariya 
 Co-operative Education Option 

 Bachelor of Business Administration in Entrepreneurial Leadership 
 Ahmed Ali Al Abbad 
 Rawan Moh'd Ali 
 Zahin Muzaffar Ali 
 Arif Basharah Alotaibi 
 Jordan David Dinesen 
 Brandon Randell Drake 
 Samuel Garzitto 
 Joelle Ho 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Hao Hu 
 Mengyu Jin 
 Zainab Mohammed 
 Chantelle Anne Sumera Morzo 
 Gauravjit Singh Parmar 
 Madina Sediqi 
 Derek Wiebe 
 Jun Yan Zhang 

 Bachelor of Business Administration in Human Resources Management 
 Avery Genevieve Alkema 
 Anushe Amer 
 Pawneet Kaur Bains 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Amninder Kaur Bassi 
 Donna Heather Chang 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Michelle Chu 
 Amanjeet Kaur Dhaliwal 
 Neera Nirmal Dhingra 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Abby T Louise Drinovz 
 Aida Mariana Garcia 
 Harveer K Ghuman 
 Co-operative Education Option 



 Harneet Kaur Gill 
 Inderbir Singh Gill 
 Omo-ode Aghogho Iweh 
 Riley Joseph Kuebler 
 Jeanelle Lauguico 
 Jason Liang 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Ying Ma 
 Navneet Mahal 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Sanam Saniya Malik 
 Colin Aaron James McDonald 
 George Takyi Micah 
 Rhea Mitra 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Kathryn Rose Nadeau 
 Jason Patla 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Qiao Peng 
 Monty Puaar 
 Nada Radwan 
 Emily Mae Richardson 
 Gurtej Singh Sandhu 
 Navid Shahrokhi 
 Maisa Ahmed Sheikh 
 Nathaniel Simon Solodkin 
 Ashleen Thind 
 Manal Wakil 
 Jenna-lee Ellen Watson 
 Ji Yang 
 Kailun Yang 
 Yahuan Zhang 

 Bachelor of Business Administration in Marketing Management 
 Harmanjot Singh Bajwa 
 Shavir Bomanbehram 
 Li Le Cai 
 Kristian Michael Keith Chalmers 
 Payton Cherry 
 David Chudzinski 
 Christine Tsz Fung Chung 



 Satwinder Singh Curry 
 Rahul Dawesar 
 Breanna Constance Deis 
 Amrit Singh Dhaliwal 
 Jasmine Dhaliwal 
 Liam Joseph Elgert 
 Mark Garcia 
 Varinder Singh Gill 
 Loveleen Lovee Khattar 
 Sarah Jane Rooney Kohnen 
 Jiaqi Kong 
 Brandon Robert Lee 
 Yongfang Lei 
 Jimmy Li 
 Zheng Liang 
 Abigail Michaela Lim 
 Alvina Najeeb 
 Samantha Pugh 
 Amit Ryan Sheenh 
 Kathleen Dianne Sherlock 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Kelly Sin 
 Tate Bing Liang Tham 
 Wenwen Zhang 
 Yu Zhang 
 Linxuan Zheng 

 Bachelor of Technology in Information Technology 
 Claudine Arboleda 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Harkirat Singh Bains 
 (With Distinction) 
 Mark Tristan Javier Baluyot 
 Gabriel San Mateo Basit 
 Alexander Graham Chanyan 
 Louis Chew 
 Thomas John Federau 
 Arron Daniel Fucoy 
 William Ha 
 Anthony Lawrence Harris 
 (With Distinction) 



 Cody Evan Hermon 
 Shawn Lew 
 Bo Mei 
 Ryan Mock 
 Yuting Pang 
 Mohammed Qahwash 
 Nirosh Jayarajah Ratnam 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Abdul Rehman 
 Isabel Anne Sacks 
 Steven Jason Shohe Wei Saito 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Vincent Gordon Slingsby 
 (With Distinction) 
 Hamza Usmani 
 Johan Chi-Heng Wai 
 (With Distinction) 

 Associate Degree 
 Associate of Arts in Economics 
 Anjela Goyal 

 Diploma 
 Diploma in Accounting 
 Masood Abdullah 
 Saijal Arora 
 (With Distinction) 
 Anamika Badhan 
 Gurveer Kaur Brar 
 Ira Chealsy Gomez Cea 
 Damanpreet Kaur 
 Amaneet Kaur Dhudwal 
 Basil Edavilayil 
 Bhanvi Ghai 
 Melvin Hangad 
 Darshan Kaur 
 Gurleen Kaur 
 Harmandeep Kaur 
 Jaspreet Kaur 
 Manpreet Kaur 



 Panveer Kaur 
 (With Distinction) 
 Sheila Lai 
 Hitesh Malhotra 
 Manjinder Kaur 
 Amanjot Kaur Nagra 
 Balkaran Singh Nijjer 
 Ramneek Kaur 
 Riya 
 (With Distinction) 
 Nikita Sharma 
 Amrick Singh Sidhu 
 Manpreet Singh 
 Hewett Bailey Soliven 
 Guang Yuan Zhang 

 Diploma in Business Administration 
 Xiaorou Zhang 

 Diploma in Business Management 
 Carol Aggarwal 
 Edleth Allen Cadacio 
 Steve Chan 
 Surbhi Chawla 
 Ke Teng Chen 
 Paras Dabra 
 Jagjot Singh Dhaliwal 
 Manav Dhand 
 Gurkiran Dhesi 
 Gage Kento Flexhaug 
 Sukhraj Singh Gill 
 Gitansh Gupta 
 Gurkirat Singh 
 Gursharan Singh 
 Nimrat Singh Hara 
 Harjot Kaur 
 Jagroop Kaur 
 Jashanjeet Kaur 
 Gursimranpreet Singh Johal 
 Ajay Kailey 
 Gurpreet Kaur 



 Harmanpreet Kaur 
 Jaspreet Kaur 
 Prabhjot Kaur 
 Rashpal Kaur Khosa 
 Monika Kochar 
 Gurkamal Singh Kular 
 Hargun Singh Kular 
 Varunveer Singh Mahal 
 Ali Usman Mahmood 
 Manmagan Preet Singh 
 Manpreet Kaur 
 Pooja Mattu 
 Naman Rai Mehta 
 Jan Paul Yves Barace Nacu 
 Taniya Nanda 
 Navneet Kaur 
 Jiaxue Ou 
 Pooja 
 Sonya Jyotica Raey 
 Amanpreet Rai 
 Priyanka Rai 
 Ramanjot Kaur 
 Savleen Saini 
 Sukhveer Singh Sandhu 
 Gurinderpal Singh Sekhon 
 Shalini 
 Sakshi Sharma 
 Arshdeep Singh 
 Danielle Amy Slater 
 Jennifer Stevens 
 Matthew Thiessen 
 Brett Donovan Thomas 
 Jahnavi Tiwari 
 Komalpreet Kaur Toor 
 Tajjot Singh Toor 
 Michael Trinh 
 Yuen Sam Tsang 
 Harpreet Kaur Uppal 
 Gunjan Vij 
 Simranjeet Singh Virk 



 Kuber Waraich 
 Himanshu Watts 
 Junnan Xu 

 Diploma in Computer Information Systems 
 Aman 
 Abhishek Bains 
 Devanshu Bajaj 
 Abhinav Bali 
 Barinderjit Kaur 
 Pushpin Singh Benepal 
 Harjot Singh Bolla 
 Manpreet Singh Brar 
 Sandeep Kaur Brar 
 Ceston Carino 
 Patrick Villaroman Chong 
 Heemanika Chopra 
 Harveer Kaur Deol 
 Harmanjot Kaur Dhindsa 
 Lehar Garg 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Sukhmandeep Singh Gill 
 Himanshu Goyal 
 Paras Grover 
 Taranjeet Kaur Kamboj 
 Rohit Kansal 
 Harwinder Kaur 
 Harwinder Kaur 
 Jasmeet Kaur 
 Khushpreet Kaur 
 Lovepreet Kaur 
 Manjot Kaur 
 Manmeet Kaur 
 Manpreet Kaur 
 Prabhdeep Kaur 
 Ramandeep Kaur 
 Ravneet Kaur 
 Rupinder Kaur 
 Simran Kaur 
 Sukrit Kaur 



 Taranpreet Kaur 
 Harsimran Singh Kaushal 
 Khushi 
 Anmol Singh Kler 
 Harmanjot Kaur Kooner 
 Nitish Kumar 
 Kumardeep Singh 
 (With Distinction) 
 Lionel Ken Lal 
 Vishesh Mahajan 
 (With Distinction) 
 Avi Makkar 
 Anmol Mazoo 
 Vasu Mehra 
 Navjot Singh 
 Harshneet Singh Nayyar 
 Jobanpreet Singh Nijjar 
 Olufemi Oluwaseun Ogunji 
 (With Distinction) 
 Oluwatosin Abiodun Olugbebi 
 Rishi Parashar 
 Pardeep Kaur 
 (With Distinction) 
 Antonio Parente 
 Prabhjot Saddi 
 Kavir Singh Sahdra 
 Kamal Saini 
 Ranjot Singh Sandhu 
 Komalpreet Kaur Sekhon 
 Ajaydeep Singh 
 Anmolpreet Singh 
 Arminder Singh 
 Arshpreet Singh 
 Balmohkam Singh 
 Harpartap Singh 
 Manpreet Singh 
 Milanjot Singh 
 Premgeet Singh 
 Simranjit Singh 
 Sukhmanjot Singh 



 Daryl Smart 
 Sukhveer Singh Sohi 
 (With Distinction) 
 Sukhmandeep Kaur Sran 
 Sukhjot Singh 
 Sangeetha Thavanathan 
 Co-operative Education Option 
 Sukhpal Singh Tiwana 
 Maninder Singh Uppal 
 Ankita Vashist 
 Lakshay Verma 

 Diploma in General Business Studies 
 Waais Ali 
 Twinkle Arora 
 Mackenzie Glen Orville Wilburt Bransford 
 Adedayo Unoiza Fagbulu 
 Gavin Foo 
 Mayur Gupta 
 Yiqi Hu 
 Hugh Ching Ho Huang 
 Pawanpreet Kaur 
 Sukhwinder Kaur 
 Sukrit Kaur 
 Mengru Liu 
 Aishleen Kaur Sahni 
 Tania Sandhu 
 Chenxue Wei 
 Juan Juan Ye 

 Diploma in Marketing Management 
 Camille Brinn 
 Xinru Chen 
 Rachael DePatie 
 Harpreet Singh Dhillon 
 Alexander Chase Eekhof 
 Hailey Halter 
 Gurleen Kaur 
 Saif Hasan Khan 
 Jordan Brittany Olson 
 Sahibjot Singh 



 Tatianna Ashley Taylor-Tait 

 Diploma in Public Relations 
 Ramjot Singh Dadraha 
 Anoushka Egersperger 
 Shannon Flores 
 Monisha Gopal 
 Grace Angel Blanche Hill-Preece 
 (With Distinction) 
 Nicole Page Kennedy 
 (With Distinction) 
 Mackenzie Alison Mowat 
 (With Distinction) 
 Michelle Jillian Obuyes 
 Patrick Pacheco 
 Jane Punzalan 
 Koko Sakata 
 Meliha Selin Ulker 
 (With Distinction) 
 Brandon Wirsz 

 Certificate 
 Certificate in Accounting 
 Andrew John Wade Oeuvray 
 (With Distinction) 

 Certificate in Business Management 
 Jia Lin Guan 

 Certificate in Computer Information Systems 
 Adhyan Adhyan 
 Prabhjot Kaur 
 Kajal Saini 
 Kuljit Singh 
 Sourav 
 Jaspreet Kaur Tiwana 

 Certificate in General Business Studies 
 Sydney Kirath Dhaliwal 
 Gurleen Kaur 
 Harpreet Kaur 
 Prabhjot Kaur 



 Rajdeep Kaur 
 Alice Siu Chun Liang 
 Karanveer Singh Sidhu 
 Jasmine Kaur Sudhan 

 Certificate in Legal Administrative Studies 
 Carly Marie Allanson 
 (With Distinction) 
 Katlyn Noreen Allanson 
 (With Distinction) 
 Diana Andreea Ardeleanu 
 Joielly Anne Bautista 
 (With Distinction) 
 Dilpreet Brar 
 Allison Michelle Brenner 
 (With Distinction) 
 Haleigh Megan Campbell 
 (With Distinction) 
 Karen Chahal 
 XinYi Chu 
 Taylor James Decker 
 (With Distinction) 
 Alanna Sophia Disini 
 (With Distinction) 
 Lisa Nicole Ericson 
 (With Distinction) 
 Amandeep Gill 
 Priya Gill 
 Shan Shan Guo 
 Talisa Mekaila Hall 
 (With Distinction) 
 Azeeza Ashiana Jehan 
 Harpreet Kaur 
 (With Distinction) 
 Gurjeevin Kular 
 Xiaoxi Liu 
 (With Distinction) 
 Breleigh Ashlann Victoria Loader 
 Jaleelah Nawaz 
 Bianca Olikhovski 
 Lauren Peterson 
 (With Distinction) 



 Tasha Sandhu 
 (With Distinction) 
 Da Lin Sau 
 McKaylin Teresa Schwitay 
 (With Distinction) 
 Jenny Way Yen Situ 
 Yulia Smirnova 
 (With Distinction) 
 Gagandeep Kaur Thiara 
 (With Distinction) 
 Kelsey Ann Wigton 
 (With Distinction) 
 Mingyao Xie 
 (With Distinction) 
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